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At the stroke of midnight, B-Real lit up and Cypress Hill took the stage at the Ogden Theater in Denver, 
ushering in our national stoner holiday. A potent musical lineup had already primed the crowd for 
4/20. Action Bronson had stoked it. Chron ixx & Zinc fence Redemption had elevated it. And George 

Clinton, as always, whipped up a smoke storm of Mile Highpowered funk! 
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life is so good. By Drew Millard 
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» We Want To 
Hear From You! 
Tweet your best high observa¬ 
tions and comments our way 
@HIGH_TIMES_Mag for a chance 
to be featured on this page! And 
be sure to follow us on Facebook 
(Facebook/HIGHTIMESMag) and 
Instagram (@hightimesmaga- 
zine) for all the latest news as 
it's happening! 

@A_DamnSqueze - @HIGH_TIMES_ 

Mag majority of politicians are in the 

closet with their marijuana issues. My 

boy Barry hasn’t lived up to his pro 

pot stance 

@martooner-@HIGH_TIMES_Mag I 

caught the Red Eye from Denver to 

Seattle at 3 in the afternoon. #mari- 

juanahealth #comedy.#humor.jokes. 

@keithmack1 - @HIGH_TIMES_Mag 

ignorance is the Gateway drug 

@lotuslocsstudio - @HIGH_TIMES_ 

Mag maybe if @realDonaldTrump 

was on drugs he’d actually be legit. 

Nah, who am I kidding. #FeelTheBern 

@dondreak - @HIGH_TIMES_Mag 

How could something so beautiful 

be illegal? 

@Delta9Dabber - @HIGH_TIMES_ 

Mag Hey I just bought my subscrip¬ 

tion to your mag today! Got my first 

edition and it’s incredible, there was 

so much information 

@mike420kush - @HIGH_TIMES_Mag 

One time I was so high that I chowed 

down on 2 containers of canned tuna 

like it was manna from Heaven. 

@MikeSyphard - @HIGH_TIMES_Mag 

thanks THC for clearing up my mind 

so I can sleep 

@mikebranc - @HIGH_TIMES_Mag 

THIS JUST IN: I’m baked out of my skull! 

@Wake_in_Bake420 - @HIGH_TIMES_ 

Mag sitting on the front porch smok¬ 

ing out while its raining....PRICELESS 

@HowieUjr - @HIGH_TIMES Mag I 

think Tommy Chong is going to live 

forever. Weed is good for humans 

@LovelyBones313 - @HIGH_TIMES_ 

Mag I personally feel that some 

people drive better while stoned. It 

eliminates my road rage, and helps 

keep me calm xoxo 

) Residents of Medical 
States Choose Vapes and 
Edibles Over Smoking 

POT POLL 

Would You Grow Pot 
If It Was Legal in Your State? 

Researchers in Lebanon, NH used 

survey data from Facebook and 

Qualtrics, an online survey platform, 

to find out that people living in states 

with medical marijuana laws smoke 

less pot, and instead choose to 

vaporize or eat it instead. This may 

seem obvious to the average High 

Times reader, but policy makers 

need published information to see 

that people choose healthier options 

over smoking when marijuana gets 

legalized. 

Find all this and more at hightimes.com. 

I Glass Artist of the Month: Chaiah Sullivan 
At the age of 14 Chaiah Sullivan picked up a torch and instantg 

fell in love. For five years it was just a hobby. He first appren¬ 

ticed at a soft glass, hot shop studio in 2007. Then in 2010, 

following intensive instruction from top artists in the industry| 

he ventured forth as a pro, experimenting with many different 

styles and techniques. 

In 2013, Chaiah created a realistic, unique cactus design 

and ran with it. Since then, his glass fame has only grown. 

He’s done several collaborations with different artists and 

even one with the cactus master himself, Darby Holm. 

“I’m known for my cacti,” he says. “I’m strongly influenced 1| 

the beauty and elegance of nature.” 

B No, 1 couldn’t even keep a cactus alive if 1 tried. 

Maybe next spring, if 1 get my shit together. 

1 No, 1 prefer to keep my dealer/dispensary/other in business. 

96% Absolutely, yes! 

Warm weather opens up a whole new world for stoners-we all know 

that there’s nothing better than getting baked in the sun. And if you 

have a green thumb, then you’re probably excited to take it to the next 

level by breaking out the gardening tools and starting your own crop. 

Of course, unless you live in a legal state or aren’t afraid to take 

some risks, then you’re probably not cultivating cannabis... But we 

asked our online readers: What if you could? Would you grow pot if it 

was legal in your state? 

And it turns out that yes, yes you would. With over 5,000 votes, an 

overwhelming majority said “Absolutely, yes!” Only 60 respondents 

admitted they had no green thumb, with 93 people saying “Maybe 

next spring.” Cast your vote in our latest poll online! 

I Mr. Spliff Is Back! 
High Times’ original Mr. Spliff charac¬ 

ter has graced T-shirts and hoodies 

in years past, but now he’s back and 

this time, he’s updated and on your 

phone. That’s right, he’s one of many 

new High Times emojis! 

Last year, High Times teamed up 

with a new app called YourMoji to 

bring you a set of the dankest emojis, 

stickers and GIFs your smartphone 

has ever seen, and our latest rollout 

has reintroduced Mr. Spliff, along 

with a brand new Mary Jane pot leaf 

character. 

Download YourMoji from the App 

Store or Google Play, add High Times 

to your favorite categories and start 

texting! 
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The Ultimate Prize One of the oldest arguments for legalization goes like 

this: “If alcohol and cigarettes are legal, marijuana 

should be too.” And on the surface, that makes perfect 

sense. We should be allowed to ingest whatever sub¬ 

stances we want, without fear of prosecution, as long 

as we don’t harm others. But I’ve never liked the comparison. Booze 

and tobacco are categorically harmful: They cause disease and death. 

And so we ask ourselves every day: How can the government 

persist in its refusal to recognize the mountain of evidence—now at 
Himalayan proportions—that cannabis can benefit society’s health 

and stability? And how can our elected leaders stand by and allow 
Americans to suffer persecution and prosecution for their choice of 

medicine or recreational substance? 

After all, the government has recognized the serious harm caused 

by cigarettes and, as a result, prohibited tobacco advertising. There 

was a time when hard-liquor ads were banned, too. (Of course, those 

days are over, and booze ads are everywhere.) So it’s not as if politi¬ 

cians are unaware of the problems—and yet these substances remain 

widely available. 

Frankly, that kind of official hypocrisy is what keeps High Times 

going. Idiocy and stubbornness on this scale motivate us each month 

to champion cannabis even more vociferously. 
Every voice is needed now. In this issue, rap superstar Wiz Khalifa 

adds his to the cacophony of shout-outs for legalization. The heroic 

advocacy group Patients Out of Time makes the case for all who 

desperately need cannabis for medicinal use. Plus, in “Growing 

Solo,” we guide beginners in their quest to start their own personal 

gardens. Growing cannabis is the ultimate act of defiance in the face 

of oppressive pot laws. 
We have a lot of fun in the pages of High Times, but we never lose 

sight of the ultimate prize: freedom for the plant, and freedom for 

ourselves. So keep the pressure on, everyone! Each day we’re getting 

closer. 

Dan Skye 
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io Letters 

Vexed Veteran 

It seems the US government has no con¬ 

cern for its disabled veterans [“Shame 

on America,” June ’16]. I am one, and I 

tested positive for marijuana one time. 
For that, the VA quickly stopped my 

pain medications. I’ve had very positive 

results from the pain-relieving effects 

of smoking marijuana, and I feel left 

behind. These laws should have been 

changed years ago for a plant that is 

a natural and very helpful medication 

for many people. Thanks for your fight 

to help get the laws changed, and for 

keeping people informed of marijuana’s 

positive benefits. 
Gary 

Woof! 

I have a happy, healthy 14-year-old Lab/ 
Chow mix. He has no health issues 

besides old age and a little bit of arthri¬ 
tis. He can see and hear well. He suf¬ 

fered from heartworms a long time ago 

and recovered well. This dog has been 

smoking since he was young. I blow it 

in his nose. He doesn’t fight me, and he 

lets me know when he wants it. He also 

lets me know when he’s done. Every 

time I take him for his checkup, the vet 

is always surprised at how healthy he 

is. Today the vet told me that he still 

has the teeth of a young dog. His heart 
sounds good and his eyes look good. No, 

this may not be for every pet. But mine 

is a good example of how marijuana 

doesn’t hurt them. 

Amber W. 

While it’s not advisable to get your pet high on 

THC, some folks are turning to medical-mari¬ 

juana treatments for their furry loved ones. CBD- 

rich tinctures and treats can medicate animals 

suffering from anxiety, joint pain, seizures and 

more. Check out “Creature Comforts” by Mary 

Jane Gibson in our May 2016 issue. 

Marijuana Mess in Montana 

Not only are our “red state” politicians 

limiting access to medical cannabis 

through our State Supreme Court, but 

we have two petitions that will most 

likely appear on this November’s ballot. 

One is to legalize cannabis for recre¬ 

ational use, and the other is to make 
cannabis illegal and align our state with 

federal laws. We voted for medical can¬ 

nabis by an astounding 62 to 38 percent 

in 2004, but now some wealthy business¬ 

men are putting up big money to have 

it repealed by labeling their cause “Safe 

100% CLONING SU< 

HIGH TIMES 
BANJA, 
GOURMET 

■ 
Feedback c/o 

High Times, 250 West 
57th St., Suite 920, 

New York, NY 10107 
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WE ED-INFUSED 
RECIPES 4 
DINING 

MUST-SEE 

ISLAND 
OF PUflPS 
GROWING 
legal in 

ARIZONA 
IN THE 
KITCHEN 
WITH 

ACTION 
BRONSON 

Our state could possibly 
legalize cannabis and make 
it illegal at the same time! 

Montana.” But the point of this is that 

our state could possibly legalize cannabis 

and make it illegal at the same time! 

Which bill would trump the other? What 

a conundrum we have here! 
Matt 0. 

Love From Uruguay 

It’s great to see your magazine doing 
such great work spreading the weed 

news all over the planet. We can only 

dream about what you guys have accom¬ 

plished in the US. We are inspired by 

what is going on in your country. 

Daniel Marxs 

Uruguay 

Indoor vs. Outdoor: 

The Debate Continues 

I thought it may be constructive to be in 

touch regarding the critique included in 

the “Indoor vs. Outdoor” issue [May 16] 
of the peer-reviewed research I published 

back in 2012 estimating the energy use 

associated with indoor grows. The two 

notes by your science editor, Sirius J, 

contain several serious errors of fact and 

misrepresentations of the referenced 
study. Details aside, it would be useful for 

High Times to meet the energy question 

with proactive curiosity and a desire 

to pinpoint best practices regarding 

energy and the 

environment. 
_ Clearly much more 

needs to be done, and 
whether more research validated 

my exact findings or found the 

numbers too low or too high, even 

by a large amount, the qualitative 

implications would be the same: 

This is an under-attended issue 

that deserves more attention. 

Meanwhile, nothing provided 

in the High Times articles sup¬ 

port the editorial statement that 

the original analysis is “wildly 

inflated,” and in four years there 

have been no substantive critiques 

of the analysis. Without debating 

what portion of production goes 

to medical versus recreational 

use, the sad fact (in lieu of new 

analysis) is that the US uses twice 
as much electricity and spends six 

times as much money on power 

bills for indoor cannabis as for all 

other pharmaceuticals combined. 

Aside from what the numbers do 

or don’t say, it’s not constructive 

to deflect attention away from 

one legitimate problem to an ostensibly 

bigger one. There is no single cause of 

climate change, and thus no single solu¬ 

tion. We need to seek emissions reduc¬ 

tions anywhere and everywhere we can. 
It is not a zero-sum situation. Cannabis 

is a rare “sector” where energy efficiency 

and climate pollution have, sadly, never 

been a serious focus; it is, arguably, four 

decades behind the rest of the economy 

when it comes to getting smart about 

energy-using technology. 

Many are waiting to see an industry 

more forthcoming about its carbon foot¬ 

print, and one that signals more interest 

in managing it and raising consumer 

awareness. High Times has a unique 

opportunity to become part of that 

process. To imply that the problem sits 

solely with the energy companies (and 

the fuels they choose to make electricity) 

surely addresses only half the problem. 
Meanwhile, it is incumbent upon the 

trade press to carefully read their source 
documents and perform the fact-check¬ 

ing and verification of manufacturers’ 

product claims that readers expect. 

Evan Mills, PhD 

Energy and climate-change analyst, 

Energy Associates 

Read Evan Mills’s full letter online at 

hightimes.com, as well as science editor 

Sirius J’s response. 
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Two Chambers For 

Faster Cycles 

The Producer 
Flower 18 

Potent Plants 

Incredible Odor Control 
Odor crushing carbon fiiters scrub 
the air and keep your grow a secret. 

Bud Boosting CO Dosing 
Control pests and get bigger yields 
with built in CO., control 

Easy-to-use Automated Timing 
One central timer control's all parts 
of your grow, lighting, watering and CO . 
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Hardcore Medical Grade Finish 
Made to last, our grow boxes are built 
strong with powder coated aluminum. 

Professional & Safe Wiring 
Every BCNL grow box is a safe, 
reliable growing appliance. 

Award Winning Quality & Yields 
With IQ HIGH TIMES&TAS.H Awards and 
counting we build boxes you can trust. 

Maybe you want a cleaner, safer product. Maybe you 

want to save some cash by growing your own. Maybe 

you just want to be self sufficient. Or, maybe you take 

pride in your ability to grow a great crop. 

Whatever your reasons, our grow boxes give you the 

freedom to grow what you want, when you want And with 

3G5'-tfayS’a-year telephone support from seasoned 

growers, you can be sure that each harvest is amazing. 
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Find your growing freedom. Call us today to find out more: 
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WE BERN’D THESE BUDS Southern California’s finest marijuana 

strains were on display at the U.S. Cannabis Cup in San Bernardino 

for High Times’ pre-420 celebration. Read more about the awesome 

event, and see more of the winning champions in “You Must Be This 

High to Ride” starting on on page 45. Photos by Lochfoot 
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LOUISE 
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MONSTER TRUCKLOAD Harvest time can require some 

ingenuity to get your plants from the field to your drying 

racks. This vehicle is filled with Humboldt Seed Organi¬ 

zation’s Sapphire Scout bred by Ras at Humboldt Seed 

Organization. Photo by #BioVortex of@teamHSO 
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Contact 
High 

COLORADO BUDS Feast your eyes on a few of the finest 

marijuana strains in the world! These are just some of the 

flower winners of the 2016 High Times Colorado Cannabis 

Cup. For more coverage of our illustrious event, turn to 

page 86. Photos by Lochfoot 

GHOST TRAIN HAZE 

(Green Man Cannabis - Downtown) 

BOBSAGET 

(Natural Remedies/Organic 

Greens LLC) 

STAR KILLER 

(Green Man Cannabis - Downtown) 

GORILLA GLUE 

(Natural Remedies/Organic 

Greens LLC) 



CHEMD.O.G. 

(Next Harvest) 

BURKLE 

(Dank by Pank) 
LARRY WALKER-OG 

(MMJ America Boulder & 

The Vault Genetics) 

TORABORA 

(MMJ America Downtown & 

The Vault Genetics) 

ROYAL HIGHNESS 

(Herbal Healing) (The Green Solution) 





They live life to the heat of a different drummer, are sure of who they are and what they stand for. 

They're the tree and forward thinkers, innovators and creators whose ideas and words inspire, 
polarize, spark imaginations and powerfully connect. 

They're rebels, outcasts. Davids in a world of Goliaths, that come from the least likely of places. 

They tread where others fear to go, dislike conforming to the norm, and don't care much for the 
man or his machine because they truly embrace freedom. 

It’s hard to tool them because they have a clear perspective on the world and see things tor what 
they really are. 

They’re fiercely aware of what’s right and wrong, speak their minds and take no prisoners. 

They look at life differently, society can’t pigeon hole them or put them in box, and they see 
things where others don’t. 

Their ideas are sometimes out on the fringe, the ragged edge. They have to be, because they're 
open to the possibilities and realities that change fns world. 

Some see them as a tish cut of water, trouble makers and oddballs. We see them as gifted, 
profound and uniquely brilliant. 

^ Advanced Nutrients 
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A Meeting of Minds & Medicine 
Keeping up with the dynamic devlopments in medical 
marijuana research is a fulltime job. A Virginia advocacy group 
has been up to the task for over 20 years. By Mike DiPaola 

When Patients Out of Time, an advocacy 

group dedicated to medical marijuana 
education and outreach, held its annual 

conference in Baltimore, MD, another 
event in the state to the north served to 

demonstrate why the group is so neces¬ 

sary. That same weekend, Pennsylvania 

legalized medical marijuana, thereby 

opening up a new population of cannabis 

patients. 

There are now 24 states, plus the Dis¬ 
trict of Columbia, with medical mari¬ 

juana laws—as well as another 17 states 

with CBD-only regulations—and so there 

is an ever-growing need to educate both 

patients and their doctors on the efficacy 

and safety of cannabis qua medicine. 

Attendees in Baltimore included 
MMJ patients suffering from chronic 

pain, seizure disorders, irritable bowel 

syndrome, and cancer; there were also 

physicians, nurses, other healthcare pro¬ 

fessionals and lawyers. The featured 

speakers included scientists, doctors, 

other patients, sympathetic law enforce¬ 

ment officials and survivors of the War 
on Drugs. 

Educating the public on the health 

applications of cannabis is essential to 

ending prohibition on weed, which only 

makes sense, since the prohibition of 

cannabis was itself promoted by mass 

public misinformation. It is necessary to 

educate healthcare professionals as well. 

“My challenge to a lot of the patients 
is to go back to your clinician or health¬ 

care practitioner and ask them what 

they can tell you about the endocannab- 
inoid system,” declared Patients presi¬ 

dent and nurse Mary Lynn Mathre. “If 

they don’t know or can’t explain it, I can 

tell them where you can get educated. If 
they don’t, go find another physician!” 

Patients Out of Time has been rais¬ 

ing awareness for two decades, and in 
2014 it ramped up its conference series 

to meet every year “to respond to the 

dynamic changes in the realm of ther¬ 

apeutic cannabis,” such as the ever- 

expanding med-pot jurisdictions like 

newly liberated Pennsylvania. 

Aside from the burgeoning patient- 

consumer base, there are also constant 

developments in medical science in 

general and the endocannabinoid sys¬ 
tem in particular that need to be made 

accessible to the public. In Baltimore, 

top researchers and practitioners in the 
field spoke on cannabis and brain sci¬ 

ence, pregnancy, skin applications, as 

well as on arcane topics like “pharma- 

covigilance” (staying on top of adverse 

effects of drug-related treatments), and 

on practical ones like “How to Talk to 

Your Budtender.” Almost all of the talks 

eventually circled back to the body’s 
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“The idea that there’s a physician today who doesn’t 
want to understand the most significant finding in the 
human body is wrong. Almost every disease, you can 
trace bach to the endocannabinoid system.” 
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« endogenous cannabinoid receptors. 
“The idea that there’s a physi¬ 

cian today who doesn’t want to under¬ 
stand the most significant finding in the 

human body is wrong,” decried Mathre. 

“Almost every disease, you can trace back 

to the endocannabinoid system.” 

Keeping track of the latest research on 

cannabinoids is full time work (on aver¬ 

age, every day sees two more scientific 

publications on the subject), but even 

developments with other drugs have 

an impact on medical cannabis. Case 

in point: the Centers for Disease Con¬ 
trol and Prevention released in March 

a rather urgent memorandum on the 

explosion of opioid use and addiction in 

the US. Cannabis is already being used 

to treat opioid addiction; soon it will 

replace, at least in part, the tons of opi¬ 

ates that are being prescribed inconti¬ 

nently by US doctors. 

Raising awareness was not limited to 
healthcare issues. When Jeff Mizanskey, 

a Missouri man recently released from 

decades of prison for marijuana posses¬ 

sion (see “A Crime of Justice,” January 

2016), spoke, it was a somber reminder 

that our criminal justice system is also in 

dire need of repair. 

Incredibly, Mizanskey has not grown 

cynical about the injustice he’d endured. 

“I decided that if I came out all bitter 

like you see a lot of people do, it means 

they won. And I’m not going to let them 

win.” 

The conference wasn’t all harsh news. 

Dr. Ethan Russo schooled the audience 

on terpenoids, especially pinene and lim- 

onene, which may be helpful for users 

who feel the psychoactive effects of THC 
more than they’d prefer. He even iden¬ 

tified an ameliorative and nutritious 
antidote for the too-heroic dose: pesto 

linguine with pine nuts, with a glass of 

lemonade on the side. “The lemonade 

has to be made with the lemon rind,” he 

told me later, “not just the juice. The zest 

is the richest source of the limonene.” 

The doctor explained that “the limo¬ 

nene brightens the mood and acts as an 

antidepressant—to lesser extent, an anti¬ 

anxiety agent.” 

While the star of the weekend—the 
marijuana plant itself—has been lauded 

for the diverse benefits garnered from all 

parts of the plant, leaves, stems, seeds 

and flowers, we often overlook the part 

of the plant underground. Nutrition¬ 

ist Natasha Ryz spoke on the medic¬ 

inal applications for the roots which, 
although devoid of either CBD or THC, 

have been in use for many centuries-and 

still remain largely mysterious today. 

As Pennsylvania has now joined the 

path to wellness, more people will be 

exposed to the reality that marijuana 
is not the demon weed they had been 

taught to believe. With each new popu¬ 

lation granted access to medicine comes 

more research. 

More research leads, hopefully, to new 

applications for cannabis as medicine. 

The expanding knowledge base feeds 

the need for a group like Patients Out of 

Time to keep up with the explosion of 
information—for both patients and their 

healthcare providers. 

In a way, the prohibitionists were right 
about one thing: marijuana is a gateway 

drug. A gateway to better health. ^ 

HIGH FIVE 

Animal (Pot) Planet 
Many animals have an endocannabinoid system, so they benefit from cannabis too .By Mark Miller 

Dogs 
Virtually every month, 

there’s a new story about 

cannabis saving a canine. 

In February, the Chi-Town 

Mommy Mayhem blog 

reported the story of Leah, 

a 7-year-old Great Dane 

with bone cancer. Leah was 

given the commercial prod¬ 

uct Canna Companion, 

a proprietary blend that 

offers phytocannabinoids 

and terpenes in capsule 

form. She went from barely 

walking to running around 

the yard and avoided 

amputation. Leah is also liv¬ 

ing longer than expected. 

Birds 
Hemp seeds provide protein 

and essential fatty acids 

for our feathered friends. 

Studies indicate they like the 

taste, and it bolsters their 

immune systems too. AUK 

“Feed the Birds” initiative in 

2014 advocated spreading 

hemp and cannabis seeds 

over public land. The symbol 

of the campaign was the 

linnet, a type of finch whose 

scientific name is Carduelis 

cannabina, after its favorite 

seed! And a 2013 German 

study found that chickens 

fed a hemp-based diet laid 

healthier, omega-3-rich eggs. 

Horses 
Cannabis has been used to 

treat horse injuries since 

antiquity. Today there’s 

Lame Away, a commercially 

available non-psychoactive 

topical offering therapeutic 

relief from inflammation that 

traditional meds and other 

alternative therapies fail 

to provide. Meanwhile, the 

Plains Industrial Hemp com¬ 

pany uses the soft inner core 

of the cannabis stalk to make 

its horse bedding, which has 

an absorbency six times its 

own weight, allowing horses 

more comfort in their stalls 

after urination. 

Monkeys 
SIV, the primate equiva¬ 

lent of HIV, causes a form 

of AIDS in the rhesus 

macaque, one of the world’s 

most numerous monkey 

species. In a 2014 study by 

Louisiana State University, 

researchers administered 

THC for 17 months to male 

rhesus macaques that 

were infected with SIV. The 

primates who received a 

twice-daily dose consis¬ 

tently had higher numbers 

of healthy cells. The THC 

also reduced viral load (SIV 

in the blood) and tissue 

inflammation. 

Cows 
Swiss farmers previously 

fed their livestock beneficial 

and benign hemp fodder. 

But in 2005, the Federal Agri¬ 

culture Office outlawed this 

practice, after a government 

study indicated that THC was 

being passed into dairy milk. 

However, that “research” 

involved feeding THC pills to 

the cows; it didn’t utilize the 

same low-THC hemp fodder 

actually given to the bovines. 

Individual farmers balked at 

the ban, reporting that cows 

fed with hemp fodder were 

healthier and produced 

more milk. 
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Arresting Aroma 
Denver officials are taking steps 

to reduce the odor of growing 

pot. The City Council’s Safety & 

Well-being Committee advanced 

a measure containing changes to 

Denver’s odor laws, regulated by 

the city’s Department of Environ¬ 
mental Health (DEH). 

The expanded ordinance 

would allow business owners and 

employees as well as residents to 

file formal objections to pot plant 
odors they detect. Five olfactory 

complaints must be filed against 

a particular cultivation site to 

trigger inspection and penalties. 

However, the new rules increase 

the time period during which the 

five necessary complaints can be 

accumulated to 30 days. It had 

been just 12 hours. 

Pot > Wine, 
Bread and Milk 
In 2015, Spokane County, WA 

sold more legal marijuana than 

traditional food staples bread and 

milk, based on figures from the 
Washington State Liquor and Can¬ 

nabis Board and a poll of house¬ 
hold expenses by the U.S. Census 

Bureau. 

A total of $43 million was spent on 

pot in Spokane County last year, 

which breaks down to $226 per 

household. By contrast, the typical 

residence spent $155 on milk and 

$110 on bread. Buds even bested 

the county’s wine consumption 

average of $155 last year. Only beer 

topped pot, with a per-home aver¬ 

age of $233. 

And there’s no sign of pot pur¬ 
chases slowing down, as monthly 

sales in Spokane topped $5 million 
for the first time in March 2016. 

At that pace, reefer retail in the 

county is projected to soon surpass 

revenues at bookstores, museums 
and even live concert venues 

according to the Washington 

Department of Revenue. 

Inside the 
Wide World 

of Weed 
MILE HIGHER 

Despite the incred¬ 

ible progress made 

by the marijuana 

movement in 

recent years, can¬ 

nabis is still not 

taken seriously by 

some. When it was 
reported on April 1 

that the dispensary 

chain Native Roots 

is interested in 

acquiring nam¬ 

ing rights to the 

stadium where the 

reigning Super Bowl 

champion Denver 

Broncos play, 

most news outlets 

assumed it was an 

April Fools’ Day 

prank. 

But the news was 

no joke. The com¬ 

pany even prepared 

a rendering of the 

potential brand¬ 

ing (above) but 
acknowledged that 

they may ultimately 

have to lose the 

giant pot leaf. 

Sports Authority 

currently pays $6 

million a year for 

the stadium naming 

rights. However, the 

company recently 

declared bank¬ 

ruptcy, meaning the 

rights could soon 

become available. 

Native Roots 

confirmed they 

have the capital 

to acquire naming 
rights. According to 

founding partner 

Rhett Jordan, 

“Native Roots was 

born and raised in 

Colorado and we 

are the natural can¬ 

didate for this.” 

Whoopi & Maya 

are teaming up. 

Kush & Whoopi 
Whoopi Goldberg has announced her entree into the cannabis industry. 

The veteran pot smoker is taking her talents to the world of medical 

marijuana with the announcement of her new company Whoopi & Maya. 

Whoopi’s venture is a partnership with Cannabis Cup-winning pot 

chef Maya Elisabeth, founder of Om Edibles. The company’s focus is on 

cannabis-infused products that reduce menstrual pain and discomfort. 
Whoopi & Maya’s Signature Line will initially offer four products: a 

THC-infused tincture for serious discomfort, a relaxing THC-infused bath 

soak, a topical rub for localized pain and raw sipping chocolate infused 

with CBDorTHC. 

Currently, Whoopi & Maya products are only available to California 

medical pot patients. The Signature Line is available in select dispensa¬ 
ries throughout the state. 

Whoopi is proceeding carefully with her new business, telling USA 

Today, “I want to go nice and slow with this. I don’t want this to be a joke 

to people. It’s not a joke to women.” 

v-..o 
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High Times’ Dog of the Year 
A very cool dog in Laurel, MS (who is 

|dLrr a good boy) dragged home a big bag of 

£ weed only to have his owners turn it over 

I to the cops. 

"t The dog’s owners, who were not identi¬ 

fied in the police report, at first thought 
■ n | ,||w ^ their pet had brought home a bag of 

|B fact a pound of pot. While Mississippi 

has decriminalized possession of up to 30 

have constituted a felony. However, the 

W cops confiscated the pot and no arrests 
* L y were made. An investigation is ongoing. 

We can only assume this dog listens to 

Redman, who once pondered the appropriate action to take if one were 

to find a bag of weed on the floor (pick it up, pick it up). Unfortunately, 

the pup’s efforts were wasted on square owners. 
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RIP Mr. Nice 
Famed marijuana smuggler and counterculture figure 

Howard Marks has died of cancer at the age of 70. 

Marks, widely known as "Mr. Nice,” began trafficking 

pot while studying at Oxford University. Through his 

smuggling career, Marks is said to have teamed up with 
the mafia, the Irish Republican Army, the Yakuza, the 

Brotherhood of Eternal Love, the PLO and many others 

to move “thousands of tons” of pot and hash. Marks 
often made use of rock bands’ touring gear to smuggle 

pot (without telling the bands). 

Marks had the reputation of a rakish figure who 

eschewed hard drugs despite a legendary jet-setter 

lifestyle. He proved elusive to law enforcement over the 

years and even beat serious smuggling charges in 1980. 

However, in 1990, he was sentenced to 25 years in 
prison in the United States. He was released in 1995. 

Marks reinvented himself as an author and mari¬ 

juana activist later in life. After his cancer diagnosis, he 

told the Observer, “It’s impossible to regret any part of 

my life when I feel happy and I am happy now.” 

26 Highwitness News 

Jaywalking in DC 
The Secret Service treated a giant, 

fake joint carried by protesters like 

it was a threat to national security 

during a recent pot rally in Wash¬ 

ington, D.C., according to event 
organizer Adam Eidinger. 

The 51-foot inflatable jay was 

hoisted up like a psychedelic parade 

float marching towards the White 

House. However, a phalanx of Secret 

Service police attempted to block the 

500 marchers—who were chant¬ 
ing “Free the Tree for PTSD”— from 

bringing their symbolic prop all the 

way to President Obama’s doorstep. 

Authorities citing security con¬ 

cerns deflated the giant joint. But, 

Eidinger and company blew it back 

up in front of the White House in 

time for the 4:20 ceremonies. 

Seed Sowing Setback 
Canadian meta-marijuana activ¬ 

ist Dana Larsen was arrested by 

police and charged with trafficking 

cannabis and possession for the 

purpose of trafficking. The arrest 

occurred at a Days Inn in Calgary, 

the second stop of his 14-city 
“Overgrow the Government Tour.” 

As reported last month, Larsen 

had pledged to give away a million 

cannabis seeds across Canada in 

an effort to raise awareness and 

pressure the government into fol¬ 
lowing through on legalizing pot. 

According to officials, when 

the original supply of giveaway 

seeds was depleted at the hotel, 

an associate of Larsen’s went to 

their van for more and was placed 

under arrest. When Larsen came 

outside to investigate, he allegedly 

continued distributing seeds to 

supporters in view of police and 

was taken into custody. 

Cops claim a search of Larsen’s 

van uncovered 119 grams of pot 
and nearly 1100 seeds worth about 

$30,000 (a figure Larsen scoffed 

at). Mr. Larsen made bail and 

continued on with his tour. 

DID YOU PACK 

YOUR GRINDER? 

A marijuana 
grinder shaped 

like an explosive 
device caused a 

stir at a Washing¬ 

ton State airport 

in April. As TSA 

agents screened 

passengers inside 

Bellingham Inter¬ 

national Airport, 

they discovered a 

device that looked 

like a grenade 

inside a traveler’s 

carry-on luggage. 

Officers searched 

the bag and found 

a camouflage 
object resembling 

a hand grenade. 

The discovery 

led to a police 

investigation and 

the evacuation of 

the screening and 

boarding areas 

of the airport. 

Four flights were 

delayed as a 

result. Ultimately 

the police depart¬ 

ment’s bomb 

squad examined 

the object and 

concluded it was a 

grinder designed 

to resemble a 

grenade. 
The owner of 

the grinder was 

detained, but 

then released and 

even permitted to 

board his flight. 

Officials made 

the usual assur¬ 

ances that the 

TSA isn’t looking 

for drugs, only 

objects pos¬ 

ing threats to 

travelers. 

I » 
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Cannabis olive-oil freezer salve, from The Cannabis Spa at Home 

1HE 

CANNABIS SPfc 
it HOME 

A Balm 
for Wellness 

Preparing the 
olive oil to 
make a salve. 

As we approach the fall sports season, cannabis is—and will continue to be—a hot 
topic, as more players and teams embrace its therapeutic value. The athlete who 

already enjoys the luxurious, natural pain-management benefits of spa treatment 

will really appreciate the game-changing effects that come from supercharging the 

experience with cannabis. 

In my book The Cannabis Spa at Home, I teach a set of temperature techniques 

in my “Quick Start” chapter for working with olive oil, which I believe—and some 

science research has demonstrated—is the best fat for extracting cannabinoids and 

the other essential ingredients of cannabis, such as terpenes. Olive oil is a versatile 

fat that requires no other ingredients to become a soft ointment, or a hard salve 
in the refrigerator or freezer. This recipe will let you create your very own batch of 

soothing salve at home. 

Sandra Hinchliffe is a spa artisan, allergy chef and the author of The Cannabis Spa 
at Home. Visit her at hempista.com. 

Sports-Recovery Salve 
3 bay laurel leaves 

10 whole cloves 

1 whole lemon, chopped in eight pieces 

2 grams kief or cold-water hash, or the equiv¬ 

alent in flowers (you can use as much can¬ 

nabis as your needs require—this amount is a 

good starting point for your first sports topical) 

1 cup plus 1 tbsp. olive oil 

3 to 5 cups water (to ensure that the water 

doesn’t run low and scorch the oil during the 

simmering process, you may add more water 

as needed) 

Put everything into a pan and cover. Sim¬ 

mer, on medium heat for 60 minutes. With¬ 

out uncovering, allow to cool for about 30 

minutes. 

Strain through a fine-mesh strainer into 

a glass bowl and allow the oil and water to 

separate completely. Using a turkey baster 

or syringe, carefully remove the oil from the 

top of the water, leaving just a slight slick of 

oil on the surface to ensure that no water 

has been taken up into the baster or syringe. 

(We’ll make use of that leftover oil slick and 

herbal water in a warm athletic wrap, so 

don’t throw it away!) 

Empty the contents of the baster or 

syringe into a clean glass container with 

a lid. To harden the salve, screw the lid on 

tightly and place in the freezer for three to 

six hours to let it harden. 

Next, you’ll want to make a warm wrap 

to use on your aching muscles, joints or 

sprains with the rest of the oil slick and the 

herbal cooking water. Warm these leftovers 

again to a temperature as hot as you can 

stand it, then soak a clean towel or wrap 

in it to soak everything up. Wrap around 

the affected area of your body for 15 to 20 

minutes. 

When you remove the salve from the 

freezer, it will be hard, cool, and easy to 

manipulate and apply to your skin. When 

you’re finished using the salve, just put it 

back in the freezer to set it up again. 

sPOTlight 

Roll + Blot 
Cosmetics company Milk Makeup employs cool, creative design 

with an eye toward eco-consciousness and multi-functional¬ 

ity. Exemplifying that aesthetic, Roll + Blot papers can be used to 

dab away excess oil and shine-or you can use them as rolling 

papers! Made from cruelty-free, 100 percent unbleached hemp, 

Roll + Blot papers offer girls on the go a way to stay both shine- 

free and ready to roll. The Milk motto—“High Concept. Low Main¬ 

tenance”—will appeal to weed-loving women the world over. 100 

papers, $10; milkmakeup.com 
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Get Lifted, Then Listen 
Podcasts have exploded lately-it seems like there’s a show for every topic, and sifting through them 
all to find the right one for your mood (and your strain of choice) can be overwhelming. Here are our 
picks for new on-demand shows to check out. By Katie Compa 

Bodega Boys 
Bronx-born-and-raised 

comedians Desus Nice 

and The Kid Mero bring 

you news, pop culture, 

sports stories and 

shenanigans each week 

from New York City’s Red 

Bull Studios (which they 

mention constantly). 

Desus and Mero are 

hilarious, quick-talking 

and even quicker-witted— 

all the best of old-school 

morning talk radio, woke 

and whenever you want 

it. Potheads receive 

frequent shout-outs from 

the hosts. Be advised: 

If you don’t listen at 

home, you’ll probably 

be laughing out loud in 

public. 

soundcloud.com/bodega- 
sushi 

StarTalk Radio 
Celebrated astrophysicist 

and incorrigible mind- 

blower Neil deGrasse 

Tyson and a stable of 

hilarious guest hosts 

(including comics Eugene 

Mirman, Chuck Nice and 

Leighann Lord, plus noted 

science guy Bill Nye) talk 

to celebrities, special 

guests and one another 

about all things outer 

space. To contemplate 

topics like asteroids 

hitting Earth, the science 

of time, and the periodic 

table (the latter with 

special guest Edward 

Snowden), you’ll want 

to gather your favorite 

edibles before you start 

listening. 

startalkradio.net 

Song Exploder 
Musician and composer 

Hrishikesh Hirway 

interviews musicians 

ranging from Bjork to 

U2to RJD2 about the 

inspiration for a song 

they’ve written and the 

process they followed to 

put the pieces together. 

Episodes are around 20 

minutes each, so you 

can blow through the 

entire series in not much 

time at all. There’s even 

an 11-minute episode 

about one of the longest 

theme songs of any TV 

show (.Game of Thrones. 

clocking in at two 

minutes). 

songexpioder.net 

Gastropod 
If you’re like me, you like 

to enjoy the munchies- 

and knowledge is power. 

Gastropod’s hosts, food 

writers Nicola Twilley 

and Cynthia Graber, talk 

to experts about the 

science and history of 

how we eat. While they 

occasionally border on 

snobbish (probably an 

occupational hazard), the 

information they have to 

impart is worth staying 

for. Episodes focus on 

topics like keeping your 

sandwich from getting 

soggy, fake grape flavor, 

and how mushrooms are 

like animals. 

gastropod.com 

The Ratchet Hatchet 
Each week, writer, actor 

and standup comic Jess 

Wood and her cranky co¬ 

host Josh Homer present 

a mashup of personal 

stories, uncensored sex 

talk and freaky news 

of the week. It’s Mae 

West meets Redd Foxx 

(if you don’t know the 

names, better Google 

them!) in a collision of 

sidesplitting hilarity and 

NSFW, no-holds-barred 

honesty. Jess and Josh 

swear, get dark and 

argue passionately about 

... pretty much anything 

that catches their 

attention. 

theratchethatchet.com 

A Window to the Magic 
Disney super-fan Paul 

Barrie’s podcast takes 

listeners on a weekly 

walk through the Magic 

Kingdom. It’s a weird, 

wonderful, sometimes 

downright bizarre 

acoustic trip through 

rides like Innerspace, 

Pinocchio, and (earworm 

sufferers, be warned) 

It’s a Small World. Now 

over 500 episodes, the 

podcast intersperses the 

rides with breadcrumbs 

from Paul’s life-he 

and his high-school 

sweetheart reconnected, 

married and split up 

(mostly captured on the 

show)—that contrast 

poignantly with the 

background of acid- 

trippy cheer. 

pbarrie.libsyn.com 

99% Invisible 
This podcast discusses 

different elements of 

structure or design 

that you’ve probably 

never noticed before¬ 

in fortune cookies. 

Monopoly boards, the 

game of basketball, an 

underground storage 

facility for nuclear 

waste in New Mexico, 

even the ins and outs 

of residential lawn-care 

espionage. If you like 

to look at details on 

buildings, or if you’ve 

never heard of military 

“challenge coins,” you 

can do your dishes to 130 

episodes of knowledge. 

99percentinvisible.org 

Think Again 
Host Jason Gots 

welcomes well-known 

guests like Paul F. 

Tompkins, Henry Rollins 

and Norman Lear, 

springing three topics 

on each that they aren’t 

prepared to address, 

and then letting the 

conversation flow from 

there. Episodes are 

usually less than half an 

hour, and they get right 

to the good stuff. This 

is a great pick for an 

afternoon smoking-and- 

bingeing session. 

bigthink.com/think- 
again-nil-a-big-think- 
podcast/think-again-a- 
big-think-podcast 

The Tommy Chong 
Podcast 
Tommy Chong and his 

son Paris have a new 

podcast (after taking a 

break from its previous 

incarnation. The Chong 

and Chong Show). They 

toke up, then discuss 

the latest in politics, 

pop culture and, of 

course, weed. Tommy 

is a treasure of the 

pothead community for 

good reason, but he’s 

teetering delightfully on 

the edge of “Get off my 

lawn!” territory these 

days, so Paris provides 

a nice counterweight 

to his sometimes- 

curmudgeonly 

commentary. 

cannabisradio.com 

Snoop Dogg’sGGN 
Podcast 
Snoop Dogg (these days 

a.k.a. “Nemo Hoes”) gets 

together with celebrity 

friends like Mike 

Epps, Jamie Foxx and 

Redman to reminisce, 

crack jokes and light 

up in the studio. (Check 

out his interview with 

Cheech & Chong, which 

is basically a war of 

compliments.) Snoop 

is genuinely interested 

in what his guests 

have to say, and they 

respond with the same 

enthusiasm, making 

this a fun hour or so to 

spend listening. 

snoopdoggsggn.libsyn. 
com 
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Scaling the Heights 
The hard-rocking Tower are headed for the top-and they’ll 
take your grandma with them. By Polly Watson 

Smoking a joint 
is "like putting 
a quarter in the 
arcade: Some¬ 
thing’s gonna 
come out on 
guitar.” 

Tower have been around for 

only a little bit more than a 

year, but they already have 
something most bands don’t: 

instantly memorable songs. 

At the show I saw them play, 

they sent the headliners 

crawling—looking for riffs, no 

doubt. 

The NYC band plays glo¬ 

rious, lick-loaded hard rock, 

and while they revel in the 

trappings of their genre 

(spandex, bell sleeves and 

long hair), their self-aware¬ 

ness sets them apart from 

their peers. Most hard-rock 

bands I encounter seem to be 
either approaching their craft 

tongue-in-cheek (wig rock, 

fuck off!), or else strangely 

unaware that they’re of an 

anachronous breed in the 
modern musical landscape. 

Tower have both feet planted 

firmly in the present—it’s 

just that they seem to have 

decided to enjoy it. 

The band claims standard- 
bearers like Black Sabbath, 

Heart and Dio as influences. 

Vocalist Sarabeth Linden is 

a belter in the vein of Jeni 

Foster and Suzi Cato (of the 

underappreciated ’80s NYC 

bands Princess Pang and 

Smashed Gladys, respectively) 

who isn’t afraid of Bruce 

Dickinson-style flourishes. 

Lead ax James Danzo honed 
his BC Rich skills with thrash 

vets Deceased and a slew 

of local bands, and he and 
the rest of Tower—guitarist 

Zak Penley, bassist Philippe 

Arman and drummer Jesse 

Balgley—ably marry swagger 

and strut to Ginsu-fine shred¬ 

ding. The result is raucous 
rippers like “Tower” (in which 

the tearing of an eagle’s wings 

are mentioned, speaking 

of shred) and the anthemic 

“Party (Ready to Roll).” 

When High Times catches 

up with Tower, they’re just 
back from their first tour, 

which found them support¬ 
ing the legendary Pentagram 

at SXSW’s Heavy Metal Park¬ 

ing Lot showcase. They’re sit¬ 
ting around Linden’s kitchen 

table, listening to Foreigner 

and Stevie Nicks, drinking 

beer and sharing a massive 

bowl of popcorn. Outside, 

it’s pitch-black and icy; here, 

shirts are off, and leather 

jackets and sunglasses are 
in abundance. It’s clear that 

fwer bring the party wher- 

fer they are. 

Sometimes this happens 

f intentionally. Danzo recalls 

fcidentally getting his grand¬ 

father high. He and a friend 

f d made a batch of weedy 

Bats and left them on the 

funter. “Next day, my mom 

f ls me at work and says, 

■hat’s wrong with Nan? She 

■s she’s floating outside her 

jf dy, above the bed.’” 

Linden laughs and 

f scribes the first time she 
fv her mom getting high: 

f cried!” Now she and her 

father share edibles. Arman, 
l'o has since given up weed, 

talks about smoking a strain 

called the Pope in college. “I 

woke up with a girlfriend!” 

he grins. 

Linden’s hot-pink peign¬ 

oir flutters as she gets up 

to lead her crew to her tiny 

rock’n’roll bedroom for the 

photo shoot, but Penley wants 

to let High Times readers 
know that the band is work¬ 

ing on a full-length record, 

their first. “We’re in super¬ 

writing mode,” he says, stand¬ 

ing and picking up an old 

Playboy that just happens to 

be lying around. 
Will smoking inform the 

writing? “Hell, yeah!” says 

Danzo, grabbing a last hand¬ 

ful of popcorn. “It’s like put¬ 

ting a quarter in the arcade: 

Something’s gonna come out 
on guitar.” ^ 

Two Cherry Bombs, One Fuse 
Vocalist Sarabeth Linden recalls her favorite 

smoke-down. “It was with Joan Jett, in the walk- 

in freezer of [NYC club] St. Vitus. She lit that [joint] 

and passed it straight to me. I shared saliva with 

her! She def had a crush on me!” 
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Wake & Bake With Dilly Dally 
The Toronto rockers talk DIY, their debut album, and dope on their first 
headlining North American tour By Ira Gamerman 

Singer Katie Monks’s friend¬ 

ship with guitarist Liz Ball 

was forged at punk shows, 

party houses, jam sessions 
and while searching for 

smoke in the sketchier parts 

of their native Toronto. 

“This Rastafarian dude 

was like, ‘You wanna buy a 

CD?”’ Katie recalls. “And we 

were like, ‘No, we want weed.’ 

Then he winked and gave 

me a jewel case with a gram 

in it—but no CD. Would’ve 

been a great way to plug your 

record—I would’ve blazed 

and listened.” She relates this 

hilarious Stoner tale with a 

laugh that contrasts sharply 
with her brooding and fero¬ 

cious stage presence. 

“Music and weed brought 
us together,” Liz adds agree¬ 

ably, rolling up a fat joint of 

Bay Dream for our wake-and- 

bake session in Bushwick, 

NYC. 

Their band, Dilly Dally, 

are touring North America 

as headliners for the first 

time and just played a pair 

of packed shows in Brooklyn. 

The band closed out 2015 by 

releasing Sore, a powerhouse 
debut album six years in the 

making, on Partisan Records. 

Their energetic showcases 

were a major highlight at 

CMJ 2015, and their album 

has received gushing cover¬ 

age from the New York Times, 
Newsweek, MTV, Pitchfork 

and Vice. 

Sore is a raw and emotive 

blast of guitar-fueled angst 

with nods to grunge, pop, 
punk and stoner metal, tied 

together by Katie’s throaty 

and insistent growl. Tracks 

like the sultry “Desire” and 

the anthemic “Purple Rage” 

buzz with noise and aggres¬ 

sion that no casual listener 

would ever mistake for 

fellow Canadians Drake or 
Justin Bieber (but they still 

do a mean cover of Drizzy’s 
“Know Yourself.”) Dilly Daily’s 

version of pop is heavier, 

drenched in feedback and 

influenced by the thriving 

local DIY punk scene they 

grew up a part of. 
Katie is the younger sister 

of Tokyo Police Club singer 

Dave Monks and has been 

actively involved in Toronto’s 

music community since her 

early teen years. “The shows 
we go to are five bucks and 

right down the street or 

on the West End, where all 

our friends live,” the singer 

proudly proclaims of her 
punk-rock social scene. 

“And it’ll be a show that our 

“You can smoke 
weed all over the 
place in Toronto 
and no one will 
fuck with you.’ 99 

■nds booked.” 
producer Josh Korody— 

ftwn for his work on 

(urns by fellow Canadian 

(iks Fucked Up—stepped in 

Record the songs that were 

Bposed to be Dilly Daily’s 

(mt after another producer 

| through. When the result- 

| album didn’t see a release, 

Bie and Liz ditched their 

thm section and picked 
i?MBen Reinhartz and Jimmy 

|When we started play- 

r>H with Ben and Tony, that’s 

^■en the record started com- 

jU together,” Katie says. “The 

l]M shows felt different. It 

vMj a rebirth of the project.” 

■■s newly inspired passion 
is the fire that smolders and 

bursts forth over Sore’s 11 

raucous tracks. 

We chatted about the dif¬ 

ferences in Canadian versus 

American cannabis culture. 

Canada’s newly elected prime 
minister, Justin Trudeau, is 

highly in favor of legaliza¬ 
tion, recently mandating the 

country’s attorney general to 

pass marijuana measures in 
Parliament. There are even 

cannabis social clubs like the 
Hotbox Cafe, one of Katie and 

Liz’s favorite Toronto hangout 

spots. “It’s this weed cafe 

where everyone blazes,” Katie 
says. “Cops know it’s a weed 

cafe, but they like it because 

it’s contained. So they don’t 

fuck with it. You can smoke 

weed all over the place in 

Toronto and no one will fuck 

with you.” 

Good Canadian Manners 

During our wake-and-bake session, Ben and 

Jimmy did not partake, instead volunteering to 

be designated drivers so Katie and Liz could blaze 

to their hearts' content and still safely make their 

show in Boston that evening. 
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MUSIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

Wussy 
Forever Sounds 
(Shake It) 

For the sonically expan- 

' sive Forever Sounds, Ohio 

rockers Wussy ditch the 

cleaner production of their 

previous albums to dive 

headlong into psychedelia 

and ‘90s shoegaze, wrapping 

songs in a wash of heavy, 

hazy noise. Songwriters 

Chuck Cleaver and Lisa 

Walker riff about the arcane 

and the occult as they swap 

vocals on tracks that veer 

from dreamily ethereal to 

raggedly rocking. The band 

never loses the solid Mid¬ 

western grounding that fills 

“Better Days” with heartland 

hopefulness, even while 

smothering tracks like “Side¬ 

walk Sale” in a Sonic Youth- 

like squall. Kirsten Ferguson 

Psychonautic 
Brooklyn trio Guerilla Toss venture 
into music of the cosmos. 

If you squint your eyes, you’ll glimpse it: Hover¬ 

ing above this warped wonderama of nuevo No 

Wave nirvana is the benignly divine guidance 

of the Grateful Dead. At first, you’d be hard- 

pressed to hear the influence—beyond the 

vague tickly feeling one gets from the trippy, 

Dead-style cover art. Sussing out that con¬ 

nection is one of the more fascinating things 

about this sonically schizophrenic full-length 

by Brooklyn noise-punk-dance iconoclasts 

Guerilla Toss. Like the Dead, these guys craft or 

stumble upon their every track to create, under 

the right circumstances, real brain-squashers 

of new-sound multiplicities that just might 

prompt the question “How did we get here?” 

or perhaps “Where are we headed?” Astound¬ 

ing sounds abound in the appropriately titled 

opener “Multibeast” and 

“Grass Shack,” rip-roaringly 

dancey demons drizzled 

with splintering shards of 

oblique electronics, arcane 

world-music samples, and 

FX-drenched whoops ’n’ hol¬ 

lers by vocalist/poet Kassie 

Carlson. Quite interesting 

how the title track’s itchy, 

seesawing guitar rip-chords 

and coiling-down-the- 

kitchen-sink synth swirls, 

like the near-hilariously energetic locomotive 

drumthump on “Perfume” and “Big Brick,” 

simultaneously enhance, twist and obliterate 

whatever Carlson’s on about lyrically, so that 

her in fact rather serious concerns about life’s 

pain and pleasure, mental illness and spiritual 

healing only seep into the careful listener upon 

the third or fourth hearing—which this densely 

packed sonic stewpot definitely warrants. The 

album’s superbly goofy B-52s-type dance-party 

cacophony boasts great confidence in its crafted 

chaos and its blatantly blurry vision of the dark 

stars looming just up ’round the bend. John Payne 

mmnrnmsg 
Eraser Stargazer 
(DFA) 

Various Artists 
Brown Acid: The 
Second Trip 
(Riding Easy) 

On their second col- 

' lection of “heavy rock 

from the comedown era,” 

Riding Easy reteams with 

vinyl specialists Permanent 

Records to unearth 10 more 

obscure proto-metal, full-tilt 

boogie-rock and hard-glam 

cuts from the 1970s. Last 

year’s The First Trip had its 

moments, but the sequel is 

Cody and His Lost 
Planet Airmen 
Live In San 
Francisco 1971 
(Sundazed) 

, Cody and the boys were 

inarguably the first 

Yankee hippies to believably 

play hardcore honky-tonk 

country, western swing and 

rockabilly, and this never- 

released radio broadcast is 

their very first recording. 

Not only did they give their 

rock audiences a lesson 

in Americana, they were 

COMEDY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Wyatt Cenac 
Furry Dumb 
Fighter 
(A Special Thing) 

On his latest album, 

standup comic Wyatt 

Cenac takes his audience on 

an incisive and philosophi¬ 

cal journey in his signature 

languid drawl. The premises 

may haunt your dreams—in 

a good way—for days to 

come: From the magical New 

York City subway system 

(where rats ride humans like 

BOOKS RECOMMENDATIONS 

Biography of 
Psychedelic 
America 
Jesse Jarnow 
(Da Capo Press) 

Occasionally a scribe 

appears who nails in 

prose the experience of 

getting high. Tom Wolfe and 

Hunter Thompson were two; 

Jesse Jarnow is another. 

This half-century history of 

freak-flag-flying pops off the 

page through Jarnow’s fluid 

wordplay mastery. While 

focused on the Grateful 

better: From the Sabbathian 

riff ride of Ash’s “Midnight 

Witch” and Sweet Crystal’s 

organ-drenched “Warlords” 

to the cocaine groove of Iron 

Knowledge’s “Show Stopper” 

and the Jethro Tull stylings 

of Spiny Norman’s “Bell 

Park Loon”, this is a treasure 

trove for heavy ’70s aficiona¬ 

dos. J. Bennett 

a total-energy outfit that 

inspired plenty of ass-shakin’. 

Though Little Feat’s “Willin’” 

is often hailed as the ulti¬ 

mate stoner anthem of that 

era, Cody’s weed-it-and-weep 

ballad “Seeds and Stems 

(Again)” rivals it, while “Lost 

in the Ozone” is a celebration 

of the joys of liquid intoxica¬ 

tion. Michael Simmons 

dragons) and the Bible’s obvi¬ 

ous “bros before hos” code 

to the perils of the Confeder¬ 

ate flag, the Kardashians 

and idolizing Bill Cosby (at 

least until recently), Cenac 

unflinchingly addresses sen¬ 

sitive topics without pulling 

any punches, while having 

plenty of fun along the way. 

Katie Compa 

Dead family (Garcia, acid 

king Owsley, John Perry Bar- 

low), the author also profiles 

growers, chemists, dealers, 

musicians, artists, and advo¬ 

cates for legalization and 

consciousness expansion. 

Jarnow writes from inside 

the scene—an advantage 

that High Times readers will 

appreciate. Michael Simmons 
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Social Media for Cannaphiles 
Internet bigfoots like Facebook and Google aren’t always kind to 
friends of the herb Now a savvy young company is staking 
a claim to this neglected market. 

High Times August 2016 
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MassRoots “the dominant player for can¬ 

nabis aficionados on social media” and 

notes that sites like Facebook and Ins- 

tagram are making a big mistake when 

they suspend weed-infused accounts. (In 

2010, Facebook banned advertising that 

promotes marijuana legalization—and, 

to date, neither Facebook nor Google 

allows ads for weed, even for Web 

surfers in pot-legal states.) “Luckily for 

smart penny stock investors,” Insider 

financial.com continues, “MassRoots is 

the prime beneficiary.” 

Facebook and Instagram aren’t the 

only ones harshing mellows. Dietrich 

recounts other obstacles that his com¬ 

pany has faced: “We’ve been kicked out 

of the App Store; we’ve had three bank 

accounts shut down; our Instagram page 

was taken down. They gave no reason 

other than we ‘violated community stan- 

“I took the money I would have spent on the first 
semester of college and launched this instead. 
Best decision I ever made.” 

So you want to hook up digitally 

with other weed-lovers. Where do 

you go? 

The biggest social-media platforms 

(you know who they are) are not 100 

percent copacetic with cannabis users— 

and even if they were, do you really want 

a Facebook friend like Grandma “liking” 

your latest dab session? No, you do not. 

Into this market lacuna steps Mass- 

Roots, a Denver-based company that’s 

growing a community of pot aficionados 

who trade weed-inspired stories and 

pics; rant, find and rate dispensaries, 

and track legislative developments in 

pot-not-yet-friendly states—basically just 

like regular social media, but without the 

cat videos. 

“We think of it as a kind of Facebook 

for cannabis users,” says Isaac Dietrich, 

the co-founder and CEO of MassRoots. 

“A place where you connect with like- 

minded friends.” 

Dietrich is just 24, but he’s wise 

beyond his years. After high school, he 

considered college but ended up deciding 

on an even higher education: starting 

a social-media site specifically tailored 

for cannabis folk. “I took the money I 

would have spent on the first semester 

of college and launched this instead,” he 

says. “Best decision I ever made.” 

Dietrich found an eager customer 

base waiting for him. “There is so much 

demand for cannabis-related content 

that we sometimes have trouble keeping 

up,” he says, noting that the app crashed 

briefly last 4/20. “Those are good prob¬ 

lems to have.” 

MassRoots has what econ types call a 

“first-mover advantage”: As a pioneer in 

a new market, it has a competitive edge 

over latecomers. By planting its flag in 

the cannabis social-media space, it has 

established its brand and is securing 

customer loyalty. Since the app launched 

in July 2013, more than 750,000 users 

have joined MassRoots, and the com¬ 

pany looks to top one million users by 

4/20 this year. With this impressive 

growth comes new goals, such as a NAS¬ 

DAQ listing—something now well within 

its sights. 

Insiderfinancial.com has declared 

dards.’” (MassRoots’ Instagram account 

was revived within a month.) 

Meanwhile, old-school media have 

tended to treat MassRoots well—though 

even when they don’t, it’s not a problem. 

“Any media is good media,” enthuses 

Dietrich. “We always get more users, 

whether [coverage] is positive or not. 

We love controversial stuff because more 

people get interested. The media tend to 

glorify the industry, as if we’re just smok¬ 

ing weed all day, making tons of money. 

In reality we face more difficulties than 

so many other businesses. 

“Literally, I wake up every morning 

and wonder, ‘What’s going to go wrong 

today?”’ Dietrich adds. But he’s anything 

but pessimistic about either his career 

path or those who will follow. “The 

industry is young, and of course there 

will be roadblocks... but that’s a good 

thing. If it were easy, everybody would 

be doing it—and pretty soon, everybody 

will.” ^ 
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(Tangerine Dream) 
“May be the last big 

grow before we move 

to Colorado!” 
El Dorado, AR 

mh 

DIESEL 
$333 

GIRL 
SCOUT 

COOKIES 
$340 

JSM 
CHEMDOG 

$378 

(Platinum Girl 
Scout Cookies) 

“Coming live from 
the 305!” 
Miami, FL 

MARKET ANALYSIS Prices by the ounce 

All indices finished August above their previous month’s average 

with the exception of the Kind Index, which fell to a year-low 

average price of $365. The Mids Index experienced the biggest 

gain, closing the month $21 above its YTD average. Chemdog 

made the top five submitted strains for the first time. 

US Price Index 
YTD Average: $308 

Kind Index 
YTD Average: $372 

Mids Index 
YTD Average: $266 

(Girl Scout Cookies) APr MaY Jun Jul Aus 
“Beautiful, tight 
buds-awesome 

smoke.” 
Beckley, WV 

Schwag Index 
YTD Average: $112 

Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug 
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TRANS HIGH MARKET QUOTATIONS 

STATE CITY STRAIN PRICE 

Alabama Birmingham Grand Daddy Purps $335 

Alaska Sterling Silver Haze 320 

Arizona Phoenix Banana Kush 350 

Arkansas El Dorado Tangerine Dream 280 

California Los Angeles Headband 330 

Colorado Boulder Tahoe OG 335 

Connecticut Hartford East Coast Sour Diesel 375 

Delaware Wilmington Master Kush 360 

Florida Miami Platinum Girl Scout Cookies 300 

Georgia Atlanta Sensi Star 350 

Hawaii Maui Chemdog 375 

Illinois Chicago Bubblegum 380 

Indiana Indianapolis White Widow 375 

Iowa Des Moines Blue Dream 360 

Louisiana New Orleans Gorilla Glue #4 325 

Maine Portland Sour Diesel 310 

Maryland Baltimore Chemdog 400 

Massachusetts Boston Star Dawg 360 

Michigan Grand Rapids Jesus OG 280 

Minnesota St. Paul Critical-i- 360 

Mississippi Meridian JediKush 250 

Montana Helena Blue Dream 260 

Nevada Las Vegas Trainwreck 375 

New Jersey Hoboken JillyBean 360 

New York New York Strawberry Cough 380 

North Carolina Raleigh Super Silver Haze 365 

Ohio Kent Blue Dream 350 

Oregon Portland Trainwreck 200 

Pennsylvania Pittsburgh Guava Chem 375 

Tennessee Nashville Commerical 120 

Texas Fort Worth Girl Scout Cookies 350 

Virginia Richmond Master Kush 360 

Washington Seattle Tahoe OG 300 

West Virginia Beckley Girl Scout Cookies 350 

Wisconsin Madison Bruce Banner 360 

INTERNATIONAL 

Canada Montreal Super Silver Haze C$200 
Toronto Blue Dream 180 

United Kingdom London Cheese £200 

High Times wants to know what you're smoking. Submit your strain information including (Cheese) 
location and price by the ounce to thmq@hightimes.com, or tweet us (#THMQ). “Hard to beat Big 

Buddha’s finest.” 
London, UK 
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH 
COLORADO'S PREMIUM MARIJUANA BRAND 

y—^ DENVER, COLORADO 2015 
-2™ Place- 
Best Colorado Sativa 

SWEET SILVER HAZE - GROWN BY GREG AVERILL 

8 LOCATIONS ACROSS COLORADO 

DENVER 

CARBONDALE 

DURANGO 

MONTROSE 

Rocky Mountain High Dispensaries 

Q Orockymountainhighdispensaries 

ROCKYMOUMTAINHIGH.CO 



GROW MORE GLISTENING, 
STICKY, RESIN-GLAZED, 
TRICHOMECOVERED BUDS 
AND STURDIER, STRONGER 
STALKS AND BRANCHES! 
Nirvaiw-G,-‘3fQn!fif!i fc qaer yields and bigge* i-- heavier budi ' w 

at □ Faster metabolic rase Exper ence increased yield, quality, aroma, colon 

production Faster than you could have imagined without using synthetic n-jJa 

Rhino 5kin — tocieaseHn?T'-^sT,aha-eis'm'prjrAhasv^l 
liraighter and luppc-ri bulkier, heavier buHs^Vbu'figel fc■ rf] shciy. 

EXPAND YOUR ROOT MASS 
700% TO 1,000%! 
IT IS A KNOWN SCIENTIFIC FACT; 
BIGGER ROOTS 
PRODUCE BIGGER YIELDS 

giving you higher-quality cH 

&-52 — Ampl fiei overall plj 

hsFps your crops Fig hi off Hi 

Voodoo Juice—Expand fool mass by up to I \J%- ■oncT 

increase nu*nen! absorption by irp So /OO^djA^ateh yauf 

plants luck irp energy and niitnenii lik^^Hiy Fof vigafpyi 

growth —and yEh my iely bigger yields 

Piranha—Expand the suiFace area pi your plant raoli by 

up to 7$%. Help your crops cktom os much a* i^n more 

mt'ogen 234 iiaore phosphorus. and 75 - more potassium 

Th i nwom heightened grow, greater InoForeo. more bud 

production, belter bloom structure and mcneaied we ghl. 

Piranha liquid crisp seeks and Ejniireyi harmfu pathogeivl-*— 

and molds while sIrenghie rung crop resistarvce to stress 

Tarantula—,li bene* ciol bacteria mpa Into The -son, 

safeguarding them by competing with and warding aif 

homAil bacteria lhgt can inFecF your plgnti Raduces tissue 

damage frcm heavy fertilizer sails. Increases planl growth * 

and yields by releasing grow and bloom tpiod&is gpd"aid ng 

chlorophyll, so you* high-mtensify lighting is ,TK>r|? effective 

Microbial Munch—Maximize your m cubes' Supper' 

shengihen and maximize ihe benefit* horn all the be"elide’ 

microbes and bngi. U'i a ’'■Mi per food" — exactly what yam 

plants need to transform into bigger, stronger, more rus-I.em 

and more berekciol CTeatorei In short fs I ke puHmg hem 

on steroids. 

Semi Cal-Mag Xtra —If you’re using base nuinu Is 

by other companies, your craps could bo deficient, leading j 

to Hunted growlh ond yeHawmg leaves You can prevenFjjbflt 

wi4i Sen si Cai-Mog Kim, the poly colcnjm and mogryjlurn 

supplement formulated with ihe exact Ca. Mg, arwfTe mtoi 

umguo to th® high-value plants we grow 

RevW* —Guaranteed to rejuvenate your crops ihey into 

nijtT.^hl-dfFicifncy irenblG-wlirth con happen il iommhing 

unexpected and beyond your control occurs., or you're using 

inferior n.iTttefiH Sovr plnali m distress by adding if to your 

nutoenl solution or using jI as a Folar spray at the h-st s-gn of 

irouh'e shine rfnuvpnatnig substflftoei Unod thr> plant with hud 

mg nufrittort. Use it at the lust sign of trouble and your precious 

ptorilL will gtil Hie* bail chance not oiify to iyrv.vu but "hr ve' 

lifhftin 

THE MOST 
OVERLOOKED 
AREA FOR 
GETTING POUNDS OF BUDS 
5en i iiy m — Spec iFically formulated enzymes t-. ■ ■ 

the root zone, amoving dflbfht pnd *radiCOiin^Juwsfcfrty 

recycling' it into usobfe carbohydrates that fuel i|i.id gfc-wlFj* 

and boost yield':. Grower* report it dw decompiles ' 

zone ttebns so well, you can often reuse growing ma^tasuch ™ 

as rockwool and coco con For onothor crop liFocyrV wmic ^ 

yau mwwjyt 

Ancient Earth Organic—A rich comb natron J ■ .m*. 

and luhic acid lhat will help transform yaar gxawicig maduFFn ' * 

into a nchor. healthiar. more vtbfasi! foundatraa for your 

craps white pumping up their roots Also Stabilize Ihu pH o*mJ 

optimize ndrientl delivery. Helps plants withstand disease, 

drought, ard other environmental stresses 

ooooo 
,.\ik)wur toehydrupenic rclniki 
dhtut^hiii Adviutcrd NuIrkaLs ^ 

can Jy Ear sour fUAlcn Eodayt 



fBL. ANY ONE OF 
#$8L ADVANCED 

NUTRIENTS' 
t CANNABIS 

ENHANCERS 
l WILL PACK 
••I,s‘ ijLd ■< - 3 

SIZE, DENSITY, 
AND WEIGHT 

ON YOUR BUDS 
AND HELP YOU 

ACHIEVE THE YIELDS 
YOU'VE ALWAYS 

IMAGINED. 
AND WHEN USED 
TOGETHER, WILL 

GREATLY ENHANCE EACH 
OTHER'S EFFECTIVENESS. 

Ph*** 
Bud Ignitor — Al ft a onergy yogr h gf: *dua 

Cr-uc:s. hod benn pultirtg into grow will lumifi'r 

inlo o massive burn of blooms You'll star! to 

»o tlgfsi of prafilic buddm^ wi'hin 3 days, 
instead oFl 0 or more withour il 

Mid-BlMmiroii Phne* 

Big Bud— n th« jqmt way bodybuilders lake 

■ n ammo acids whin o w«fcovi to bulk on 

proteins — fhe budding blocks al I.i-o- — so too 

do /our buds nrntd a big amino boost 

gain? in sue, moss, and potency from the 

Iioh assorfmanr of bioovaitable om-rse acids. 

Bipii'inj Plhni» 
Overdrive—G«i even moir- a_’ of 

your plants during "he Finishing phase 

Pfoinvigarale your crops wrPh a second wind 

giving you much bigger yields when harvest 
day downs 

THE "SECRET’' TO MAXIMIZIH 
TASTE, INTENSIFYING FLAVOR 

: jrAND AMPLIFYING THE ' 
YOUR CROPS \ \ 
Bud Candy fe* carboy I 

ud SiJfidy^ive on imlarrfty , 

of energy lor mere Floral \ J 

lfjftesAfablTMmJjgnCi ng plant W 
lal :nerease essenial els lor high™ 
suiter aroma, richer flavor and 

r-eeper. more pteosmg colors 

flawless.Finishy - maws exeats 

rbmical reriduei From yaur growing 

•njjun'i’~raols ana other planl hsiuos, 

uumg fruits and Flowers You'll have (he 
yields passible. Lie flow ess 

iilTrlpTPbefore ymir nexi harvest and taste 

results For yourself. 

.'U’jJrl Pulti^flfte I rifnrS ftp ItiffJl Fsr liter jAfo)l.r 

Cur S'mH ju ,ywn(nl|Yulrrirjirt.i'drri/THAi:i 

Advanced Nutrients 
Raising the Bud Weights.., and Reputations., of Top Growers 



Cervantes proudly presents this Collector’s 
Edition Box Set, which includes his first two 
best-selling DVDs for HIGH TIMES, plus a 
brand-new bonus disc featuring never-before 
seen garden tours and growing tips, hilarious 
outtakes, advice on how to build a wheelchair- 
accessible garden, a video biography and 
Jorge’s definitive guide to Amsterdam. 

Disc One, Ultimate Grow: Indoor Marijuana 
Horticulture, gets you started with a complete 
overview of the cannabis plant and its lifecycle, 
Disc Two, Ultimate Grow: Hydroponic Cannabis 
Indoors & Organic Marijuana Outdoors, features 
Jorge on a magical tour of the best gardens in 
his home country of Spain. 

The Collector’s Edition Box Set also comes 
with a beautiful, full-color 48-page booklet that 
includes the behind-the-scenes story of these 
informative DVDs, plus a selection of Jorge’s 
best articles for HIGH TIMES magazine. $49.95 

OUTDOORS VS. INDOORS 
HYDROPONICS AND ORGANIC HYDRO 
PLANTING GUERILLA GARDENS MAKING SOIL 
JUDGING CONNOISSEUR CANNABIS 

% PLUS: CLONING & HARVESTING BONUS FEATURES! 

KVDROPON1C CANNABIS INDOORS & 
ORGANIC MARIJUANA OUTDOORS 

JOftGrs Guide to Amsterdam & MORE! 

DISC ONE INCLUDES: ^buildingagrowroom 
^ LIGHTS, LAMPS AND ELECTRICITY SEEDS, CLONES 
AND SEEDLINGS VEGETATIVE GROWTH AND FLOWERING 

PESTS & DISEASES ^ HARVEST, DRYING AND CURING 
%r PLUS: SPECIAL HASH-MAKING BONUS! 

GUIDE TO AMSTERDAM 
BONUS GARDENS UNRELEASED SCENES 
HILARIOUS OUTAKES JORGE BIO 
HELPFUL HINTS 

---- - I, ' ] , m 
■ -.1 

1 1 J i T ■ | 1 H | 1 /J 11 
v r * fl I 

ORDER TODAY AT 
HEADSHOP.HIGHTIMES.COM 
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You Must Be This High To Rkle 
Ferris Wheel. Tilt-A-Whirl. The Zipper. Weed. There was definitely more than one way to get high 
at the 2016 U.S. Cannabis Cup 6 Carnival in San Bernardino, California. By Emily Cegielski 

Election years are great for the 

marijuana legalization movement, 

and 2016 has promised to be a big 

one. Not only do we have numer¬ 

ous opportunities to elect sup¬ 

portive, or at least receptive, officials, we will 

also see many states voting on ballot initia¬ 

tives to legalize medical or recreational pot. 

Unfortunately, election years are not great 

for hosting a High Times event. After three 

successful U.S. Cannabis Cups in Colorado, 

we were excited to head back to the Den¬ 

ver Mart for our biggest 4/20 celebration yet, 

only to have our permit denied by the Adams 

County Commissioners—three of whom are 

up for re-election this year. Coincidence? 

Probably not. With only two months until the 

Cup, we scrambled to relocate, moving the 

festival to Pueblo County, but were eventu¬ 

ally forced to pull our permit request due to 

regulatory issues and timing concerns. 

Sometimes life just throws a whole lot of 

citrus at you. While, yes, we would go on to 

make a delicious medicated lemonade with 

all of the lemons that Colorado hurled at us 

(Nubloom was on site serving up refresh¬ 

ing Weedmonadel), it was actually a differ¬ 

ent fruit-oranges, specifically—that came to 

our rescue. 

Hot on the heels of our latest Cannabis 

Cup, we found ourselves returning to the 

National Orange Show (NOS) Events Center 

in sunny San Bernardino. Despite our prior 

two-weekend, medical event only months 

before, SoCal welcomed us back with open 

arms. The 2016 Colorado Cup would con- 

tinue-but with only the competition and 

a separate awards show taking place. No 

massive pot exhibition. No toking-friendly 

festival. At least not in Colorado... In San Ber¬ 

nardino, there was a different scene... Some¬ 

thing more like a carnival. 
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“I think right 
now there is 
a re-recognition 
in this country 
that government 
is out of control.” 
- Rep. Dana Rohrbacher 

1) Cannastar OG from 

New Amsterdam Naturals grabbed 

second place for hybrid flowers. 

2) Not everyone was 

exhaling smoke! 

3) Congressman Dana Rohrbacher 

advocated for legalization. 

4) A communal blunt passed through 

the crowd awaiting The Game. 

5) The dudes from Pura Vida 

showcased an array of strains. 

For three days, thousands of attendees 

flooded the NOS Center for the ultimate pre- 

4/20 party and our first event of its kind in 

California-the 2016 U.S. Cannabis Cup & 

Carnival. 

The carnival theme was in full-swing 

from the big top entryway to the amuse¬ 

ment park rides scattered throughout the 

event site. Performers and acrobats from 

the Venardos Circus waited in the non-med¬ 

icating area to greet guests with extremely 

uplifting song-and-dance numbers. A creepy 

clown on a unicycle would occasionally pop 

up when you least expected him; the cos¬ 

tumed stilt walkers were less subtle. 

Of course, we were there to celebrate 

marijuana, and the pot did not disappoint. 

Over 200 vendors brought their best bud to 

show off and sample, and even though the 

high winds made it more difficult than usual 

to light a joint, free dabs were plentiful and 



^ f HE HOME OF WORLD CLASS MEDS^ 
CALIFORNIA'S BEST COLLECTIVE FOR QUALITY FLOWERS & CONCENTRATES 

www.GREENWOLFCOLLECTIVE.com 
OPEN EVERY DAY 10AM 8PM 29SO LOS FELIZ, LOS ANGELES, CA 90030 (323) 668-9390 

OREGON LOCATION COMING SOON 

“Mlljfi Twpci." "L nnnabls Clip.* ' Medical Car nab is L.>p**dd in1 designs a I Ihp Car ndble Cud and Medical C«*n-ib s Cup -ere ah re^sl ered I r-adcrpjrfcs or and used under licence br ireri-ihph Carp 
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At the Heaven’s 

Herb & Wellness 

booth “Angel 

Heaven” assisted 

dabbers. 

Lil Debbifc' 

lit up the 

afternoon. 

pF^r* |Jr4k f V 
w ■ * 
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edibles could be found around every corner. 

What else was in abundance? Ass. Lots and 

lots of exposed asses. 

The best booth to see bare booties was the 

Mally Elite stage, one of many hosting give¬ 

aways, DJs, musical performances and more. 

Obviously, ME knew what it was doing, tak¬ 

ing home awards for Best Booth, Best Product 

and Best Glass (with CHR). 

Not everyone was a fan of all the scantily 

clad ladies-and there really were a ton milling 

around-but even those who disapproved had 

to admire their moxie; there’s no airbrushing, 

and everyone’s in high definition at a Canna¬ 

bis Cup. Believe it or not, with all of the see- 

through outfits and nonexistent shorts, we 

still hadn’t reached the apex of transparency. 

That would happen on Sunday afternoon 

with a surprise visit from Congressman Dana 

Rohrabacher. 

To the delight of attendees, California’s 

Republican representative and pot legaliza¬ 

tion advocate delivered a candid and sincere 

speech about marijuana to a seminar tent 

overflowing with spectators. 

“I think right now there is a re-recognition 

in this country that government is out of con¬ 

trol and that we’ve got to regain control of 

the government by the people of this coun¬ 

try with affirmation of our own freedom and 

rights,” Rohrabacher declared. 

THE WORLD S GREATEST 
ASHTRAY 

ACCEPT NO 
I 1 \ y 

ORDER NOW 
TAPDATASHTRAY.COM 

pdaiash tfaccepmoimrtaiions f 

• 14mm 8mm bowl storage 

• Additional built in storage for lighters, 
incense, downs* ems. pokers, ash catchers 
rolling papers, matches & more 

• Glass safe & heat resistant 



WSULk 

Where there’s SMOKE...there is FIRE! 
Bringing you an even HIGHER level of DANKNESS in 2016! 

Mega Queso Anonymous O.G 
Coming Soon 

Collectives, DM Namelessuenetics on IG for more info 

www.namelessgenetics.com 1 ® @namelessgenetics 
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“[Law enforcement has] a limited amount of money 

and for us to spend it on trying to prevent somebody 

from smoking a weed in their backyard is absolutely 

ridiculous and stupid and honest people shouldn’t 

have any question about stepping up and saying that 

is not something the federal government or the local 

government should be doing,” he continued. 

Rohrabacher went on to explain that the biparti¬ 

san Rohrabacher-Farr amendment (legislation which 

prevents the DEA from spending money to stop the 

implementation of state medical marijuana laws) was 

just the first step. The second step? Legalizing recre¬ 

ational use. 

“It’s our business, not the government’s business, 

what we consume,” Rohrabacher bellowed. “We’re 

gonna get our country back on track. It won’t hap¬ 

pen on its own. It’ll happen because all the people with 

common sense and decency and concern for each 

other as Americans, we will take control of our coun¬ 

try again.” 

... which brings us back to why election years are so 

important. The fight for legalization is far from over. 

It’s obvious-just look at pot arrest numbers, DEA raid 

reports and our own fight to hold the U.S. Cannabis 

Cup in the recreationally legal state of Colorado. So, 

make sure to vote. 

And if we learned one thing from this event, it’s this: 

The next time Adams County Commissioners vote 

on a High Times event permit, we might need to send 

in some pants-less ladies to help sway the majority 

because apparently that works. 

m*u Yj limy Hit iiilx J i £ PU LiiiljJl *lTi j il Jill I A a iK* III* ■ AW f; 

SUPEPCL0SET 
2D15 “BEST OVERALL SYSTEMS 

Highi TirtvnfcF and "Si T A h III AhmeTh'm r 

k-ffWki vl «fkl irnrd lifUfei JK4M& fcv If. 

CLOSET is the ONLY Fully Automated LED Grow Cabinet that has the following 
~ ~ , Removable Real Act ms Controls 

lnirra>Lool sleei CotwneT jrfctv*-■* ■ • r • ? ► • r •„>..? .'<• * -*• • > 
IS Gajgo j+chV BbOuW\J Sc#?. j 

I * W I_ “Odor Free'' Guarantee 
J _ _—^^nwo Ctfftem Cartoon ActMatfed At fiHen 

~ -—Adjustable Light Sun Grip System 
i'vVN r-,'l ^PhofOiyrtV’S; Pern*fatt<y\ 

2014/ 
Three Year Worrorrfy 
ev jovrenfire .t.jperOtose*1 

T*v rtiyiary sen^ nf if! 
t*ryjpst and kerf ■ppT'TE whi* 

haF the md pr 

Infernal Circulation Fan 
tore for Pertecr Airffaw Everyw*' 

Fully Aulomafed 

T£ Side lights 

Up 1o 4Q% Bigger Yields 
E Kpru^ve Acfutia&e wefxrete c 
r?*r -Easy AcoesC .Rawer Chs 

fripte locking Door 
□mriurn Safety & feCkX* 

Superponlcs. 3.0 Hydroponic System 
Howef f-jo plants up to St Faster 

and1 fcjj'er with Superpenici 

Continual Horvesl Rotation / 
AduMfer Vepetofton Cocmtoe* con be 

rtrJUMi towwd1. 0#1 removed 

Lifetime Customer Support 
tryS O fnym f&Ow jvofipis«3 

COMES FREE WITH 9 EPISODE 
SL PERCLOSET.COM 

rO1 TUTORIAL GROW SERIES! 
PH 877.476.9787 



INDUSTRIAL PLANT 
AUTO CBD 

JiumBoIcfi 
Oeeo ()rcjanhal 
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BEST SATIVA CONCENTRATE 

1st Place Blood Orange Tangie 

by Southern Humboldt Farms 

with Southern Humboldt Con¬ 

centrate and Emerald Cup 

Concentrates 

2nd Place Nectarine by N.G.M. 

Collab 

3rd Place Zeinstein Purple Tan¬ 

gie by The Wolfpack 710 with 

Zeinstein Gardens 

BEST SATIVA FLOWER 

1st Place Ghost Train Haze #13 

by Phresh Cannabis Oregon 

2nd Place Kosher Jack by 

Karma Squad with the Kind 

Center Van Nuys 

3rd Place Roze by 3rd Gen 

Family with Dying Breed Seeds 

and Terphogz 

BEST HYBRID CONCENTRATE 

1st Place Mega Wellness Kush 

by M.N.G. Collab 

2nd Place Zeinstein Straw¬ 

berry Banana by The Wolfpack 

710 with Zeinstein Gardens 

3rd Place Strawnana Walker 

OG Budder Chips by Gold 

Coast Extracts 

BEST HYBRID FLOWER 

1st Place Big Nasty Kush by 

Phresh Cannabis Oregon 

2nd Place CannaStar OG by 

Cannabis Cup 
Results 
New Amsterdam Naturals 

3rd Place AMG by Karma 

Squad with the Kind Center 

Van Nuys 

BEST INDICA CONCENTRATE 

1st Place Nameless OG Budder 

Chips by Nameless Genetics in 

collaboration with Gold Coast 

Extracts 

2nd Place Strawberry Banana 

Pie Live Resin Shatter by Loud- 

pack Extracts with Crockett 

Family Farms &DNA 

3rd Place Emperor OG Kush by 

Cali Kush Farms with Unregis¬ 

tered Extracts 

BEST INDICA FLOWER 

1st Place Purple Chem by Rl 

Finest with The Finerside 

2nd Place Crown OG by Green- 

wolf with Crown Genetics 

3rd Place Louise by Phresh 

Cannabis Oregon 

BEST GLASS 

1st Place High Tech by Mally 

Elite &CHR 

2nd Place Glass Art 

Attachment by Cloud V Electro 

3rd Place Papa Bear by Rodeo 

Smoke Shop 

BEST BOOTH 

1st Place Mally Elite 

2nd Place Caviar Gold 

3rd Place - Puffco 

BEST VAPORIZER 

1st Place Puffco Plus 

2nd Place Dr. Dabber 

3rd Place Cloud V Electro 

BEST VAPE PEN CARTRIDGES 

1st Place Velvet Kush by Vegan 

Buddha with New Amsterdam 

Naturals 

2nd Place 710 King Pen Tan¬ 

gie Live Terps by Loudpack 

Extracts with Greenwolf 

3rd Place Tangie Live Resin 

Nug Run by Nextracts 

BEST TOPICAL 

1st Place AHHSOG Blood 

Orange Medicated Topical Mas¬ 

sage Candle by Wow Candles 

2nd Place Nectar Stick Berry 

Blast Medicated Lip Balm by 

Nectar Stick and Eden's Cure 

3rd Place Bath Bomb by 

Nameless Genetics in collabo¬ 

ration with De La Beuh 

BEST PRODUCT 

1st Place Bare Woods by Mally 

Elite 

2nd Place Caviar Gold by 

Caviar Gold 

3rd Place Dr. Dabber Aura by 

Dr. Dabber 

BEST INFUSED CANNABIS 

1st Place Atomik Diamond 

Special Edition MoonRocks by 

1 Stop Extracts 

2nd Place Caviar Gold by 

Caviar Gold 

3rd Place Atomik Diamond 

MoonRocks by Atomik 

BEST CBD EDIBLE 

1st Place Care By Design by 

CannaCraft’s Care By Design 

2nd Place Healing Honey CBD/ 

THC Medicated Honey by Criti¬ 

cal Concentrates 

3rd Place Kushy Punch CBD by 

Kushy Punch 

BEST CBD CONCENTRATE 

1st Place ACDC Crystalate by 

Gold Drop Co. with Blue River 

2nd Place Cali OG x 99% Pure 

CBD Crystalline by Pure Terps 

3rd Place ACDC by Charming 

Farming and CE Solutions 

BEST CBD FLOWER 

1st Place Veganic Omrita x 

Hash Plant x Grapestomper by 

Buds & Roses 

2nd Place Fruit Pharm Punch 

by Rogues Island Genetics 

with Something Better Con¬ 

centrate Co. 

3rd Place Toci by Brown Dog 

Cannabis 

BEST NON-SOLVENT HASH 

1st Place Strawberry Banana 

Hand-Squished Rosin from 

Bubble Hash by Boondock 

Alchemist with Mass Genetics 

2nd Place Jungle Fever 90u 

Water Hash by Kushies Melt 

and the Harvest Club 

3rd Place Extreme Cream 

Whole Plant Fresh Frozen 

Rosin Wax by Exotic Genetix 

BEST EDIBLE 

1st Place Tea Pot - Calendula 

Guava Mango Black Tea by 

Honey Pot 

2nd Place Altai XXL Chocolate 

Espresso Pips by Altai 

3rd Place Lorax’s Cannaracha 

(made with CannaSutra OG oil) 

by CannaSutra Collective with 

Lorax Labs 

q smokin'decit on out 
weed bean beg hunger 

(now includes matching pillows!) 

0^0 

LePoufHome.com/weed Hi 

buy now for only 

$ % 
%c 

Until now the hardest part of growing with 

(Lightweight Expanded Cfay Aggregate) 

is the cleaning process. Introducing.,. 

The fastest way to clean L.E.C.A 



"In this excellent field guide, Danny's years of experience translate into 
easy-to-reference information on more than 125 strains, alt at the flip of a finger, 
condensing everything you need to know into an easy-to-read, well-researched, 

concise package—with great photos too!"—Jorge Cervantes, 

Author of Marijuana Horticulture: The Ihooor/Outdoor Medical Grower "s Bible 

"If you wish to become more sophisticated about the large number of strains now 
available, you will be hard-pressed to find a better written and superbly 

photographed little compendium than this book." -Dr. Lester Grinspoon 

• Cannabis Cup" champions • ‘Top 10 Strain" award winners 
•Over 125 pot varieties described • Cannabis buyer's guide 

•Landrace & heirloom genetics 
• Foreword by Jorge Cervantes 

Available online at 

HIGHTIMES.COM/HEADSHOP 
or call 1-866-POT-SHOP 



Pamper Your Most 
Prized Possession 

Supplying Canada “With 
'Quality Since 1998” 

tn 

As 
'T VON * tv 

■ • ‘ • • V • ••■. - 

ITT HO NfPUCtTHT 

^ t **! 

A Premium Pipe Deserves 
Exceptional Treatment ■fi > 

WATER PIPE M20 flEPLACEriEXT 

Eliminates Meed To Clean Your Piece With Harsh Chemicals 

(Just a quick rinse with tap water and your piece is clean!) 

Acts as a filter of particulate matter, which may make for a 

healthier smoke 

scosity Produces Setter Draw For A Deeper Pull 

Reduces Smell Between Water Changes 

t2FL#I i J55 rrl 

Canadian Distribution - 1 800 GET HEMP - www.bobhq.com 

Brick and Mortar: Brandon MB | Saskatoon SK j Lethbridge AB 

Available in US te www.p]ecewattr.com follow US' 
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Whether you re 

outdoors or 

inside, simple 

grow tricks can 

supercharge 

your plants for 

max yields. 

Maximizing Summer Crops 
How to boost yields using good horticultural techniques. Story & photos by Nico Escondido 

Whether you’re doing an indoor cycle 

this summer, or performing routine 

maintenance on your outdoor crop in 

anticipation of the fall harvest, there 

are a few simple tips and tricks that can 

quickly and easily add a 10 to 20 percent 

boost to your yields. Good pruning 

techniques and the addition of smart 
trellising work will not only make your 

plants happier and healthier, but will 

also reward you for your added efforts 

when harvest time rolls around. 

Plant Puberty 101 
Good pruning actually begins in the veg¬ 
etative stage with the topping of cannabis 

plants. This technique goes by several 

different names, such as “pinching off,” 

“super-cropping” or “FIMing,” and each 

comes with its own unique method. Still, 

the goal is the same: to trigger the release 

or redistribution of a plant’s growth hor¬ 

mones—specifically auxins, the hormones 

responsible for growth and development 

in the branches, shoots, leaves and roots. 

Auxins are produced primarily in the 

plant’s buds, leaves and shoots. These 

hormones stimulate the growth of plant 

cells, especially near the tips of shoots 

and roots, where the auxin concentra¬ 

tions are highest. Auxins also accumulate 

near the tops of growing shoots, causing 

them to continue their advance upward. 
Auxins located in the main stem have 

the ability to slow growth in the sur¬ 

rounding shorter shoots. This phenom¬ 

enon is known as apical dominance, 

and it occurs when the concentration 

of auxins in the main shoot is closest to 

those surrounding branches. As the main 

shoot grows up and away, the shorter 

shoots will begin growing and elongat¬ 

ing once more. Apical dominance is the 

reason why topping a cannabis plant is 

so effective: When the dominant top or 

terminal shoot is cut or pinched off, its 
auxin concentration is redistributed to 

the lower, lateral shoots surrounding it. 

This causes them to grow more vigor¬ 

ously, while also helping to induce new 

growth in the form of additional top 

shoots that will eventually create many 

more top colas during flowering. 

Here’s a quick guide to a few of the 

more prominent and successful topping 

techniques that lead to more robust 

plants and increased yields. 
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Pruning Techniques 

TOPPING: The removal of the top terminal shoot by cutting or 

slicing. This is performed once around week two of vegeta¬ 

tive growth and then possibly again around week four (or just 

before flowering is triggered). 

THE FIM TECHNIQUE: Also know as “FIMing,” this technique 

incorporates a slight variation on the topping technique. Using 

small trimmer scissors, locate the top terminal shoot and, instead 

of cutting off the entire shoot, move down 80 percent from the top 

and make your cut, leaving 20 percent of the shoot still intact. The 

20 percent remaining will consist of trimmed new growth (baby 

leaves) just above the node and will look like a freshly mown lawn. 

PINCHING OFF: Basically the same technique as topping, only this one is 

performed using the thumb and index finger to literally pinch off the top 

shoot rather than using trimmers or pruning shears. 

SUPER-CROPPING: Used 

by Dutch growers for 

decades, super-cropping 

is the art of increasing 

plant growth without the 

removal of any plant parts. 

Instead, the plant is bruised 

(or physically altered) in 

order to trigger a similar 

response. In this scenario, 

a grower usually takes the 

main stem (or a vertical 

topside branch just off the 

main stem) and begins to 

“roll” it vigorously between 

the thumb and index finger. 

This will rotate the branch 

and cause it to pop, or blister, at the point of pressure. The branch will be 

injured and become weak, though you should avoid snapping it off alto¬ 

gether or causing it to fall limp. Instead, leave the branch at a 90-degree 

angle. When a branch growing vertically is bent and forced to remain 

horizontal, the interference in apical dominance will cause the shoots on 

the same axis to become stimulated and grow vertically. 

Super-cropping differs from the three previous methods insofar as 

this technique changes previously horizontal branches into vertical¬ 

growing top colas rather than inducing new shoot growth. This is a 

particularly effective technique when used with horizontal trellising or 

“screen of green” (ScrOG)-style setups. 
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Well-Timed Pruning 

Ever see a grower relentlessly pruning 

a plant and think, “That guy is taking 

off way too much!” Well, there can be 

a method to this madness that’s often 
overlooked. While too much pruning 

can be bad for a plant, most growers are 

surprised by how much can be pruned 

without any ill effects. The truth is, 

pruning invigorates growth, although 

pruning the right amount is both an art 

and a science. 

Experienced growers know that when 

pruning is used to reduce a plant’s size, 

the result is vigorous new growth. In late 
spring and early summer, outdoor grow¬ 

ers in Northern California routinely spend 
one hour pruning— per plant, every day. 

And while these plants are basically the 

size of trees, that’s still a lot of pruning for 

each plant. But the reward is worth it. 

Cannabis plants produce their fruit 

on the current year’s growth, flowering 

in the late summer and early autumn 

(as opposed to plants that flower in the 
spring, producing fruit on the previous 

year’s growth). As such, the pruning of 

cannabis plants can be done from the 

early vegetative stage in the spring right 

on into the flowering months of mid¬ 
summer. The more severe the pruning, 

the more vigorous the regrowth will 

be. Once flowering begins, however, 

the pruning should be scaled back and 

limited to the largest, darkest and oldest 

fan leaves, which at this point are using 

more energy than they can produce at 

the end of their life cycle. This saved 

energy will be redirected to the buds and 

helps pack on weight for harvest. 
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Good Pruning Strategy 
Whether you’re pruning in the 

spring or summer, there are 

a few simple techniques and 

objectives to bear in mind. Of 

course, there are the objectives 

already discussed: pruning 

shoot tips to interfere with 

apical dominance in order to 

encourage lateral branching; 

pruning to increase or invigorate 

growth during the vegetative 

phase; and pruning (and super¬ 

cropping) to train plants to grow 

a certain way in order to boost 

yields. Here are a couple more 

pruning strategies to consider, 

all of which are geared toward 

increasing plant yields: 

• Pruning for “crown thinning,” 

which aims to open up the top 

canopy of the plant for better 

light penetration. This is useful 

not only for large outdoor 

plants but also for indoor plants 

bunched together in a “sea of 

green” (SOG)-style grow. In this 

scenario, a grower will strategi¬ 

cally remove certain branches, 

such as those that are growing 

inward. To avoid stress, never 

remove more than 25 percent of 

the crown. 

• Conversely, “crown raising” 

is another pruning technique 

deployed by many advanced 

growers. This procedure 

involves removing the entire 

bottom third of the plant’s 

branches. This approach is also 

used by indoor and outdoor 

growers alike with the goal of 

redirecting all of the plant’s 

energy to the top colas and 

buds. Lower branches with 

small “popcorn” buds are 

energy suckers and don’t do 

much for the marketability of 

your buds after harvest. 

• In some cases, pruning may 

be done in order to increase 

flower size—which may not 

necessarily increase your yield 

overall. Still, some growers cut 

off some flowering branches 

at the first signs of budding in 

order to increase the size and 

potency of top colas. This is usu¬ 

ally done only for boutique or 

competition-grade flowers. 
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Smart Trelliswork 

Savvy growers know that good pruning 

techniques go hand-in-hand with smart 

trellising practices. Typically, trellis- 
ing involves using a metal or wooden 

framework to provide support for fruit¬ 

ing or climbing plants. When it comes 

to cannabis cultivation, the trellis can 

be either vertical or horizontal, and it 

can be made from a variety of materials. 

Horizontal trellising is most com¬ 
monly seen in indoor gardens, and it 

often takes the form of plastic mesh net¬ 

ting. This netting is usually laid over the 

garden canopy, with the plants growing 

up through the mesh squares (which can 

range in size from 3 to 5 inches). This 

method of trellising is particularly effec¬ 

tive in SOG and ScrOG setups. Vertical 

or upright trellising is more often used 
in outdoor gardens, because outdoor 

plants are usually grown much taller and 

in individual plant sites. Even so, vertical 

trellising can be used in either indoor or 

outdoor grows to add support for plants, 

to train the direction of growth, and to 

increase yields. 

When trellising is used in con¬ 

junction with the pruning methods 

discussed earlier, the result can be 

increased yields of 10 to 20 percent—or 
more. In particular, when plants are 

topped or FIMed, the resulting new 

growth—in the form of new offshoots 

surrounding the severed terminal 

node—will benefit enormously from the 

support and separation provided by a 

net trellis system. As these new shoots 

develop and grow, indoor growers 

will pull them apart and up through 
the mesh netting. Not only does this 

provide support for what will become 

heavy top colas, but it also helps sepa¬ 

rate and “thin out” the crown of the 
plant for better light penetration to the 

branches below. 

Similarly, large outdoor plants ben¬ 

efit from vertical trellising or lattice- 

work in much the same way. Because 

these plants are usually growing in solo 

sites, the trelliswork is better situated 

vertically and surrounding the plant 

itself, thereby allowing the branches to 

grow out through the support system. 
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Outdoor trellis systems can take many 
forms, including wooden or bamboo 

stakes fastened together with rope 
or wire, or wooden or metal fencing 

used as an encompassing framework. 

Perhaps the most ingenious outdoor 

framework is the metal-wire rebar 

used in construction for concrete 

forms. When this rebar is rolled and 

fastened to create a cylinder effect, 

it can be placed around plants while 

they’re still in the vegetative stage so 

that they can grow upward and out¬ 
ward through the metal latticework. 

Additionally, as limbs grow and 

spread out, there is more airflow 

throughout the plant’s interior. Not 
only does this aid in respiration and 

photosynthesis, but it also helps 

prevent the moisture buildup that 

can lead to mold or botrytis. This is 

important for both indoor growers 
utilizing humid hydroponic systems 

and outdoor growers during the moist 

summer months. Still, the primary 

function of trellising is to provide sup¬ 

port and stabilize the additional top 

and lateral shoots created via pruning. 

In the end, these extra limbs are what 

produce the added weight that will 

increase yields come harvest time! ^ 
Before: A vertical metal trellis is placed After: A cannabis plant grows out through the trelliswork 

at the plant site. for better light and air penetration. 
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The 
Solo 

Grow 
Frustrated by high pot prices? 

Don’t like what's available? 
Maybe it’s time to start your 

own personal garden. 

By Dan Skye At the start of the classic comedy 

Annie Hall, Woody Allen speaks 

directly to the camera: “There’s 

an old joke—um ... two elderly 

women are at a Catskill mountain 

resort,, and one of ’em says, ‘Boy, the food at this 
place is really terribleThe other one says, Teah, 

I know. And such small portions!’” 

Woody’s talking about life—that it’s full of 

pain and suffering, and yet it’s over way too 

soon. But the analogy could easily illustrate the 
oft-heard complaint among pot smokers: 

“This pot sucks!” says one. 

“Yeah, I know” agrees the other. “And I got 

shorted!” 

Sound familiar? The sad fact is that Ameri¬ 

cans who don’t live in states where legal can¬ 
nabis is available must rely on black-market 

sources to fulfill their needs. It’s not unusual for 

consumers to know next to nothing about the 

quality of their purchase—who grew it or how 

it was grown—much less the strain, potency or 

potential medical benefits. And, needless to say, 
the price is rarely negotiable. 

So if you’re rarely satisfied with the black- 

market weed in your area, why not entertain the 

notion of a home grow? Don’t feel intimidated: 

It’s not that hard. A little time and some mini¬ 
mal start-up expenses will get you on your way! 

_ 
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Meet the Firestick Clique 
The Buffalo area of Western New York 
isn’t widely known as a cultivation hub. 

It’s better known as part of America’s 
Rust Belt, a region where manufactur¬ 

ing industries once flourished but, over 

the past 50 years, have suffered a nearly 

60 percent loss in jobs. Shuttered facto¬ 

ries are a common sight. 

In these parts, people are always 

on the lookout for alternative ways of 

making money—like the members of the 

Firestick Clique. For well over a decade, 

members of this secret society of home 

growers have exchanged knowledge 

and shared their genetics. They’ve even 

hosted their own cannabis competitions. 

Some of these growers have used 
the surrounding urban decay to their 

advantage in the summer months, 

planting guerrilla gardens where no one 

treads, near deserted railroad tracks 
or forgotten buildings. But most do 

their deeds indoors and have mastered 
the art of the solo grow. We asked the 

Firestick Clique to lay out the funda¬ 

mentals for getting started. High Times 

cultivation editor-at-large Nico Escon¬ 

dido weighs in as well to offer some 

additional tips. 

Where to Grow 
The bigger your grow, the bigger the 

risk. The Firestick Clique recommends 

grow tents. They’re inexpensive and 
quick to assemble—or <ie-assemble. 

If there’s ever a security breach, you 

can get your plants out of your house 

quick. Small grow tents are designed 

with vents for exhaust and have wide 
zipper doors that allow the grower 

easy access to the plants and ease the 
task of lighting adjustments. 

If you don’t choose a tent, a spare 

closet will work, but keep your 

operation small when you begin. Keep 

things simple at first. A closet can 

easily be made “light-tight” so the 

plants have no interruption in their 

dark cycle. 

How Many Plants? 
The size of the planting container or 

grow pot you choose will influence the 

size of the plants you grow. Containers 

come in a variety of sizes. Those that 

provide breathability, like fabric pots, 

are great. Some feature drainage holes 

and saucers to catch the run-off. Obvi¬ 
ously, your grow space will determine 

how big you’re able to grow your 

plants. Try starting with four plants 

and see where your journey takes you. 
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Start With SoU 
Soil is much more forgiving if you make a 

mistake. We like a perlite mix: two parts 
perlite mixed with one part Happy Frog 

potting soil and one part worm castings. 

Some of us use different nutrients or a 

couple of additives that the others don’t. 

But we all pretty much use Advanced 

Nutrients products. 

One of our growers relies on organic, 

veganic nutrients when his plants are in 

veg. But once they’re in bloom, he switches 

to Connoisseur A & B from the Advanced 

Nutrients line. Too much fertilizer’s no 

good: Get a chart from your local grow 
store—wherever you buy your nutrients, 

for whatever line—and follow that regi¬ 

men. Don’t overdo it. Sometimes, use even 

a little bit less than what’s recommended. 

Nico Escondido weighs in here: “A small 

bag of organic potting soil will usually do 
the trick just fine. Peat, coco or sphagnum- 

based mediums are also excellent choices. 

Choose an airy medium that will allow air 

to penetrate the root zone. Roots breathe 

in oxygen, while the plant aboveground 

breathes in C02. Some mediums—espe¬ 

cially organic soils—may come with mild 

organic nutrients like guano or sea kelp 

already mixed in. This will lessen the 

amount of nutrients you’ll need to give 

your plants, and they may not require any 

feedings at all until you begin flowering.” 

Nico recommends using organic nutri¬ 

ents whenever possible and steering clear of 

salt-heavy synthetics like Miracle Gro and 

other artificial nutes. “They’ll cause more 

problems than they’re worth,” he warns. 

Watering 
Don’t overwater your plants! With soil, 

every other day should be sufficient, unless 

it’s real hot. Bigger plants need more 

water; in that case, you’ll probably be 

watering every day. A good rule of thumb 

is to water the plants when the top of the 

soil or growing medium begins to feel 

dry. Make sure the water can drain freely 

from the bottom of the pot. Your grow 

pots should feature drainage holes on the 

bottom or provide some kind of escape 

route for the water. The perlite in your soil 

mix will loosen the soil and allow water to 

drain through more easily. 

If your garden is in a closet, use a 
staple-gun to cover the floor with thick 

plastic or Mylar to prevent leakage or pud¬ 
dling. Placing trays under your pots is a 

good idea, too. Rubber floor mats beneath 

the plastic are extra insurance. They can 

be easily removed, cleaned and replaced 

between harvests. 
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Grandoggy BX1 is 

a Firestick Clique 

creation from 

Granddaddy Purps 

genetics. 

Lights 
The length of the dark cycle is very impor¬ 

tant for cannabis plants. A timer switch 

will ensure a regular cycle. Depending 

on the size of your grow space and plant 

count, various wattages are available 

for your lights: 400, 600 or 1,000 watts. 

(High-pressure sodium lights are ideal.) 

Remember that the less intense the light, 

the less the plant will develop. If the light 

provided during the day is too weak, a 

plant will stretch wildly and not develop 

well enough for a harvest. Your lights 

should be as close as possible to the plants 

without burning them. As for the dis¬ 

tance, many growers rely on this method: 

Put your hand under the grow light. If it’s 

too hot for your hand, it’s probably too 

hot for the plants. Raise the lights until 

your hand feels more comfortable. 

Once your plants have 
developed to the point 
where they can produce 
enough flowers for a 
decent harvest, it’s time 
to regulate the light cycle. 

Inducing the Flowering Stage 
A question often asked by new growers 

is: “Why not just let the plant flower 

immediately and harvest some nice buds 

and get to the smoking part?” 

Nico responds: “You could do that— 

but if a plant flowers too early, there 

won’t be much harvest to be had. Ideally, 

a pot plant needs to grow, or ‘vegetate,’ 
for a few weeks before flowering. Oth¬ 

erwise, the harvest will be extremely 
disappointing.” 

When the plants are in veg, you can 

use weaker lighting than you use in the 

flowering area, and watching for light 

leaks isn’t as important since a dark 

period isn’t required. However, once 

your plants have developed to the point 

where they can produce enough flowers 

for a decent harvest, it’s time to regulate 

the light cycle—12 hours on and 12 hours 

off each day—because the 12-hour dark 

period induces flowering. Also, during 

the 12-hour photoperiod, the plant needs 

the strongest light possible to produce 

the energy needed to create buds. 

Also, it’s extremely important during 
the dark period that no light enters 

the grow space. Light leaks can disrupt 

flowering and stress or confuse the plant, 

causing it to become a hermaphrodite 

(creating seeded flowers) or severely 

weakening its quality and yield. 
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Air Flow 
Indoor growers need to remember that 

plants evolved outdoors in nature for 

millions of years, and bringing them 

indoors these past 40 years to cultivate is 

still relatively unnatural for them. Bring¬ 

ing fresh air into the garden space helps 

prevent molds and bacteria from forming 

in stagnant air and water. It also helps 

larger growrooms stabilize humidity and 

temperature by preventing heat pockets 
from forming under intense lighting. 

However, the downside is that if the 

intake air isn’t properly filtered, growers 

may also be introducing new bacteria 

strains or mold spores into their gardens. 

It can be quite the paradox. This is why 

it’s always best to use filters on both the 

intake and exhaust ports within your 

garden. Activated-charcoal filters will 

scrub the air well, and if you can add the 
UV-light option to your system, this will 

help ensure that no pathogens make it 

into your grow space. Also, remember to 

bring cool, fresh air in at the floor and to 

exhaust hotter air near the ceiling. 

The next thing you’ll need is an 
extraction system with an activated-car¬ 

bon filter. Cannabis plants need carbon 

dioxide to grow, and they get this C09 
from the air. If you fail to provide your 

growing area with fresh air, the plants 

will deplete all of the available C09. As 

a result, growth will slow down and 

the plants will become less healthy. An 

extraction system sucks the C09-depleted 

air outside, which automatically brings 

C02-rich air in. The system also removes 

the odors that are typically released dur¬ 
ing the flowering stage. 

An activated-carbon filter is a large 

tube filled with carbon. The carbon 

absorbs the chemicals responsible for the 
well-known odors associated with can¬ 

nabis growing and neutralizes them. Nico 

recommends replacing the filters every 
year. 

For a small garden, Nico recommends 

considering C09 Boost Buckets: They’re 

very inexpensive and can bump the C09 

in small gardens up a few hundred ppm 

(parts per million). The buckets are 

organic as well and an excellent option 

for home growers. Barring that, a small 

C02 tank and timed regulator will work, 

but this option is more expensive to set 

up and isn’t always worth it for a small 
home garden. 

Remember, using C02 in gardens that 

are well ventilated requires added atten¬ 

tion to your atmospheric controls. Grow¬ 

ers need to make sure that when their 
exhaust fans go on, their C02-injection 

systems shut down temporarily so as not 

to exhaust the valuable C09. Commercial 

controllers and timers are available to 

make this type of programming very 

simple. 

Genetics 
Your yield will depend on the genetics you 

choose and whether you’re starting your 

garden from seed or clone. We always 

seems to get a better yield with seeds. 

Shoot for an ounce a plant: That’s realistic, 

unless you’re growing a heavily sativa- 

dominant strain. Still, a low yield doesn’t 

matter to a lot of people—they’re looking 

for a good head stash, and so they’re more 
concerned with quality rather than quan¬ 

tity. In a small space, you obviously can’t 

grow something that grows real tall and 

stretchy. Probably a short, stocky indica or 

a 60/40 hybrid is your best bet. 

Cleanliness 
After every harvest, scrub your pots out 

well. Scrub everything down—walls and 

surface areas included. You want to keep 

your chances of disease and pest infesta¬ 

tion low. A mild bleach solution should do 

it. Also, always keep your pets out of the 

garden. Even if your space is ridiculously 

small, you can still harvest a good sup¬ 

ply for yourself, as long as you vigilantly 

oversee the air quality and temperature 

of the room. Keep your grow op secret: 
If you grow great weed and start sharing 

the news (or the weed), you’re opening the 
closet door for unwelcome visitors to take 

an unwanted interest in your deeds. Until 

that day when legalization for everyone 

finally arrives, be careful! 
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Eighteen months'after High Times staged its last 
Cannabis Cup in Amsterdam, we ask: How legal is 
Dutch weed really? By Graham Dockery 

/jfy. he working day of a coffeeshop manager in Amsterdam is a hectic one. In addition to 

serving the steady stream of customers who visit his shop. Mo has to meet with suppliers 

and drive back and forth across the city, transporting his wares from his stash house to 

his place of business. 
Mo’s shop. Happy Days, is a small one in the south of Amsterdam. Coffeeshops are free to 

f operate here, so long as they refrain from advertising, causing a “nuisance ” selling hard drugs or 

y* large amounts of pot, and selling cannabis to minors. 

However, all of the weed that Mo does sell is illegally sourced. “I meet [the dealer] somewhere 

f quiet, do the deal and then stash the weed in a different location,” he says. This is a necessary 

. r - precaution, since the coffeeshops can have no more than 500 grams on their premises at any one 
time—and the police make sure this rule is obeyed with random inspections. 

“Every coffeeshop owner is a criminal” Mo tells me. “The current laws mean that I have to 

drive across the city transporting the weed and hash with no license to do so. It’s impossible to 

work normally this way, and Tm more scared of the police than the dealers I buy from” 

But in the Netherlands at present, there’s no alternative to sourcing cannabis illegally While 
Dutch policy allows the coffeeshops to sell pot, cultivation remains illegal. "I’d like to see things 
change—a lot” says Mo. "It’s not easy to run a company this way.” 
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Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell 

Much of the Netherlands’ cannabis comes 

from the southern province of Brabant, 

where illegal growers—many of them 
working for organized crime—produce an 

estimated 1 billion euros’ worth annually. 

As well as yielding some 340 tons of 

cannabis each year, the open farmland of 

Brabant is home to much of the country’s 

methamphetamine and ecstasy produc¬ 

tion. Last year, the police shut down 14 

labs and 30 storage points. 

For the better part of two decades, 

Dutch law enforcement has maintained 

a “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy regarding 

where the coffeeshops source their can¬ 

nabis. Large-scale grow ops are most defi¬ 

nitely illegal, but the police usually won’t 

press a coffeeshop owner to reveal his or 

her suppliers. Growers, however, will usu¬ 

ally be prosecuted to the full extent of the 
law if they get caught. 

“The current system, in which you can 

sell cannabis but not grow it, is unsus¬ 

tainable,” declared Magda Berndsen, a 

member of the Dutch Parliament, last 

year. “It ensures high health risks, costs 

too much police capacity and is a threat to 

public safety.” 

Heads in the Sand 

Many people here think the government 

isn’t doing enough to resolve this dilemma. 
Berndsen, a member of the progressive 

political party known as Democraten 66 

(D66 for short), says: “Local administra¬ 

tors have called on the government and 

Parliament to introduce a national system 

of certified and regulated hemp. But the 

government doesn’t listen to the mayors 

and does nothing to solve local problems.” 

In fact, 41 municipalities have endorsed 

a manifesto calling for cannabis cultivation 

to be legalized and regulated, and 25 have 

applied to the Dutch minister of justice for 

permission to experiment with legal culti¬ 

vation and supply. To date, the government 

hasn’t approved a single one of these appli¬ 

cations. But in a poll taken last year, 70 

percent of the Dutch people surveyed sup¬ 
ported legalizing cannabis cultivation, and 

only 5 percent thought that cracking down 

on growers should be a police priority. 
Berndsen estimates that legalizing and 

regulating the supply side of the cannabis 

industry could net the Dutch government 

500 million euros annually: 200 million in 

savings from the police and courts system, 

and 300 million from a tax on legal weed. 

One need only look to Colorado for an 

example: In 2015 alone, the state collected 
nearly $100 million from its marijuana 

sales tax, licenses and fees. 

Legalizing and regu¬ 
lating the supply side 
otthe Dutch cannabis 
industry could net the 
go&rnment 500 mil¬ 
lion euros annually. 

Local Knowledge 

Of course, Colorado’s marijuana policy differs sharply from that of the United 

States. The US government is just beginning to shake off the hangover of its failed 

War on Drugs. In the Netherlands, local governments and judiciaries have worked 

within the country’s ambiguous federal laws to try and shape drug policy to meet 
the unique needs of their areas. For example, when the government proposed 

implementing a “weed pass” in 2011—which would have allowed only registered 

Dutch smokers to patronize the coffeeshops—it was blasted by the mayors of the 

Netherlands’ four largest cities: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht. 

The proposal was shelved by the coalition government in 2012, but the “weed 

pass” was intended to regulate only the “front door” of the nation’s coffeeshops, 

whose supply was still being provided by illegal growers coming in through the 
back. However, in other encouraging news, Dutch judges are becoming more flex¬ 

ible in their application of the country’s cannabis laws. 
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Enter the Altruists 

Needless to say, not every cultivator in the Netherlands has ties to organized crime: 

Some supply local coffeeshops offer high-quality cannabis, grown organically and 

without stolen electricity or connections to criminal gangs. These people have been 

dubbed “altruistic growers.” 

In 2014, a middle-age couple in Groningen province were pardoned by a district 

judge, who recognized that the couple had been running an illegal pot plantation 

but were altruistic growers who had acted with a high regard for public safety and 

the health of consumers. (Last year, public prosecutors appealed that ruling, and the 

couple received a three-month suspended jail sentence.) 

“These were people who decided a long time ago that Dutch cannabis policy was 

untenable in its current state,” says Sidney Smeets, the couple’s lawyer. “They grew in 

a very respectful way—all organic and with no pesticides. They only sold to licensed 

coffeeshops and paid their taxes. 
“We had to argue vehemently for the pardon, but the judge followed our argu¬ 

ment,” Smeets adds. “We’ve always argued that the lack of courage in Dutch politics 

to provide fitting regulation... shouldn’t be something that normal Dutch citizens get 

punished for.” 

In another high-profile case last year, cannabis activist and altruistic grower Doede 

de Jong was found guilty of large-scale 

cultivation but was pardoned on appeal. 

The court recognized, as it had in the case 
of the Groningen couple, that de Jong 

provided a safe and honest alternative to 
the cannabis being grown by organized 

criminal groups. 

“If politicians won’t make adequate 

laws, then judges shouldn’t convict 

people based on inadequate laws,” 

Smeets asserts. “But some judges are 

more lenient than others.” 

D66 has been pushing 
to reform the Netherlands' 
cannabis policy for years, 
while Justice Minister 
Ivo Opstelten has consis¬ 
tently refused to sanction 
any form of legalized and 
regulated pot. 

Where to Go From Here? 

The Cannabis College, in the middle 

of Amsterdam’s Red-Light District, is a 
tourist attraction and information center. 

There, staff member Tam provides a brief 
history of Dutch drug policy to curi¬ 

ous visitors and makes his case against 
prohibition, all while offering hits from 

his vaporizer. 

“Policy should be developed based on 

real-life experience—but at the moment, 
that’s not happening,” Tam says. “I 

believe that if there’s an unjust law, you 

have an obligation to break it.” 

Last year, the D66 party brought draft 

legislation to Parliament seeking to 

exempt pot growers from current drug 

laws—a small step toward legalization. 

D66 has been pushing to reform the 

Netherlands’ cannabis policy for years, 

while Justice Minister Ivo Opstelten has 

consistently refused to sanction any form 

of legalized and regulated pot. 

Until that changes, Mo will still have 

to source his weed from illegal cultiva¬ 
tors; the altruistic growers will still need 

sharp lawyers and sympathetic judges to 

stay out of prison; and Tam will still be 

preaching about breaking unjust laws. 

And as other countries, including the 

United States, Mexico, Chile and Uruguay, 

liberalize their own cannabis laws, the 

Dutch policy of “tolerance”—once a model 

for the rest of the world—will come to 

look more and more antiquated, 
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George Clinton directed 

a funkified, high-energy 

performance at center stage. 

At the stroke of midnight 
B-Real lit up and Cypress Hill 
took the stage at the Ogden 
Theater in Denver, ushering 
in our national stoner holi¬ 
day. A potent musical lineup 
had already primed the 
crowd for 4/20. Action Bron¬ 
son had stoked it. Chronixx 
& Zincfence Redemption 
had elevated it. And George 
Clinton, as always, whipped 
up a smoke storm of Mile 
High-powered funk! Plus, 
the top pot products of the 
Rocky Mountain State were 
honored at the Colorado 
Cannabis Cup Awards. 

Our national 

stoner holiday 

in Denver 

kicked off in a 

cloud of smoke, 

courtesy of 

B-Real. 
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How Dylan Turned On the Beatles 
In his new book How to Smoke Pot (Properly), marijuana journalist David Bienenstock provides a valuable 
“headiquette” lesson outlining the dos and don’ts of getting someone high for the first time. In the following 
excerpt Bienenstock examines how some of the 20th century’s most influential artists first got stoned. Even the great and exalted Bob 

Marley once smoked ganja 

for the first time. And he 

probably asked a bunch of 

dumb questions and coughed 

too much throughout. So if you’re ever 

called upon to help guide an uninitiated 

friend or relative into the wonderful 

world of herbal delights, you must strive 

to remain exceedingly patient, kind and 

accommodating throughout the pro¬ 

ceedings—no matter what. Remember: 

“Doob unto others.” Also, make sure 

your friend’s potentially auspicious first 

puff takes place in a comfortable, safe, 
familiar setting, ideally among a small 

group of close friends. And don’t ever let 
things get overly uptight or, conversely, 

totally freaked-out—not for the initiate, 

g or for you. 

| After all, getting someone high for the 

1 first time is both a great privilege and 

a serious responsibility, not to mention 

an excellent opportunity to recall the 

heady feeling of your own early days in 

the herb game. So rather than coming 

on as some kind of guru or guide, just 

relax, let nature run its course, and try to 

recapture a bit of your own “beginner’s 

mind” when it comes to marijuana. If 

you can achieve that exalted plane, you 

just might end up having a transcendent 

journey of your own. 

“It’s my experience that to smoke 
marijuana for the first time is to explore 

the limits of hilarity, only to find that 

there are no limits,” famed music 

journalist A1 Aronowitz once noted—an 

observation eerily reminiscent of my own 

first time behind a bowling alley. “You 

laugh so hard that you want to laugh 

that hard again, so you smoke marijuana 

again. And again and again and again 

and again. I’m told that few ever really 

succeed in laughing that hard a second 

time, but I did. The two biggest laughs 

of my life were the first time I smoked 

marijuana and the first time the Beatles 

smoked it.” 

Aronowitz didn’t “turn on” the Beatles 

(who later used “let’s go have a laugh” 
as their private code for getting high) 

so much as he introduced them to Bob 

Dylan, who gladly did the honors. The 
deal went down on August 28,1964, at 

New York City’s swanky Delmonico Hotel. 
Upon arrival, Dylan mistakenly believed 

the Beatles (whom he was meeting for the 

first time) already smoked grass, based on 

a misheard lyric in “I Want to Hold Your 

Hand”—leaving John Lennon to bashfully 

point out that the lads from Liverpool 

were actually singing “I can’t hide,” not “I 

get high,” on the chorus. 

From there, a scene unfolded straight 

out of a B-movie Stoner comedy, only 
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it starred some of the 

20th century’s most 

influential and enduring 
artists at the very outset 

of their storied careers. 
According to Aronow- 

itz’s lengthy first-person 

account of the encounter 

in his book Bob Dylan 

and the Beatles: 

The Beatles wanted to 

know how the marijuana 

would make them feel, 

and we told them it would 

make them feel good. I 

still hadn’t learned how 

to roll a joint in those 

days, so when the Beatles 
agreed, to try some, I 

asked Dylan to roll the 

first joint. Bob wasn’t 
much of a roller either, 

and a lot of the grass fell 
into the big bowl of fruit 

on the room-service table. 

Dylan first offered the 

joint to Lennon, but the 

group’s unofficial leader 

immediately handed it 

to Ringo, demanding 

the drummer serve as 

the other Beatles’ “royal 

taster”—ostensibly to 
make sure the drug 

didn’t prove poisonous or 

provoke insanity before 

the rest committed to 

trying it. So Ringo started 

inhaling. At which point 

the first Beatle to get high immediately 

(though unwittingly) committed one of 

the very few major pot faux pas we out¬ 

lined earlier, as Aronowitz explains: 

As Ringo kept taking hits, Bob and I 

waited for him to pass the joint to John, 

who was sitting right next to Ringo. 

But the Beatles were unacquainted with 

the rituals of pot smoking. Pot smokers 

share joints because it’s precious stuff. 

It’s illegal, expensive and not easy to 

get. Pot smokers don’t waste any smoke 

letting the joint burn idly like a cigarette 
.... I neglected to instruct Ringo about 

passing the joint, and it was obvious that 

he was going to hold onto it as if he were 

smoking a cigarette filled with tobacco. I 

didn’t want to risk the possibility that the 

Beatles might recoil from the idea of pass¬ 

ing a joint from lips to lips like a bottle 

shared by winos on a street corner. 

Dylan first offered the joint to 
Lennon, but the group’s unofficial 

leader immediately handed it to Ringo, 
demanding the drummer serve as 

the other Beatles’ “royal taster” 

A delicate moment indeed, which 

Aronowitz ably resolved by asking Dylan’s 

rolling-adept road manager to quickly 

produce a few more joints, until every¬ 

body had one of their own. Then, since 

Ringo had gotten a head start on get¬ 

ting high, he started to feel the effects 
first, and unleashed a ripple of laughter 

that quickly reverberated throughout 

the room. 

Soon, Ringo got the giggles. In no time 

at all, he was laughing hysterically. His 
laughing looked so funny that the rest of 

us started laughing hysterically .... We 

kept laughing at one another’s laughter 

until every one of us had been laughed 

at. There also came a certain point when 

Paul realized he was really thinking 

for the first time in his life, and he also 

realized that this was a great occasion. 

He told [Beatles road manager] Mai 

Unfortunately, more 
than 50 years later, 

that historic document 
either remains in pri¬ 

vate hands or has been 
lost to history forever. 

But what we do know is 
that shortly after their 

fateful encounter with 

Bob Dylan, the Beatles 

would start to rapidly 

transform their music 

from the teenybopper 

bubblegum pop sound 

that made them global 

sensations into the more 

experimental, expansive, 

psychedelic explora¬ 

tions that kick-started 

the social and political 
upheaval of the ’60s and 

helped usher marijuana 

into the mainstream. 

All because A1 Aronow¬ 

itz made every effort 

imaginable to ensure 
that the Fab Four’s first 

time getting high went 

smoothly, despite a lot 

of awkward tension in 

the room as the world’s 

biggest music stars 

took great pains to 

show each other proper 

deference. 
“Allen Ginsberg would 

afterwards ask me if 
this initial meeting between Bob and the 

Beatles was demure,” Aronowitz wrote, 
“and that is exactly the right word for 

it.” At least until things broke out into a 

spontaneous, all-encompassing five-way 

laughing fit. 

Ginsberg, the famed Beat poet, 

author of Howl and running buddy of 

Jack Kerouac, by the way, also put great 

stock in the personal insights gained the 

first time he got high—as he much later 

explained to Larry “Ratso” Sloman in his 

1998 book Reefer Madness: 

When I smoked grass [the first time] I 

suddenly realized how amazing it was 

that on the evidence of my own senses, 

which I did not doubt, here was a very 
mild stimulator of perception that led 

me into all sorts of awes and cosmic 

vibrations and appreciations of Cezanne 
and Renaissance paintings and color 

Evans to get a pad and 

a pen and to write down 

everything he said. 
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and tastes. And here was this great big 
government plot to suppress it and make 

it seem as if it were something diabolic, 

satanic, full of hatred and fiendishness 

and madness ....It was the very first 

time I ever had solid evidence in my 
own body that there was a difference 

between reality as I saw it myself and 

reality as it was described off daily by 

the state, the government, the police and 

the media. From then on I realized that 

marijuana was going to be an enormous 

political catalyst, because anybody who 

got high would immediately see through 

the official hallucination that had been 

laid down and would begin questioning, 

“What is this war? What is the military 
budget?” 

That powerful realization led Ginsberg 

to co-found America’s first pro-marijuana 

lobbying and activism organization and 

become a lifelong advocate not just for 

cannabis liberation, but for the demise 

of repressive regimes around the world. 

He also conspired with author Nor¬ 

man Mailer to hijack a live episode of a 
national television talk show and use it 

as a platform for America’s first substan¬ 

tial, fact-based discussion of marijuana in 

a public forum since the herb was made 

Author Norman 

Mailer found that, 

after smoking pot, “I 

became real to myself 

for the first time.” 

federally illegal in thel930s. 

Mailer, though less enthusiastic than 

Ginsberg, agreed to the plan in honor 

of his own reverence for the herb. In a 

Paris Review interview, the controversial, 

iconoclastic novelist once claimed that 

his lifelong habit of intense self-analysis 

“started with marijuana because I found 

that, smoking marijuana, I became real 

to myself for the first time.” He later 

described to High Times a more sensual 
herbal epiphany that struck him the very 

first time he got high: 

I was out in the car listening to the 

radio. Some jazz came on. I’d. been 

listening to jazz for years, but it had 

never meant all that much to me. Now, 

with the powers pot offered, simple 
things became complex; complex 

things clarified themselves. These 

musicians were offering the inner 

content of their experiences to me. 

So, to recap: When the Beatles tried 

pot for the first time, they meta¬ 
morphosed from a hard-drinking, 

pill-popping, commercially oriented 

boy band into harbingers of a com¬ 
ing peacenik psychedelic revolution; 

when Allen Ginsberg got high, he 

started questioning authority and 

exploring the illegitimacy of the 

government; and Norman Mailer’s 

first dance with Mary Jane offered 

powerful insights into himself that, 

somewhat paradoxically, also opened 
him up to an empathic understand¬ 

ing of another culture’s art and 

experience. 

No wonder the powers that be are 

afraid of this herb! ^ 

Adapted fivm How to Smoke Pot (Prop¬ 

erly). Order it at davidbienenstock.com. 
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Wiz Khalifa is flying 

HIGH, AND HE’S ONLY 

GETTING HIGHER. EAR¬ 

LIER THIS YEAR, THE 

28-year-old hip-hop 

MUSICIAN RELEASED HIS SIXTH ALBUM, 

Khalifa, a winning combination of sto¬ 

rytelling, SLICK TALK, AND ODES TO THE 

PLENTIFUL JOYS OF MARIJUANA, LAID OVER 

A LUSH BED OF STADIUM-SIZED BEATS. 

Khalifa, who hails from Pittsburgh, 

OCCUPIES AN IMPORTANT PLACE IN HIP-HOP. 

With his legion of fans and his end¬ 

less PARADE OF HIT SINGLES, HE’S ONE OF 

THE GENRE’S MOST VISIBLE FIGURES, BUT HE 

ALSO TAKES CARE TO MAINTAIN TIES WITH 

ITS UNDERGROUND AND TO SERVE AS AN 

AMBASSADOR FOR MANY OF RAP’S DEEPLY 

HELD TRADITIONS. He’s RECORDED TRACKS 

WITH LEGENDS LIKE EASY Mo BEE, MAX B 

and Juicy J—who is signed to Khalifa’s 

Taylor Gang label—and these songs 

OFTEN SERVE AS A YOUNG FAN’S INTRODUC¬ 

TION TO SUCH VITAL ARTISTS. 

Meanwhile, Khalifa crafts albums 

AND MIXTAPES THAT MINE A VARIETY OF 

SONIC TERRITORIES, FROM TRAP (HIS ROLL¬ 

ING Papers series) to smooth weed-rap 

(HIS BREAKOUT KUSH & ORANGE JUICE) TO 

THE POP APPEAL OF HIS LATER WORK. He’S 

THE PERFECT GATEWAY DRUG FOR SOMEONE 

JUST GETTING INTO THE GENRE, AND IT’S A 

ROLE THAT HE TAKES SERIOUSLY. 

Always an ardent supporter of pot, 

Khalifa is now dipping his toes into 

THE BOOMING LEGAL-WEED INDUSTRY WITH 

THE LAUNCH OF KHALIFA KUSH, HIS OWN 

INDICA STRAIN, WHICH WlZ CLAIMS WILL 

KNOCK THE SOCKS OFF EVEN THE MOST 

ARDENT OF STONERS. 

We kicked it with Wiz in Los Ange¬ 

les BEFORE HE WAS SET TO JET OFF TO 

France, discussing music, marijuana, 

POLITICS AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN. 

Wiz gets elevated. 
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How much weed are you smok¬ 

ing these days? 

I smoke pot all day. I wake 

up and get high. But I’m more 
like an on-the-low stoner now. 

I like to get high and be high 

when I’m places, as opposed 

to just smoking everywhere 

like I used to. I prefer indi¬ 

ces—they help me out the 

most. Some people say they 

slow you down, but they pick 

me up. 

Does marijuana help you 

creatively? 

Weed just kind of helps me 
slow things down and think 

about them a little more. 

When I’m creative, I can be 

thinking really fast; the ideas 

just shoot all over the place. 
But if I’m stoned, I use my 

imagination to just hold onto 

that. That’s the main thing. 

When did you first start 

smoking? 

I started smoking with my 

homies. I was just in the stu¬ 

dio chilling. I really didn’t get 

high before that, and then one 

day it was just like, you know, 

get high and write a rap. 

Who were some early favorite 

artists to smoke to? 

Anything Three 6 Maha, 
Project Pat, Bone Thugs-N- 

Harmony. As I got older, I 

started to smoke to old-school 
music. I used to smoke to trap 

shit—like really super-hood 

music. 

Where do you like to smoke? 

I usually smoke in the stu¬ 

dio, like in the outside room 

or something like that, or 

in the lab while I’m record¬ 

ing. I’m just walking around 

smoking everywhere. At least 

I could if I wanted to—it’s just 

that I don’t really feel like it 

anymore. 

As somebody who’s seen a lot 

of different parts of the world, 

how do you feel the perception 

of weed differs in various parts 

of America, or even Canada or 

Mexico? 

People are still scared of 

weed. They don’t really under¬ 

stand it, or how it works or 

why it should be legalized. So 

when you see somebody who’s 

free and open about it, it’s not 

really as accepted as people 

think it is. 

Do you feel a responsibility to 

be open about it as a way of 

changing public perception? 

I mean, I don’t really feel 

a responsibility to do it— 

it’s just what I do. I’m really 

good at showing the upside 

of things, being that I smoke 

weed and I’m functioning. It 

kind of gives it a better face, 

just that right there. And then 

I can speak to people and say 

things that can change their 

minds as well. But just off of 

looking at me or smelling me, 

you’re probably going to get 

freaked out. 

What role does marijuana play 

in your creative relationships? 

It’s how we bond! It’s like 
the first thing we do. It’s like, 

“Hey, what’s up?”—then I 

shove a jay in your mouth. I 

always have the best weed, 

so when I see my boys, I just 

give them some of my bomb- 

ass weed. 

Weed is also how you linked up 

with Berner, the legendary Bay 

Area marijuana entrepreneur 
and rapper who’s now on your 

label. 

Yeah! I was on tour in the 

Bay, and I knew Mistah F.A.B. 

from the internet. He’s a Bay 

Area rapper, and I just ran¬ 

domly called him and was 

like, “Yo, I need some weed. 

I’m in the Bay. I know there’s 

some bomb-ass shit out here.” 

He was like, “Go see my man 

Berner. He’s in the hood, but 

it’ll be straight.” That’s how I 

met Berner, man. We’ve been 

brothers ever since. 

You really seem like a student 

of hip-hop. You’ve signed 

regional legends like Berner, Ty 
Dolla $ign from Los Angeles, 

and Juicy J (of Three 6 Mafia) 

from Memphis. 

I just got to go off of my 
personal taste. I study the 

game; I study music. I also 

come from a place that’s 

like—it’s hood in Pittsburgh, 

so my general perception is 

“People are still scared 
of weed. They don’t 
really understand it, 
or how it works or 
why it should be 
legalized.” 

modeled on how hood niggas 

think. We’re a tough crowd, 

but if we fuck with you, we’re 

going to ride for you. So when 

I’ve got the chance to change 

people’s perception of these 

artists, I jump at it. Juicy J 

is a genius, so he needs to 

be seen in that light. Berner 

is the ultimate hustler, and 

he’s great at what he does; he 

needs to be seen in that light. 

Ty is an awesome writer and a 
superstar in the making, so he 

needs to be seen in that light. 

Speaking of Pittsburgh, one of 

my favorite songs oft Khalifa is 

“Cowboy,” which touches on 

the violence there. It derails the 

typical narrative of the young 
hustler by having its main 

character murdered at the end. 

It’s not a morality tale-it just 
feels real. 

“Cowboy” is a cool song 

because it describes Pitts¬ 

burgh perfectly. A lot of peo¬ 

ple don’t know that that’s 

where I come from. I don’t 
talk about it much. But the 

violence there is crazy, and it’s 
just between young black peo¬ 

ple. People have a slim chance 

of making it out of the hood 

there. Pittsburgh is really 

small, so the violence hits 

home with me a lot. I lost my 

20-year-old uncle two years 

ago. He got shot in the back 

of his head. 

Oh my God. 

For no reason. And this 

shit, it just keeps happening. 

It’s always young black kids. 

So me rapping about that, 

and the song having a violent 
twist to it, it wasn’t me try¬ 

ing to be tough or say, “Yo, 

I’m from the hood”—it’s what 
really happens. That’s what 

motherfuckers, when they 

hear it, they know I’m really 

talking about where I’m from. 
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“The music-like the groove and the 
vibe-is usually a culmination of me 
trying something new... If people are 
doing one thing, I’m trying to figure 
out something totally different.” 

102 The High Times Interview 

I think that’s the power of 

hip-hop, in a way: It gives 

you the opportunity to tell 

stories that everyone else is 

ignoring. 

Yeah, exactly. 

I feel like at this point in 

your career, you’re a young 

OG. You’ve been incredibly 

successful since you were 

a teen, and now you’re an 

influence to a younger 
generation. But at the same 

time, you really work to 

educate fans about what’s 

come before you. What 

does that role mean to you? 

It means a lot, espe¬ 

cially if you recognize 
that I do my homework— 

I only pay attention to the 

greats. I love music and I 
study music: The way that 

I’m into it, I want every¬ 

body else to be into it like 

that, too. So that’s why I 

stay on top of my game. 

It’s not about me so much 
personally—I’m not trying 

to be the richest or flash¬ 
iest rapper, but I’m going 

to give you everything that 

comes with me so you can 

see how to work within 

the rap game correctly. 

What’s the best Wiz Khalifa 

album to smoke to? 

Everybody’s going to 

say Kush & Orange Juice, 
but I’m going to say Prince 

of the City 2. 

Do you approach every 

record with a different 

mindset? 

Yeah, totally. It’s really 

based off of my life and 

where I’m at; that’s where 

I get my subject mat¬ 

ter from. But the music- 

like the groove and the 

vibe—is usually a culmi¬ 

nation of me trying some¬ 

thing new, based off of 

what I hear. If people are 
doing one thing, I’m try¬ 

ing to figure out some¬ 

thing totally different. And 

then I get really bored and 

frustrated with other peo¬ 

ple’s music, too, because 

everything sounds the 

same. 

That seems like it would be 

a cause of frustration as an 

artist: As soon as you figure 

out a cool new thing, every¬ 

one else just copies you. 

[Laughs] For sure. 

You’ll do cruising music, 

then something really hard, 

and then something really 

poppy. 

It’s crazy, man. It took 

me a long time to develop 

my style. A project like 
Star Power can be heav¬ 

ily Bay Area-influenced, 

while Kush & Orange Juice 
can show the cool side of 

me and Cabin Fever can 

show the hood side of me. 

A lot of people don’t know 

I originally intended to do 

Kush & Orange Juice and 

Cabin Fever back to back. 

But everybody latched 

onto Kush & Orange Juice 
really quickly. It was good 

for me, but I always had 

it in the back of my mind 

that I had a bigger story 

for people. 

Kush & Orange Juice was an 

unprecedented success for 

you. Because of its singular 

sound and your diversity 

as an artist, do you ever 

feel like its success almost 

pigeonholed you? 

I don’t feel like that 

at all, because every art¬ 

ist needs a classic. Peo¬ 

ple hght for that, and they 
starve and fucking break 

their backs to try to get 

that classic, that Illmatic, 

that one record that peo¬ 

ple won’t ever stop talking 

about. And fuck—I did it! 
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At a very young age, too. 

We have an upcoming presi¬ 

dential election. Do you think 

the candidates should be 

talking more about legalization 

and other issues surrounding 

weed? 

I think it would help, 

because our vote counts. I feel 

like the more people are pro¬ 

weed, the more you’ll get a dif¬ 

ferent crowd coming out to 

vote. But there’s a lot of shit 

going on. When you talk about 

just one or two things in poli¬ 

tics, it’s cool—but at the end of 

the day, let’s worry about black 

people. The government needs 

to quit shooting us. 

You just did a song with the 

legendary Harlem rapper Max 

B, who’s currently incarcerated. 

What’s your relationship like? 

We’re cool. It’s just like a 

friendship thing: As long as I 

know he’s supported, I don’t 

even got to do nothing crazy 

to get in the way, you know 

what I mean? I’m going to 

talk to him here and there 

just to make sure his soul is 

all right. We don’t even got 

to talk about music—we just 
laugh together. 

How do you stay on top of 

culture with such a busy 

schedule? 

Really, me and my homies 

talk a lot; I like to have intel¬ 

ligent conversations. We all 

just bring it back together. 

A lot of it is that I just pick 

up on information. I’m really 

opinionated too, and I feel 

like I know a lot of shit with¬ 

out even knowing it. So I 

might just say some shit with¬ 

out even really knowing 

about it, but it sounds like I 

know what I’m talking about. 

[Laughs] 

I think that comes with travel¬ 

ing the world. 

It expands your mind. Like, 
now I want to learn a differ¬ 

ent language. I never really 

cared to, but I feel dumb 

when I go places and I don’t 

know what they’re saying. So 

it’s like, “Fuck, I got to learn a 

whole ’nother language, man. 
Fuck it.” 

“Call Waiting” is another of my 

favorite songs on Khalifa. It has 

almost a soulful reggae vibe 

to it. Would you ever consider 

making a reggae album? 

It would be fun to make an 

album full of songs like “Call 

Waiting.” That’s my soul com¬ 

ing out; there’s a lot of feeling 

in that song. The writing in 

there is really good, because it 

sounds like I’m talking about 

a girl, but I’m actually talk¬ 

ing about the weed man. The 
weed man can play with your 

emotions, you know what 

I’m saying? So I just wrapped 

the emotions up and made it 

sound like I was talking about 
a girl. I would love to make 

a reggae album where every 

song was a love song about 

weed. 

You’re releasing your own 

strain soon, called Khalifa 

Kush. Care to talk about that? 

Yeah, so Khalifa Kush, 

we’re actually growing it— 

I’ve seen the actual babies, 

and they’re getting big. The 

first batch is almost ready, 

and it’s going to be out and 

available on 4/20 in dispensa¬ 

ries. It’s straight Kush, but it’s 

an upper. Everybody thinks 
that when you smoke Kush, it 

brings you down, but it really 

brings you up. It’s super¬ 

strong, too, so take it in small 

doses. Unless you’re a power 

smoker, in which case, smoke 

up! 

What inspired you to put it out? 

I just kind of wanted to 

do my own Kush for my per¬ 

sonal use, and it turned into 

an opportunity to help every¬ 

body else out. I started real¬ 

izing, “Wow, this isn’t just kid 

weed—this is sophisticated 

pot right here.” 

Weed is the new wine. 

Yep. It’s wine, and Khalifa 

Kush is at the top of its—fuck 

it, whatever the word for the 

best wine is. 
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August 2016 High Times Dear Danko by @DannyDankoio7 

Expert Grow Advice H 
Topping flowering plants, outdoor harvests, .. o* jOy 

phenotypes, choosing grow boxes and more... / 
A * H w *-•■**■ i ' 
> ' i ■ 

Send your cannabis cultivation questions to @deardanko or deardanko@hightimes.com. ' T 

subject Topping Flowering Plants 

FROMTre 

I have a few plants that 
have been in the ground 
since late May. Two of my 
plants are 12 feet tall. I’m 
concerned because a few 
of my neighbors have 
commented. The buds 
are just starting to form, 
so they’re not ready for 
harvest. What if I was to 
top off, say, a foot of the 
plant to make it less vis¬ 
ible? Would that kill it? 

Dear Tre, 

Topping your plants while flow¬ 

ering won’t kill them, but it will 

surely effect their yield. Tak¬ 

ing off the main branches after 

flowering has begun will heav¬ 

ily impact your future harvest 

weight, limiting what you reap 

from those branches. The side 
branches will end up filling out a 

bit more, so it may not be a huge 

loss, but all topping should be 

done during the vegetative stage, 

and preferably not within two 

weeks or so of the plant starting 

its flowering stage. 

IV f [ f 
il\ I . j 

1 i 
i* * -r ^ jfll 
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Danko Tip: When using extension cords, always be sure the cord matches or exceeds 

the wattage rating of whatever appliances you're plugging in to avoid fires. 

subject Harvesting Outdoors 

from: Conner 

I’ve done small grows the past two sum¬ 

mers, so I’m basically a beginner. I just 

want to be able to grow the best mari¬ 

juana I can outdoors. I want them to be 

the bushiest plants with the best yields 

and the highest THC levels. I hope to get 

serious in the marijuana business not 

just because I love smoking it, but also 

because I hope to grow marijuana for 

medical use to help others. If you can give 

me some tips on what soil I should use, 

what nutrients I should put in the water, 

or anything special I can do to help grow 
more and bigger buds with higher THC, I 

would appreciate it. 

Dear Conner, 

It’s easy to get a decent harvest of out¬ 

door buds as long as you take certain fac¬ 
tors into account. The most important 

aspects are the amount of direct sunlight 

your plants receive, the genetics of the 

plants you choose to grow, and the care 

with which you harvest, dry and cure 

your finished buds. So be sure to find a 

good space to put your plants, choose 
great seeds or clones of known origin, 

and put an emphasis on your processing 

techniques once your plants are ripe. 

Native soil is different everywhere, 

and the levels of fertility and drainage 

vary greatly from place to place. Your 

best bet is to send some soil samples to 

a lab for testing so you’ll know exactly 

what you need to do to make it bet¬ 
ter. I believe in no-till gardening, which 

means you continue to place composted 

material on top of your soil without ever 
having to dig it up. Some growers recom¬ 

mend digging up the soil the first time 

you plant in it, and this is dependent on 

how rich your soil is in the first place. 

As for water, plants in good soil and 
full sun will need a lot of it. Use plain 

water often, but also plan for feedings 

with a nutrient solution. I prefer organic 

formulations and always advise using 

less than the manufacturer’s recom¬ 

mended amount unless you’ve detected 

a deficiency. Drip systems work quite 
effectively on outdoor plants, delivering 

a near-constant supply of water without 

overdoing it and reducing the amount of 

water lost to evaporation and overflow. 

subject Phenotypes 

from Mayhem 

I’m trying to figure out how I was able to 

grow two totally different strains from the 

same batch of seeds. One is indica, the 

other sativa. These plants are all second- 

generation from a plant I grew last year 

that produced about 50 seeds total. Of the 

50 seeds, I planted 25, and I now have 15 
mature plants, 10 of which are indicaAook- 

ing and five more like sativas. The indicas 

are at what I call the “sweet stage” and 

ready to harvest, while the sativas need at 

least another two weeks of growing. 

One plant produced all the seeds I have 

growing at this point, but I most defi¬ 

nitely have two entirely different strains 

developing from those seeds in terms of 
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GOT CBD? 

PURE UNOUt ZA\tl , 
t> 
iPuff 

O©0 tt i puffvape -1 355 -969- PU FF~ipuffva pe.com 
i Puff ' ii ,i pre f 11 led PURE C BD vapt, clea nf na E ural, hea It hy! 

Danko Tip: Slimy roots in hydro are a sure sign of the beginnings of 

root rot. Lower your reservoir temps below 70°F using a chiller. 

size, smell and growth rate. The size difference is also curious, as 

my indica-looking strains are all about 5 to 6 feet tall and bushy, and 

all the sativa-looking plants are 8 to 10 feet tall. My main question 

is: How did I get two entirely different strains growing from seeds I 

removed myself from a bud off a plant that I also grew from a seed 

to full maturity so as to get second-generation seeds? 

Dear Mayhem, 

What you’re experiencing is the genetic diversity of cannabis. 

When a female plant encounters male pollen, the seeds it pro¬ 

duces take on some of the traits from the male and some from 

the female. Furthermore, there can be traits that skip a genera¬ 

tion and get passed down from the “grandparents.” The variety 

expressed in the offspring are known as phenotypes, and this 

is why you’ve experienced two different “strains” popping from 

the same seeds. 

Phenotypes are visible traits, such as the indica- or sativa- 

dominant behavior that your plants are expressing. Marijuana 

breeders choose the most desirable traits and try to breed them 

into successive generations, but after the first or second cross, 
this variety will continue to exist in the offspring. This is a sim¬ 

ple way to explain a complex phenomenon, but you should 

really read up on plant breeding to truly understand pheno¬ 

types, genotypes and what they mean for cannabis growers. 

subject Lighting for Auto-Flowering Plants 

from Tom M. 

High! I’m a lifelong subscriber and reader of High Times, so great 

job, guys and girls! Here’s my question: Recently, I was blessed 

with acquiring some White Widow auto-flowering seeds. I’ve been 

a longtime cultivator but have never had an opportunity to grow 

any auto-flowering strains. I am very excited to see these beauti¬ 

ful ladies mature; they are very short, stocky, bushy plants, only 10 

inches tall at the moment. I’ve got them under 24 hours of light at 

this time, and my thinking is that being under 24 hours of light will 

make them produce the largest yield—but given my inexperience 

with auto-flowering strains, I don’t know if this is even possible. So 

is it a good idea to keep an auto-flowering strain under 24 hours 

of light, or do they still need periods of darkness to stimulate the 

flowering cycle? If so, what would you suggest as a dark period for 

these types of strains? 
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Danko Tip-. Charcoal filtration slows down exhaust airflow, so choose the 

cfm (cubic feet per minute) rating of your inline fan accordingly. 

Dear Tom, 

I don’t recommend using a 24-hour light regimen for auto-flow¬ 

ering plants (or any cannabis plants, for that matter). Plants 

need at least a few hours of darkness to process the light and 

water they take in during the daylight hours, because this is 

when they actually grow I recommend an 18-hour-on/6-hour-off 

lighting schedule if heat and electrical costs are an issue, and 20 

hours on/4 hours off if those costs aren’t a problem. Either way, 

don’t change the lighting schedule once you’ve decided on one. 

subject Grow Box 

from Kelly Leak 

Let’s say I have the room, budget and desire for a grow box. I own 

my home and have no kids, guests or visitors. I consume about an 

ounce of tomatoes myself every four weeks. I’d love to grow some 

excellent tomatoes for myself and maybe a little extra. If I’m going 

to do this, I’m only going first-class: I have the time and patience, 

and I want to eat the best tomatoes that can be grown. To keep 

from having a spike in power use, I’m very interested in LEDs. Doing 

my homework and researching the grow box is just as interesting 

to me as anything else. I’m pretty sure that a C02 system, a cloning 

chamber and a good odor-filtration system are items that I just can’t 

do without. Looking forward to taking your advice on tomato grow¬ 

ing to heart and start shopping! 

Dear Kelly, 
Love the name—I’m a big fan of the original Bad News Bears. Any¬ 

way, as far as grow boxes go, there’s quite a variety of options. The 

top-of-the-line units from BC Northern Lights are exceptional 

in every way, but that excellence is also reflected in their price. 

Some of the machines are $3,000 to $5,000 and boast such 

innovations as touch-screen technology, C02-injeetion equip¬ 

ment and the industry’s finest materials in their construction. 

There are certainly cheaper grow boxes out there, but since 

you mentioned going first-class, I had to start with the best. Ide¬ 

ally, any grow box you choose should pay for itself within the 

first harvest or so. Your requirements of 3 to 4 ounces every three 
months wouldn’t be hard to achieve with almost any size box, but 

since you mentioned a cloning chamber, I recommend the Bloom 

Box from BC Northern Lights. It has everything you’re looking < 
cc 

for, and their customer service is impeccable: You can call them 3 

at any time with questions or concerns and get an answer from a < 

qualified professional. 1 
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Anniversary 
To celebrate we re announcing a new, very special 20th Anniversary 

Edition strain called Turkish Delight A Turkistam Indica of the 
very highest quality. Unbelievable resin production. Superb taste and 
smell. Very potent. Good yield. Unlike any plant we've seen before. 

Probably the best overall plant we’ve ever offered. 

Comparable quality to Bubba Kush or Blue Dream. 

Dr. Greenthumb 
□bdebing / Info Desk 

1.61 3.330.5404 

For a catalog including a SI 0 off coupon send S5 to: 
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Hot Products 
What’s new for cannabis cultivators and connoisseurs. 

Get Glowing 
$165 

gloproduct.com 

To truly taste the essential 

oils of cannabis and hashish, 

avoid butane-based heating 

devices. The new Glo Fireless 

Heat compact e-torch features 

a ceramic heating element 

that reaches up to 600°F in 

seconds and allows all the fla¬ 

vors of your flowers or oils 

to shine through. It’s bat¬ 

tery-powered and windproof, 

making it perfect for travel¬ 

ing high. 

2 Door Jam 
$49.99 

doorfilter.com 

The last thing you want to do 

as a cannabis grower is bring 

problems into your grow space 

from outside. The Door Filter is 

an ingenious device that elim¬ 

inates contaminants, pests, 

dust and telltale odors from 

the air passing under your 

door. It attaches to the bottom 

of your doorframe, and the 

removable multi-stage filter 

keeps everything free of pesky 

particulates. 

3 Root Causes 
15-inch, $8.99; 8-inch, $5.99 

cleanrootscorp.com 

Plants in containers with roots 

sitting in stagnant water quick¬ 

ly begin to deteriorate. The plat¬ 

forms from Clean Roots ele¬ 

vate your pots two inches above 

the runoff trays and great¬ 

ly improve aeration to the root 

zone—a vital factor in main¬ 

taining plant health. They’re in¬ 

novative and affordable as well 

as made in America. Beware of 

cheap knockoffs if you want tru¬ 

ly healthy roots. 

4 Herbal Vapor 
$599 

herbalizer.com 

If you’re looking for a sleek, el¬ 

egant and simple-to-use va¬ 

porizer that heats up quickly 

and keeps you coming back for 

more, you can’t do better than 

the Herbalizer. The LCD dis¬ 

play ensures that the tempera¬ 

ture stays where you want it to 

deliver your desired experience. 

They’re made in the USA and 

arrive ready to use out of the 

box, with fast shipping and dis¬ 

creet packaging. 
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Ganja Grahams 
(A shout-out to Lisa at the Irie Soul Bake Shop 

for this recipe!) 

2 cups all-purpose flour 
14 cup whole-wheat flour 
% tsp. salt 
14 tsp. baking soda 
14 tsp. ground cinnamon 
8 oz. cannabutter 

Triple-THC S’Mores 14 cup packed brown sugar 
14 cup cane sugar 
14 cup raw honey 

Get decadent this summer with a sandwich of ganja 
graham crackers, marijuana marshmallows and cannabis 
chocolate. By Elise McDonough 

Perfect around a campfire or torched by a dabber’s flame, these triple-THC S’Mores 

are guaranteed to get you ridiculously wrecked. Only heavyweight edibles eaters with 

a high tolerance should attempt to consume a S’Mores where all three components are 

infused with THC-but happily, this is one treat where it’s easy for friends to choose a 

different dose. 

Assemble your Triple-THC S’Mores with ganja graham crackers, a marijuana-infused 

marshmallow (such as a Mellow or Kushy Pillow), and a square of cannabis chocolate 

from Bhang or Kiva Confections. Using reliably dosed products from a local dispensary 

makes it easy for partygoers to opt in or out and to choose their own adventure. Keep¬ 

ing standard versions of all the essential ingredients on hand allows your lightweight 

friend to pick regular ol’ Honey Grahams and Hershey’s, but get a little freaky with a low- 

dose marshmallow. The stoner S’Mores experience is endlessly customizable, since you 

can choose more or less pot chocolate to tickle your fancy. 

If you live in a prohibition state, don’t despair; we’ll have recipes for DIY pot choco¬ 

late and THC-infused marshmallows at hightimes.com so you can create this marijuana 

masterpiece at home. 

In a bowl, sift together all of the dry ingredi¬ 

ents. Next, with your blender’s paddle attach¬ 

ment, combine the cannabutter, brown 

sugar, cane sugar and honey. Mix on medium 

speed until light and fluffy. Now add the dry 

ingredients in two batches, letting the first 

batch fully incorporate before you add the 

remainder. Wrap your dough in plastic wrap 

and chill for one hour to two days. 

When the dough is ready, preheat the 

oven to 350°F. Line two baking sheets with 

parchment paper. Unwrap the chilled dough 

and, on a lightly floured surface, roll out to 

about an eighth of an inch thick. Cut into rect¬ 

angle shapes and place the cookies onto 

a cookie sheet. Use a fork to make holes in 

cookies, then refrigerate for 10 minutes. 

Bake for 15 to 20 minutes, rotating the 

baking sheets once at the halfway point. Cool 

the graham crackers on a wire rack. 
O 
O 

o 
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They Put Pot in What Now?! 

420 Fortune Cookies 
Reveal your destiny with a trip on these 

THC-Infused fortune cookies. 

Holy Granoly! 
From Golden Goddess Botanicals, an up-and-coming artisanal 

producer, this wholesome granola is made with organic oats 

toasted in coconut oil with nuts, hemp seeds, dried fruits, honey 

and ginger. It's delicious with yogurt and fruit, or take it on a hike 

for whenever you need a healthy snack. Gluten-free and lightly 

sweetened with honey, each 3.5-oz. bag contains 50 mg. of THC. 

@goldengoddessbotanicals on Instagram 

Wake ri bake before eating the healthy 
breakfast of cannabis champions. 
By Elise McDonough 

Flavor of the Month 

Sprig THC Soda 
Replace your standard soda with a 

cannabis-enhanced version. 

Available with either 10 or 45 mg. of THC, this soda 

makes an enticing substitute for alcoholic bever¬ 

ages. The first scientifically made cannabis bev¬ 

erage in California, Sprig promotes a responsible, 

light-use social message for new and experienced 

cannabis consumers alike. With a refreshing flavor 

much like mainstream Sprite, this citrus-flavored 

soda is sweet and uplifting, with noticeable effects 

in less than 30 minutes. It comes with 20 grams of 

sugar per can, so be sure to take it easy and con¬ 

sume that dangerous drug in moderation. 

drinksprig.com 

Each one of these “Medicated Fortune Cookies with 

the Wisdom of the Streets” comes with a countercul¬ 

ture quote inside. My fortune contained a favorite 

quote from George Carlin for a nice touch! 

This is a really fun, inventive idea that arrives in 

a Chinese-food take-out container complete with 

a red-eyed panda logo. The package claims 150 

mg of THC total, or 75 mg. per cookie. While it defi¬ 

nitely has a cannabis flavor, it’s a great way to follow 

a homemade stir-fry or noodle dish any day of the 

week! hashhaus.co 

Lifted Granola Bites 
From Cannabis Cup win¬ 

ners Lifted Edibles, these 

omega-rich bites are raw, 

vegan and gluten-free. 

Made with crispy rice, 

chewy oats, flax, cashews, 

pumpkin and sunflower 

seeds, almond meal, 

vanilla, cranberries and 

coconut sugar, with a dose 

of 100 mg. of THC from 

solventless hash. 

Iiftededibles.com 

Julie’s Natural Fresh Granola 
Colorado’s go-to source for nutritious edibles, Julie’s 

Natural granola starts with gluten-free oats tossed 

with a variety of dried fruits and savory nuts. Infused 

with clarified strain-specific cannabutter, this granola 

is free of refined sugar. Recreational granola comes in 

packets with a 10-mg. serving of THC, while medical 

patients can access a larger portion with 200 mg. 

juliesnaturaledibles.com 

Pura Vida First Love Granola 
Specializing in superfoods, Pura Vida’s 

granola is a harmonious mix of anti¬ 

inflammatory cinnamon, hearty coco¬ 

nut, whole-grain oats, cranberries and 

sunflower seeds. Satisfying any time 

of the day, this wholesome mixture is 

organic, vegan and gluten-free. Each 

3-oz. portion contains 250 mg. of THC. 

puravidahealth.org 

Flour Child Granola 
This boutique edibles 

producer in San Fran¬ 

cisco sources ingredi¬ 

ents from local family 

farmers for their line of 

THC-infused jams and 

granolas. Solventless 

extracts infuse their edi¬ 

bles with earthy flavors 

and good vibes. Their 

granola features Knoll 

Farm dried figs, flax 

seeds, sesame seeds and 

a sativa-blend Lemon 

Diesel ice-water hash. 

Available in 8-oz.jars 

with 120 mg. of THC. 

flourchild.org 
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Truth Detection 
Teen use, depression, ER visits 

. » and IQ myths. 

j ’ v Got a question for Dr. Mitch? Email him at 420research@gmail.com. 

.... 
I:::--:::::::::-::::::::::: 

First I hear that medical mari¬ 

juana laws don’t increase teen 

use, then I hear they do, then I 

hear they don’t again. So which 

is it? 

Sheriff JB 

Howdy Sheriff, 

The correct answer is: They 
don’t. The study suggesting 

that medical cannabis laws 
increase teen use never fac¬ 

tored in an important piece 

of data: Teen use was already 

higher in the states that 

passed medical marijuana 

laws. In other words, with the 

proper statistical controls in 

place, no effect was seen. 

Is cannabidiol an antidepressant? 

Bobby McFeeling 

Hi Bobby, 

Animal research suggests 

that CBD works in some of 

the same ways that some 

antidepressants work, but 

we’re years away from 

human experiments. How¬ 
ever, depression responds 

remarkably well to psycho¬ 

therapy alone, while anti¬ 

depressant medications are 

less effective in the absence 

of therapy. Good therapists 

are available through abet 

.org; just click the “Find 

a CBT Therapist” link for 

competent help. 

What’s up with all the cannabis 

tourists ending up in Colo¬ 

rado’s emergency rooms? 

Ann Atomy 

Hello Ann, 

The number of cannabis- 

related ER visits in Colorado 

by folks from outside the 

state went from 78 out of 

10,000 in 2012 to 163 out of 

10,000 in 2014. But before we 

all freak out, that’s a jump 

from 0.0078 to 0.0163 percent 

Yes, the number of ER visits 

has doubled, and everyone 

traveling to Colorado should 

start low and go slow—but 
passing a law prohibiting 

cheerleading would likely have 
a greater impact on ER visits. 

In other words, don’t let this 

alarmist nonsense undo all of 

Colorado’s progress. 

Can you tell me the latest on can¬ 

nabis and IQ? 

Gene Ingenium 

Yo Gene, 

New data on sets of twins in 

which only one used mari¬ 

juana show that the toking 

twin did not consistently score 

lower on IQ, tests. Also, some 

of the IQ differences that did 

appear showed up prior to 

use, making the argument that 

they were caused by cannabis 

even weaker. I still don’t think 

teens should use cannabis, but 
those given to panicking about 

its alleged effects on IQ need 

to mellow out. 

Dr. Mitch Earleywine is a 

professor of psychology at 

SUNYAlbany and the author 

of Understanding Marijuana 

and The Parents’ Guide to 

Marijuana. 



dteabber 
S HEAT. MORE FLAVOR. 

SOMETHING 
FOR OUR 
BIGGEST FANS 
The success of Our awar d winning Dr. Dabber Ghost pen was no: 

a matter of luck it was the culmination of a void in our incfustry and 

our vision for a better overall vaporizing experience. Two years 

later wew gained an immense following and Shipped products 

all over tine globe. Our low heat COfl calibration has proven to be 

a fan favorite This year we’re proud to announce the Dr. Dabber 
111, f yX, 
Light A vaporizer pen with a smaller profile and lower price that 

doesn't compromise on performance, Wheflfoer you're a seasoned 

veteran 01 dabbing for the first time, the Dll Dabber Light Kit is 

the perfect solution. 

Check out pens, gloss and other vope products at DrDabber.com 

use the code BIGFAN for a 20% discount store wide. But 

because this offer expires 12/31/t5 
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REGISTER ONLINE OR CALL TODAY' 

CALL (l»S) Sia 5524 
AS SEEN ON JfcHBCHIWS ®U#SiTODA¥ 

www.drgreenthumb.com 
Home of the super-poient Endless Sky and QhZone 

Other fine strains include: Bubba Kush. Ira in wreck, G99 
Iranian Auto. Headband, Blue Dream, OG Kush. UK Cheese 
Chemdawg. Sour Diesel, Iranian Ha^e. Girl Scout Cookies 

AIL or OUR FEMINIZED SEEDS ARE ■GUARANTEED 100’S, FEMALE 

GOLD MINE 
- UP TO 2 POUND YIELD - TIGHT, RESINOUS BUDS - VERY POTENT - 

August to Early September Harvest! 

For a catalog, including a 510 off coupon, send 55 to; 
RWJ, Sox 37007. Ottawa, ON, klvOhO, Canada 

Information or garden support call; 613-330-2404 

Free World-wide Shipping including U.S.A 
i 'best stealth shipping In the business' ALf 

Trusted Since 1996 
CHECK. YOUH LOCAL LAlV3 REGARDING THE ACQUIS TiON OF LIVE SEEDS 

Rosin Technique 2.0 
The rosin world moves fast these days, so it’s time to 
see what’s new in the field of squishing. By Craig Coffey 

A LOT HAS HAPPENED since 

we discussed the rosin 

technique in this column 

about a year ago. The craft 

of making rosin hash is mov¬ 

ing away from the use of hair 

straighteners 
and parch¬ 

ment paper to 

more special¬ 

ized tools. So 

if you bought 

a lot of Conair 
stock look¬ 

ing to cash in 

on the rosin 

wave, well, 

now’s the time 

to call your 
broker and 

sell. 

Here are a 

few new items 

that can help 

you make 
better, more 

efficient rosin- 

tech dabs. 

Rosin Presses 

A host of rosin presses have hit 

the market these days, in various 
sizes and prices. 

Small: These compact hash 

presses look like waffle irons, 

and they’re great for the begin¬ 
ner or the home rosin-maker. 

Two hot plates with a hinge- 

just put the weed in and press; 
it doesn’t get much easier than 

that. These small presses run 
about $300. 

Medium: For those who take 

their dab-making seriously or 

are trying to start a career in 

rosin tech—or maybe just dab 

a shit-ton—these medium-size 

presses are the next logical step. 

They typically have a 5-by-5-inch 

hot plate and boast either a 

mechanical press or a lever sys¬ 

tem to help you really squeeze 

the good stuff out of your nugs. 

This kind of press is available for 
about $500. 

Large: If you’re thinking of quit¬ 

ting your day job to squish buds 

for a living, 

then this is 
the press for 

you. They usu¬ 

ally come with 

hot plates in 

the 20” x 20” 

range and 

use some sort 

of hydraulic- 

pressure 
system. You 

can produce 

a ton of mate¬ 

rial in a very 
short time 

with equip¬ 
ment like this. 

These presses 

run about 

$5,000. 

“Teabag” Filters 
Another very useful item on 

the market these days are 

specially designed “teabags” 

to use as filters. Basically, you 
put your weed into the teabag 

(available in various sizes) and 

press it between two sheets of 

parchment paper in your rosin 

press. The bag allows the rosin 

to pass through but holds the 
plant material back. Using these 

teabags makes for a cleaner 

end product and an easier job 

pressing. 

Heat-Resistant Gloves 

No one likes to get burns, and 

these gloves are clutch if you’re 

a little clumsy. We’d recommend 

that anyone with a medium-size 

press or larger always operate 
it with the proper safety gear. 

Remember, it’s pretty hard to 

roll a joint when you only have 

three fingers. ^ 

The craft of making 
rosin hash is moving 
away from the use of 
hair straighteners and 

parchment paper. 

L I 

Hydraulic 

presses are 

changing 

the game. 



Highest Performing LED Grow Light. Guaranteed. 

Highest Yield. Guaranteed! Highest High. Boost Your THC Levels. 
The SolarStorm high intensity LEDs and SolarStorm is the only LED grow 

focused power generates the highest light light to offer built in UVB to boost 

output and highest yields of any LED grow THC levels in final bloom phase, 

lights on the market - GUARANTEED. Get up to 25% higher THC percentages. 

Highest Reliability-Hot From China! 
Our own factory in California and three- 

year warranty. SolarStorm is the most 

reliable LED grow light on the 

market-GUARANTEED. 

Lowest Cost-Generate Money Hot Heat 
Our LEDs use40% less energy than HRS and there is 

never a bulb to change. Less cooling is required, 

no venting to install and constant performance. 

Flower for more than 10 years maintenance free! 

800.575.3475 

f60Q 
Contact us Today! 

800.575.3475 ext. 1 

rewards@califomialightworks.com 

catifornialightworks.com 
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The Schedule 1 Mess 
It’s time to remove cannabis from the federal government's 
list of forbidden substances. 

Allen St. Pierre is executive director of /VOR/WLVisit norml.org. 
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Under the US Controlled Sub¬ 

stances Act of 1970, the cannabis 

plant and its organic cannabi- 

noids are classified as Schedule I—the 

most restrictive category available under 

the law. As summarized by the DEA: 

“Schedule I drugs are the most danger¬ 

ous drugs of all the drug schedules, with 

potentially severe psychological or physi¬ 

cal dependence.” 
Substances in this category must meet 

three specific criteria for inclusion: They 

must possess “a high potential for abuse”; 

have “no currently accepted medical use” 

in the US; and lack “accepted safety for 

use... under medical supervision.” Sub¬ 

stances that don’t meet all of these crite¬ 

ria must, by law, be placed in the CSA’s less 

restrictive categories (Schedules II through 

V) and are regulated for legal use accord¬ 

ingly. (For example, Schedule II substances 

like morphine and methadone are available 

by prescription.) Alcohol and tobacco—two 

substances that pose far greater dangers to 

human health than cannabis—aren’t sub¬ 

ject to restrictions under the CSA at all. 

Federal law grants the US attorney gen¬ 

eral power to reschedule (i.e., reclassify) a 

controlled substance. In practice, however, 

this power has been delegated to the DEA, 
with input from both the Food and Drug 

Administration and the Department of 

Health and Human Services. Federal law 

also allows third parties to petition these 
agencies to consider rescheduling a partic¬ 

ular controlled substance. 

These days, public, scientific and, most 

importantly, political pressure is mount¬ 
ing to finally reschedule cannabis. Like no 

other president before him, Barack Obama 

has changed the prohibition dynamic 

by issuing numerous executive-branch 

memos allowing greater autonomy for 

Federal law grants the US 
attorney general power to 
reschedule (i.e., reclassify) 
a controlled substance. 

states that have medical and recreational 

laws on their books. 

While NORML began the entire 
rescheduling debate back in 1972 by 

launching its seminal 22-year lawsuit, 

NORML vs. the DEA, today the organiza¬ 

tion has been joined by numerous others 

seeking relief from cannabis’s prohibi¬ 
tive Schedule I status. A few years ago, a 

half-dozen governors petitioned the White 

House to reclassify the drug to allow for 

the greater integration of cannabis com¬ 

merce in mainstream society. 

Some of rescheduling’s biggest propo¬ 

nents these days are banks and credit-card 

companies, which are prohibited from 

doing business with people involved in 

cannabis commerce. They’ve been joined 

by some large pharmaceutical interests 
and bio-research firms, which are ham¬ 

pered by cannabis’s highly restricted sta¬ 
tus under the CSA. 

Would-be hemp producers claim that 

low-THC cannabis plants produce suf¬ 
ficiently high enough amounts of can- 

nabidiol to create a valuable source for 

high-CBD medical products. They’re 

seeking rescheduling, too. Even anti-pot 

groups like Project SAM acknowledge 

that the DEA’s classification of cannabis is 

without scientific merit. 

However, the fear exists that the 

agency may decide to do nothing and 
instead let the next president deal with 

the dilemma. Or it could simply seek to 
reschedule CBD, while keeping all other 

cannabis products in Schedule I. 

NORML supports any rescheduling 

of cannabis to a less restrictive category 
under the Controlled Substances Act. How¬ 

ever, public opinion, science, commerce 

and common sense now squarely dictate 

that a minor rescheduling (say to Sched¬ 

ule II, which would still place cannabis on 

a par with cocaine and amphetamine) is 

insufficient. Ideally, cannabis—which is far 

less dangerous than unscheduled drugs 

like tobacco and alcohol—should not be 

included in the CSA at all. 

FREEDOM FIGHTER By Kevin Mahmalji, NORML national outreach coordinator 

A Cannabis 
Careerist 
Carlos Hermida brightens the 
legalization scene in the Sun¬ 
shine State. 

He graduated from the University of 

South Florida with bachelor degrees 

in religious studies, philosophy and 

business management. Then he 

continued his education at Nova 

Southeastern University, earning 

a master’s degree in business 

administration with a concentration 

in entrepreneurship. 

So what did Carlos Hermida 

do with all these sterling 

credentials? Since mari¬ 

juana is his passion, he 

pursued a career in the 

cannabis industry. But 

first he decided to educate 

himself further: He enrolled at 

Oaksterdam University in California 

for extensive training in cultivation 

and then moved on to the Nirvana 

Wellness Center in San Jose, which 

gave him the chance to learn 

more about medical marijuana by 

working closely with patients as a 

budtender. 

Two years ago, he 

returned to Florida 

and became a senior 

instructor for Medical 

Marijuana Tampa, a 

cannabis-education insti¬ 

tute. He currently teaches 

cultivation at the Florida Cannabis 

Coalition. 

Carlos is also the director of 

operations for the Gluu, a software 

platform that facilitates distribution 

for dispensaries, cultivation opera¬ 

tions and smoke shops. He has also 

joined forces with Christopher Cano 

to form Central Florida NORML, 

which has become a recognized 

leader in the legalization movement, 

ensuring that Sunshine Staters are 

educated about the benefits of can¬ 

nabis through efforts like its weekly 

podcast. The Rotation. 

“If you can get legislative 

changes and voter initiatives 

approved in a good-ol’-boy, Repub¬ 

lican-supermajority, Southern state 

like Florida,” Carlos points out, “you 

can do it anywhere. But nothing 

is going to change unless you get 

involved, too!” 
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American I Cannabis Society 
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www.americancannabissociety.com 

CASH CROP GROW BOX I! 
FROM OEfiLZER.COM 

CHOOSE FROM A 2 FOOT OR 3 FOOT TALL MODEL 

Free Shipping 
Lifetime warranty & Tech Support 
Call Us Now @ 888-HYDR0-S1 

DEALZER! 



CONVERSATIONS WITH CANNABIS CEOS 
Barrett Slome of CannaSutra believes in a modern revolution. 

How did you get into business, which I called patients were already in 2009,1 saw 10,12,14, how the body feels. That’s 

the cannabis industry? Weed for Free where I paying, but they were IB cultivators a day. I was why terpenes are so 

At the end of 2008,1 delivered top quality not working. They didn’t incredibly picky. I wouldn’t important. Aromatherapy 

partnered with the largest indoor marijuana for $35 have a lot of disposable buy product unless the is not a make-believe idea. 

indoor medical marijuana an eighth. That was a income, so there was ash burned white and the Smells put you in certain 

grower in the state. He price point that hadn't no easy way for them formation was correct. moods. 

was unhappy with the reached the market to wean themselves off Here we are in 2016 and CannaSutra is our retail 

relationship he had with yet. What I learned very narcotic medication. so many companies’ can¬ business. Then we have 

the facility at the time. So quickly was there were nabis does not burn white. YDK Genetics, which is our 

we started some farms a lot of patients who But you’re now You have to take the cultivation arm. We also 

and some warehouses in needed this product, but the director of a time to make sure that run Loralax Labs, which 

Northern California and I the market price at the dispensary. their cannabis has been does hydrocarbon extrac¬ 

realized-wow, I'd better time made it prohibitive That’s right-Canna- flushed properly. If you tion and purification. Then 

have some patients to for people trying to get Sutra in Studio City. At don’t, it totally destroys we have a business that 

justify this cannabis. I off pain meds and using the end of the day what the taste of the cannabis, we’re tentatively calling 

got into the retail side of alternatives. No insurance makes us special is our and taste and smell are Terp Sap, which is our C02 

things first, with a delivery would honor this. So many attention to detail. Back very much linked with extraction business. 
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expand like businesses in 

Colorado and Washington 

and other more highly 

regulated states have 

been able to. However, 

more recently we’ve 

begun to expand given 

the new medical cannabis 

regulations in California 

and pending recreational. 

So we’ve really put a 

lot of resources behind 

expanding these different 

businesses. 

I'm bringing in indus¬ 

trial-scale, industrial qual¬ 

ity equipment, with guys 

in the cannabis industry 

who’ve been operating 

this equipment for years. 

They’re serving the indus¬ 

try with the cutting-edge 

capability to give people 

the cleanest, tastiest 

medicine possible. 

What's your approach 

to the cannabis plant 

itself? 

I see a revolution. I'm 

fortunate to be highly 

educated with a level 

of awareness that a lot 

of people don’t have 

the chance to have. I've 

studied theology and 

philosophy and law. It’s 

allowed me to see the 

structural inefficiencies in 

our political system, in our 

social structure and in our 

financial system. I live in a 

world that I don’t want to 

live in. I don’t want it to be 

like this. 

I know I can do some¬ 

thing right now. There are 

so many people between 

the ages of 18 and 27 who 

are are unemployed with 

no purpose in their lives. 

Sounds like you’re 

covering all bases. 

Yep. And we have a 

joint venture with Echo 

Pharmaceuticals in the 

Netherlands to bring their 

patented formulations to 

the over-the-counter mar¬ 

ket in the US. We’re calling 

that business Noids RX. 

What's the toughest 

thing about running a 

cannabusiness? 

It’s been incredibly 

difficult to do business 

in California. It would 

be difficult anywhere 

without banking and 

other types of services. 

We haven't been able to 

They want a purpose; 

they’re good kids. They 

want to a do give back 

and help the world. Canna¬ 

bis is a way to help them 

get involved in changing 

the political and social 

structure of the country. 

And, of course college 

costs a fortune. 

We're making a mis¬ 

take. We think education 

is business. It is, but it 

also needs to be highly 

regulated because educa¬ 

tion is the foundation of 

our society. The purpose 

of education is to have an 

well-informed elector¬ 

ate so that when they 

make decisions those are 

decisions are educated, 

not based on feelings and 

ideology. 

-^-^■ftidoor gardens 
also produce 
CannaSutra’s 
Cup-winning 

strains. 
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MEDICAL MARIJUANA DIRECTORY 

FREE 
WEED 

FROM 

Growing your own mari¬ 
juana can be both a liber¬ 
ating and political act. In 
this pot-castt High Times 
Senior Cultivation Editor 
and author Danny Danko 
provides news, activism 
reports and cannabis cul¬ 
tivation tips for connois¬ 
seurs. aficionados and 
medical patients alike. 

Interviews with expert 
growers and professional 
seed breeders, 'Strain of 

the Week'and ganja 
trowing questions & 

answers. 

CALIFORNIA 

Alternate Natural Solutions Inc. 
8477 Enterprise Dr. 

Jamestown, CA 95327 

(209) 352-6779 

altnatsol.com 

“Home of the 5 dollar gram” 

Coffee Shop Blue Sky 
37717th Street 

Oakland, CA 94612 

(510) 251-0690 

Open 9am-8pm Mon-Sat, 

10am-6pm Sunday 

oaksterdamgiftshop.com 

The Good Life 
4316 Melrose Avenue 

Los Angeles, CA 90029 

(323) 522-3542 

Open 7 days, 10AM-11PM 

facebook.com/goodlifemelrose 

Twitter Good Life Melrose 

Also fresh fruits and vegetables. 

Green Dragon Caregivers 
7423 Van Nuys Blvd. Suite C 

VanNuys, CA 91405 

(818) 442-0054 

greendragoncoop.com 

edward@greendragoncoop.com 

High Quiggle Healing Center 
1532 East Broadway 

Long Beach, CA 90802 

Phone: (562) 951-3975 

Fax: (562) 951-3902 

weedmaps.com 

“A circle of healing is never ending” 

Love Shack 
502 14th street 

San Francisco, CA 

(415) 552-5121 

theloveshackcooperative.com 

Mon-Sat 10am-7pm, 

Sun llam-4pm 

Full Service Dispensary 

Voted Best of The Bay 

Mind, Body, and Soul Collective 
3131 East Central Ave. 

Fresno, CA 93725 

Phone: (559)-486-6010 

Fax: (559)-486-6011 

mbscollective.com 

admin @ mbscollective.com 

“Open 7 days a week-Quality, 

Integrity, Trust” 

1 Love Wellness Center 
1841 El Camino Ave. 

Sacramento, CA 95815 

916-231-LOVE 

916-927-1553 (fax) 

llovewellness.org 

linda@onelovewellness.org 

“Sacramento’s largest and loving 

Wellness Center” 

7StarMeds 
3823 San Pablo Dam Rd. 

El Sobrante, CA, 94803 

(510) 758-MEDS(6337) 

COLORADO 

Caregivers For Life / 21+ Recreational 
& Medical Marijuana Center 
310 Saint Paul St. 

Denver, CO 80206 

(720) 536-5462 

Cherry Creek, Denver, CO 

Karmaceuticals LLC 
4 South Santa Fe Drive 

Denver, CO 80223 

(303)-765-2762 

facebook.com/karmaceuticals 

karmaceuticalsco@gmail.com 

“Over 120 strains of Are” 

Mintum Medicinal / 

Vail Valley 
Minturn, CO 81645 

(720) 490-0458 

Free Delivery 

minturnmedicinal.com 

MICHIGAN 

Arborside Compassion 
1818 Packard Street 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

734.213.1421 

arhorside.net 

“Compassion is our middle name.” 

Largest Selection of Quality Medicine 

in Michigan! 

Cannoisseur Collective 
“A Shelf Above The Rest” 

State St (call for pre-verification & 

address) 

Ann Arbor, MI 

734-494-0772 

cannoisseurcollective.com 

Twitter.com/Cannoisseurlife 

Lakeshore Alternatives Seed Bank 
6155 Blue Star Highway 

Saugatuck, MI 49453 

269-857-1188 

lakeshoremeds @ gmail.com 

lakeshorealternatives.com 

‘West Michigan’s #1 Place for finding 

SEEDS” 

Michigan Compassion Center 
1222 Glenwood Ave. 

Flint, MI 48503 

970-509-0781 (Phone number) 

810-265-7821 (office number) 

810-265-7436 (fax number) 

mcccflint@gmail.com 

facebook.com/ 

nrichigancompassioncenter 

“Patients Come First” 

Michigan Medical Marijuana 
Certification Center 

29877 Telegragh Road, 

Suite 303 B 

Southfield, MI 48034 

(248) 932-6400 

MMMCC.net 

MSC3 
227 N. Winter Street Ste 302 

Adrian, MI 49221 

medicinalsolutions.com 

MON-FRI 10am-8pm 

SAT 10am-7pm 

CLOSED SUNDAYS 

OM of Medicine 
112 South Main Street, 

3rd Floor 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

734-369-8255 

omofmedicine.org 

info @ omofmedicine.org 

“Power to the Patients!” 

Pure West 
Compassion Club 
840 N. Black River Dr. Ste #80 

Holland, MI 49424 

616-466-4204 

purewestclub@gmail.com 

CALL TODAY & Get Doctor Certified 

for $99 

MONTANA 

Olympus Incendias 
2591 Industry #A 

Missoula, MT 59808 

Phone: (406) 829-WEED 

www.missoulameds.com 

Customer oriented true Compassion 

Center! 

NEVADA 

Kanna Reno 
5398 Sun Valley Boulevard 

Sun Valley, NV 89433 

775-674-0420 

Open 9 AM-7 PM, Mon.-Sat. 

Open 9 AM-5 PM, Sun. 

www.kannareno.com 

Oasis Medical Cannabis 
1800 Industrial Road, Suite 180 Las 

Vegas, NV 89102 

702-420-2405 

www.theoasisdispensary.com / 

info @theoasisdispensary.com 

The Destination for Las Vegas 

Medical Cannabis 

OREGON 

Eugene Compassion Center 
2055 W. 12th Ave 

Eugene, OR 97402 

(541) 484-6558 

WASHINGTON 

Conscious Care Cooperative Lake 
City 
3215 NE 123 rd St. 

Seattle, WA 98125 

Lakecity@cccooperative.org 

https://mmjmenu.com/ 

dispensaries/757-conscious-care- 

cooperative-lake-city 

Phone: (206) 466-1206 

Fax: (206) 466-1203 

Purple Cross Patient 
Care Association 
469 North 36th Street, Suite D 

Seattle, WA 98103 

Phone: (425) 446-1205 

Fax: (206) 588-1596 

purplecrosspatientcare.org 

Mon-Sat, 11-9 pm Sun. 1-9 pm Open 

7 days a week! 

CANADA 

Note: Canadian medical clubs rarely 

accept US medical marijuana IDs. Prior 

arrangements need to be made before 

your visit by contacting the medical club. 

CALM Toronto 
P.O. Box 47023, Stn. 425 

220 Yonge St. 

Toronto, ON m5b 2P1 

Office: (416) 367-3459 

Fax: (416) 367-4679 

Open 7 days a week 

cannabisclub.ca 

Canadian Compassion Dispensary 
US patients welcome. 

Phone: 647-771-9703 

Toronto, ON 

www.c-disp.com. 

T.A.GG.S. Dispensary 
11696 224th Street 

Maple Ridge, BC V2X-6A2 

Phone: (604)-477-0557 

Fax: (604)-477-0575 

Open 7 days/week, llam-7pm 

taggsdispewnsary.ca 

US medical patients welcome. 

WeLeaf Dispensary 
5 Bruyeres Mews 

Toronto, ON M5V 0G8 

Phone: (844)-5WE-LEAF 

www.weleaf.ca 

weleafcanada@gmail.com 

DISPENSARY SERVICES 

Cannaline 
cannaline.com 

Wholesale only 

301-356-9096 

Stock & custom printed 

glass containers, concentrate 

containers & medicine bags. 

To advertise in this section, call John McCooe at (212) 387-0500, ext. 204 



THE PROFESSIONAL'S GUIDE 
TO GROWING MARIJUANA 

* K from Trichome Technologies 

teaches the fundamentals of 
professional marijuana gardening 

* Step-by-step photos outline every 
step in the process* 

* Learn to grow marijuana 
commercially, or just for personal 
consumption. 

* Discover the secrets of high quality 
hashish production and extraction. 

* Every cultivation system is 
explained with photos and dear 
instructions, allowing absolutely 
anyone to grow great marijuana. 

• This book covers EVERYTHING you 
need to know about growing 
marijuana* 

AVAILABLE AT ALL GOOD BOOKSTORES, 
HEADSHOPS, AND ATAMAZON.COM 
* To order (discreetly) by phone, call FS Book Co* 1-800 635-8883 

* Wholesale orders, call Homestead Book Co. 1-800-426-6777 or 
email janest^hamesteadbook.com nfacebook.com/TrichomeTechnologies 

facebook.com/GreenCandyPress 

®@TrichomeTechnologies 
@greencandypress 

K of Trichome Technologies Presents 

marijuana 
Horticulture 
Fundamentals 
A Comprehensive 

to Cannabis CuLti1 

and Hashish Prod 

fcjfo^crlde that ranks 

the s tibject' 
HIGH TIMES 

"A detailed, easy- 

among the best e 
Si-nunek, Editor-w 
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ARIZONA 

Jamal Allen 

Allen & Associates, 

Lawyers 

1811 S. Alma School Rd, 

Ste 145 

Mesa, AZ 85210 

Ph: 480-899-1025 

Fax: 480-248-6389 

goodazlawyers.com 

All Stops, Arrests & 

Seizures 

CALIFORNIA 

Bob Boyd 

107 W. Perkins Street, 

Ste #17 
Ukiah, CA 95482 

707-468-0500 

mendocinolaw@ 

comcast.net 

mendocinolaw.com 

NORML Legal 

Committee Lifetime 

Member 

Criminal Defense & 

Cannabis Compliance 

AWO Rated 10/10 

Superb Attorney 

Michele Brooke 

Brooke Law Group 420, 

APC 

225 S. Lake Avenue, 

Suite 300 

Pasadena, CA 91101 

Practicing Marijuana 

Business Law 

(626) 375-6702 

www.brookelawgroup. 

com 

Omar Figueroa 

Law Offices of Omar 

Figueroa 

7770 Healdsburg Ave, 

Ste. A 

Sebastopol, CA 95472 

(707) 829-0215 
omar@stanfordalumni. 

org 

omarbgueroa.com 

Founder of Cannabis 

Law Institute. 

Specializing in cannabis 

cultivation and medical 

marijuana cases. Free 

case consultation. iYo 

hablo espanol! 

Christopher M. Glew 

1851 E. First Street, 

Ste. 840 

Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Fax: 714-648-0501 

Phone: 714-648-0004 

m ar ij u an al awy e r @ 

yahoo.com 

glewkimlaw.com 

Bruce M. Margolin 

8749 Holloway Drive 

West Hollywood, 

CA 90069 

310-652-0991 or 

800-420-LAWS (5297) 

bmargobn@ 

margolinlawoffice.com 

Marijuana & criminal 

defense since 1967. 

Director of L.A. NORML. 

The Margolin Guide, 

download the app: 420 

LAWS or call the office 

for a copy 

Eric Shevin 

NORML Legal Committee 

Lifetime Member 

15260 Ventura Blvd., 

Ste 1400 

Sherman Oaks, 

CA 91403 

Phone: 818-784-2700 

Fax: 818-784-2411 

eshevin @ gmail.com 

shevinlaw.com 

Cannabis expertise, 

criminal defense and 

business formation. 

COLORADO 

Sean T. McAllister, Esq. 

McAllister Law Office, 

P.C. 

Criminal Defense/ 

Dispensary 

Representation 

Offices in Denver & 

Summit County 

Ph: 720-722-0048 

www.mcallisterlawoffice. 

com 

FLORIDA 

James Davis 

Law Office of James 

Davis, P.A. 

300 West Adams St, 

Ste 550 

Jacksonville, FI 32202 

Office: 904.358.0420 

Fax: 904.353.1359 

Criminal defense 

focusing on drug cases. 

A. Sam Jubran, Esquire 

The Law Office of A. 

Sam Jubran, P.A. 

Board Certibed Marital 

& Family Law 

871 Cassat Avenue 

Jacksonville, FL 32205 

(904) 360-6100 

www.law4j ax. com 

Greg M. Lauer 
Lauer & Currie, P.A. 

Board Certibed Expert in 

Criminal Trial Law 

644 SE 5th Ave. 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301 

(954)559-0647 
www.law-lc.com 

Offices in Broward, 
Dade, & WPB *Former 

Drug Trafficking 

Prosecutor 

*Free Initial 

Consultation 

Donald A. Lykkebak 

250 Park Ave South, 

Suite 200 

Winter Park, FL 32789 

Ph: 407-425-4044 

Fax: 321-972-8907 
don @ donaldlykkebak. 

com 

donaldlykkebak.com 

“Board certibed criminal 

trial lawyer with over 30 

years’ experience.” 

ILLINOIS 

Jeffrey B. Fawell 

Fawell & Associates 
500 S. Country Farm Rd, 

Ste 200 Wheaton, 

IL 60187 

630-665-9300 

fawell @ fawell.com 

Criminal, DUI, traffic, 

and immigration 

defense. 

INDIANA 

Stephen W. Dillon 

Dillon Law Office 

3601 N. Pennsylvania St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46205 

317-923-9391 
Steve @ dillonlawindy. 

com 

stevedillonlaw.com 

Chair, NORML Board 

of Directors. 

KANSAS 

Justin A. Barrett 

Barrett Law Firm, P.A. 

280 N. Court 

Colby, KS 67701 

Ph: (785) 460-0188 

Fax: (785) 460-9817 

jbarrett @ st-tel.net 

William (Billy) K.Rork 

1321 SW Topeka Blvd. 

Topeka, KS 66612-1816 

785-235-1650 

rork@rorklaw.com 

rorklaw.com 

Zealous and successful 

drug defenses on 

I-70/I-35 vehicle stops. 

MARYLAND 

David E. Kindermann, 

Esq. 

15 West Montgomery 

Ave, Suite 300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

Fax: 301-309-0887 

kindermannlaw.com 

dave@kindermannlaw. 

com 

Licensed in Maryland, 

D.C. and Federal Courts 

incl. U.S. Supreme Court. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Norman S. Zalkind 

Zalkind, Duncan & 

Bernstein LLP 

65A Atlantic Ave. 

Boston, MA 02110 

Phone: 617-742-6020 

Fax: 617-742-3269 

nzalkind@zalkindlaw. 

com 

MICHIGAN 

Matthew R. Abel 

Cannabis Counsel PLC 

2930 Jefferson Avenue 

East 

Detroit, MI 48207 

313-446-2235 

attorneyabel @ me.com 

cannabiscounsel.com 

Executive Director of 

MINORML. NORML 

Legal Committee 

Lifetime Member. 

Specializing in cannabis 

cases and cannabusiness 

law. 

Jason Barrix 

Attorney at Law 

Barrix Law Firm PC 

2627 E. Beltline Ave SE, 

Suite 310B 

Grand Rapids, MI 

49546-593 

Call 24/7 Service 

l-877-NO-4-Jail / 

1-877-664-5245 

Fax: 1-888-337-1308 

barrixlaw.com 

Criminal Defense 
Focusing 
on Drug, DUI, License 
and Injury Cases. 
“Winning Cases 
Statewide since 1993” 

Daniel Grow 

Daniel Grow, PLLC 
800 Ship Street, Suite 
110 Saint Joseph, 

MI 49085 
Office: (800) 971-8420 
Fax: (269) 743-6117 

Michael A. Mclnerney, 

Esq. 
Michael A. Mclnerney, 
PLC 
312 E. Fulton 
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 

(616) 776-0200 (24 hrs) 
mamgrlaw@gmail.com 
Defending your rights! 

Medical Marijuana 
Issues 

Civil/Criminal Trial 
Attorney 
All Michigan Courts 

Barton W. Morris, Jr. 

520 N. Main Street 
Royal Oak, MI 48067 

(248) 541-2600 
www.michigan- 
marijuana-lawyer.com 

Award Winning Criminal 
Defense Super Lawyer 

and Certibed Forensic 

Lawyer-Scientist. 
Lifetime NORML Legal 
Committee Member 
Specializing in 
Defending DUID and 

Marijuana Related Cases 
in Federal and State 
Courts. 

MISSOURI 

K. Louis Caskey 
1102 Grand Blvd, 

Suite 800 
Kansas City, MO 64106 
Phone: 816-221-9114 

Cell Phone: 816-536-1411 
Fax: 816-220-0757 
klouie711@aol.com 
caskeyatlaw.com 

Daniel Dodson 
315 Marshall Street 

Jefferson City, MO 65101 
573-636-9200 or 
800-DODSON-l 

dd@danieldodson.net 
danieldodson.net 

Board member, NACDL; 
Nationwide advice/ 
referrals. 



• Strain: 
Muay thai 

• 145 days 
• 30 oz 
• Washington 

state 

|j ■ A peace of 
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home? 

This is your 

shorter way 

to Thai sticks! 

jT JCjki 

www.f1ashseeds.com 
ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES I PAYABLEii US DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 



HIGH TIMES LEGAL DIRECTORY 
Dan Viets 
15 N. 10th St. 
Columbia, MO 65201 
573-443-6866 
danviets@justice.com 
Former president of 
MO Assoc, of Criminal 
Defense Lawyers, 
NORML Board Chair. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Sven Wiberg 

Wiberg Law Office 
2456 Lafayette Road, 
Suite 7 
Portsmouth, NH, 03801 
Phone: 603-686-5454 
Fax: 603-457-0332 
sven@ 
nhcriminaldefense.com 

NEW JERSEY 

Frank T. Luciano, P.C. 
147 Main St, Suite #5 
Lodi, NJ 07644 
Phone: (973) 471-0004 
Fax: (973) 471-1244 
cdswiz.com 
Lifetime member of 
NORML.Over 30 years 
of defending drug 

prosecutions. Free book 
on drug cases in New 
Jersey 

Neal Wiesner 
Wiesner Law Firm 
34 East 23 rd Street, 6th 
FL 
New York, NY 10010 
Tel: 212-732-2225 
Fax: 646-678-3532 
wiesnerfirm.com 
nwiesner@wiesnerfirm. 
com 

NEW MEXICO 

David C. Serna 
Serna Law Offices 
725 Lomas Blvd. NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 

505-242-4057 
sernalaw.com 
Board-certified criminal- 
defense specialist. 
NORML lawyer since 
1985. 

NEW YORK 

Robert S. Gershon 
Robert S. Gershon, P.C. 
142 Joralemon Street, 
Ste 5A 
Brooklyn, NY 11201 

718-625-3977 
robertgershon @ gmail. 
com 
robertgershon.com 

I help good people in 
bad situations. 

David C. Holland, Esq. 
David C. Holland, P.C. 
250 West 57 St., 
Suite 920 
New York, NY 10016 
212-935-4500 
Licensed in NY, NJ & 
MD. 

Neal Wiesner 
Wiesner Law Firm 
34 East 23 rd Street, 6th 
FL 
New York, NY 10010 
Tel: 212-732-2225 
Fax: 646-678-3532 
wiesnerfirm.com 
nwiesner@wiesnerfirm. 
com 

OHIO 

Spiros P. Cocoves 
Law Offices of Spiros P. 
Cocoves 
610 Adams St., 2nd Fir 

Toledo, OH 43604-1423 
419-241-5506 
Fax: 419-242-3442 
scocoves @ gmail.com 
Federal/State Criminal 
Defense, OH/MI 

OKLAHOMA 

M. Michael Arnett 
Arnett Law Firm 
3133 N.W. 63 rd Street 

Oklahoma City, 
OK 73116 
Tel: (405) 767-0522 
Fax: (405) 767-0529 
mikearnettl@juno.com 

Chad Moody 
200 N Harvey Street, 
Ste. 110 
Oklahoma City, ok 73102 

Phone: 405-231-4343 
Fax: 405 231-0233 
thedruglawyer@ 
thedruglawyer.com 
When a Conviction is 
Not an Option 

OREGON 

Joshua C. Gibbs 
Reynolds Defense Firm 
1512 SW 18th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97201 
josh@KindLegalDefense. 
com 
WWW. 

reynoldsdefensefirm.com 
Ph: 541-224-8255 

“We represent Kind 
people” 

John C. Lucy IV 
2121 SW Broadway, Suite 
130 
Portland, OR 97201 
Phone: 503-227-6000 
Other Phone: 
919-720-2513 
john@law420.com 
law420.com 
“Medical Marijuana and 
Drug Crime Defense 
Throughout Oregon” 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Simon T. Grill 
525 Elm Street 
Reading, PA 19601 
888-333-6016 
STG1300 @ epix.net 
Marijuana defense. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

Robert E. Ianuario, 

M.B.A..J.D. 
Attorney & Counselor 
1629 East North St. 
Greenville, SC 29607 
Tel (864) 255-9988 

Fax (866) 212-3249 
sc420attorney.com 
Member of Norml Legal 
Committee, Member of 
National College for DUI 
Defense 

TEXAS 

Jamie “The Dude” 
Balagia 
Offices in Austin and 
San Antonio, TX 
Board Member-San 
Antonio NORML. 
NORML Legal 
Committee. Former 
“VICE Cop”-Austin 
PD State and Federal 
representation. 
420dude.com 
jamie@420dude.com 
San Antonio: 
210-394-3833 
Austin: 512-278-0935 

Blackburn & Brown 
L.L.P. 
718 W 16th St. 
Amarillo, TX 79101 
Phone: 806-371- 8333 
Fax: 806-350- 7716 
BlackburnBrownLaw. 
com 
ryan @ ipoftexas. org 
blackburn@ipoftexas.org 

Greg Gladden 
3017 Houston Ave. 
Houston, TX 77009-6734 
713-880-0333 
gladden@airmail.net 

Gerald Goldstein 

2900 Tower Life Bldg. 

San Antonio, TX 78205 

210-226-1463 

GGandH @ aol.com 

Michael C. Lowe 

Attorney At Law 

700 N Pearl Street, 

Ste 2170 

Dallas, Texas 75201 

214.526.1900 

Toll free: 866.351.1900 

Fax:214.969.0258 

dallasjustice.com 

Board certified in 

criminal law by the 

Texas board of legal 

specialization 

WASHINGTON 

Jeff Steinborn 

P.O. Box 78361 

Seattle, WA 98178 

Tel: 206-622-5117 

Fax:206-622-3848 

Pat Stiley 

Stiley & Cikutovich 

1403 W. Broadway 

Spokane, WA 99201 

888-440-9001 

fudea@earthlink.net 

legaljoint.net 

If you grew it, we will 

come. 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

David E. Kindermann, 

Esq. 

15 W. Montgomery Ave, 

Ste. 300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

Fax: 301-309-0887 

kindermannlaw.com 

dave@kindermannlaw. 

com 

Licensed in D.C., 

Maryland and Federal 

Courts inch U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

WISCONSIN 

Mark D. Richards S.C. 

209 8th Street 

Racine, WI 53403 

262-632-2200 

richardslaw@ ameritech. 

net 

richardslawl.com 

Aggressive drug defense. 

To advertise in this section, call Ann Marie Dennis at (212) 387-0500, ext. 223 
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TESTNEGflTIVE .COM 
Guaranteed Quick £ Easy solutionsI 

ClearChoice* 
1 BUSl F.O SINCE 1493 
U IIHHil/I JI 111 III It. 

Incognito Belt 
1x0 UNSaiKEfl UNCITHIlf 

- rOT* Eitoclwe 
■ Works lor Alt Tests ■ Idttf HsilSourc# - Httl 

* Totally Undatncttbto Pact$ included 

■ Highest QUiality to*>n 1 Un&ea - Ma'u o: Female Use 

Frus Synihulic- Urns * 2001 Double Vour Money 

1 No Muting Required Back Guarantee 

$125« Buy 3 get 1 Free 

* World'* Simian, Man Fatam* 
Undslflctsble IMfl* Punfi*r ever CrseluiH 

■ The Sduiiwi tor Rindwn EMIT T*« or 
Test Pinal Tiling 

• Formulated to Du slrpy ALL Taxiru an Coni a cl 
■ Simple to Use - Just Pour into Semple 
■ 1 5m L Mictu Yu I ■ Ultra Small & Easy Hi Cons tel 
■ Good tor Up 10 Two Tests 
■ ZOO'S DOUBLE Your Money Back Guarantee 

$!25#a Buy 3 get t Free 

Online Ordering 

TestNegative.com 
Call Toll-Free - 24hr Ordering Hotline 

1.866.900.5656 
1.877.420.7277 

RUSHl - Next Day Delivery Available 

CHECK LOGM STATE A*t> FE DE RAL. LAW? WFCflE Qfl«HiNC 

SHAMPOO 

■ Simpto Two Slap Pructss 
* fie move s All Tonns within Minutes 

* Ctoir 2on« [or Up to B boors 

* For Artr Harf L*n«ih 
* Sato tor the Hair ami Scalp 

- 20m QQUBLE Tbar Munty Back Gnarintit 

$75i>a Buy 3 get t Free 

HIGH TIMES READERS 
get $5 OFF 

(use coupon cadet 5off) 

FREE PRIORITY SHIPPING 
on nil web orders over Si35 

r ' 
Strictly Confidential/ EJtscreel Shipping 

Impair 

Ml mapw pidii cards accepted 

MADE 

Safest, honest Y = • r, k c; 1ST -" -~rr-=..rr a;*ifiMan^t 

ss 0 

pKitnr frwDi^c 

CHANNEL FILTER 

J 1.1 EM • i H'Dldli 

IAFER VALVE 

* LEADERS OVER IOYRS ■ PATENT PENDING 

- SAFER. FASTER. CHEAPER. HIGHEST QUALITY 
- EXTRACT MON POLAR. POLAR OR BOTH 

- GREEN, mroxic, SAFE fODD GRADE. LAB DUALITY 
• OVER 2 0 0 0 SYSTEMS SOLD 

* LIFETIME WARRANTY FULL SUPPORT 
* HIGHEST PURITY. ABSOLUTES. CONCRETES 

* FAROE! SPECIFIC COMPOUNDS 

* MOST VERSATILE EXTRACTOR AVAILABLE 

* PERFORM TWO EXTRACTIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY 

TE-3000 1] AILED TE-30D0 It KILO! 

TE-12000 "40-5QLBS/24HRS 
Extract and Rrc cDvr.f? 
SOi vr.NT FAST WITHOUT 

Dangerous Pumps 

or Compressors 

TE - 3000 

TE-175 12 Oil 

Don't Cut Comers! Buy the Original Tamisium Extractor 
817-726-7525 david@tamisiumextr3ctor5.com 

Rend FAQ and Testimonials on the website,| www.tamisiunnextractors.com | Coupon Code HT25 

15-Z0LBS/24HHS 
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ART G STORY BY 
PAUL KtRGf-ttfmR 

A SWIRLING PATH OF SWEET 
SWOKE TAKES- DOPE RIDER 
TO SKULL PEAK, HIGH IN 
THE STONY MOUNTAINS. 

THE JOURNEY OF 
A THOUSAND MILES 
BEGINS WITH THE 
FIRST TOKE. 

cXJP 

HE MAKES HIS WAY THROUGH 
SERPENTINE PASSAGES THAT 
PULSE WITH THE ENERGY OF A 
MILLION RANDOM THOUGHTS. 

HE PASSES THROUGH A CHAMBER THAT 
STORES ARTIFACTS OF THE PAST AND FUTURE. 

NAK JUST LOST 
. IN THOUGHT. 

WANNA REFILL 
ON THAT PRt 

PEPPER? . 

WHA-? 

YOU OLGHTA LEAVE A 
TRAIL OF BREAD CRUMBS 
IN CASE WE HAVE TO 
COME LOOKING FOR YOU. 

AT LAST HE STANDS IN THE EYE 
OF THE SKULL AND GAZES OUT 
AT THE MAGNIFICENT WASTE¬ 
LAND BENEATH HIM. 

IT IS ONLY HERE* IN perfect 
SILENCE AND SOLITUDE, THAT 
NO MORE QUESTIONS REMAIN. 

YOU ^ 
&REENSP 
OUT? > 



HIT THOSE HIGH NOTES 

GALAXY 
AVAILABLE AT 

WWW.VAPORNATION.COM 



High Times August 2016 

Pot Shots 
Show us what you got! 

E-mail your hi-res digital photographs to mailbag@hightimes.com 

PURPLE MOUNTAIN MAJESTY 
CSa Here is a picture of the sun setting over my high 

elevation medical marijuana field in southern 
Oregon. Most of the plants are Girl Scout Cookies, Jager 
and Sour OG Kush. All organic and top shelf! Shane S. 

GROW OF THE MONTH 



NEW FOR 2016! 

THERE’S NOTHING LIKE IT! 
The Helix from Grav Labs is the gold standard for scientific 
waterpipe innovation. The unique shape of the chassis 
and three microhotes create a Venturi effect, causing 
the smoke to swirl and cool in a visually appealing 
tornado. Grav's new 2016 Helix family features 
several new styles and 420 Science has them all! 

TAKE 15% OFF ANY HELIX STYLE 
USE PROMO CODE: 

HELIX15 
ok pi res 12/51/16 

HELIX 
WATER PIPES 

420SCIENCE.COM 
THE MOST TRUSTED ONLINE HEADSHOP 

EST 2004 
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FLOWER OF THE MONTH 

LEAFY GREENS 

NUGS OF THE MONTH 

MONTH 

jgj Best top this year! Doing our best to :::!: 
make Washington green. Danville 

Gardens in Amboy, WA Michael C. 

BUDS TURNING 
VIOLET, VIOLET 
Check out this Super 

Power Purp. Rainbow Pride 

nicely. Richard v. 
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140 Next Month 

September 2016 
On Sale 
July 50. 

Don't Miss It! 

HIGH TIMES 

I Super-Psychedeliclssue! 
The parallels between pot and psychedelics are intriguing. We know 

all about medical marijuana, but is there such a thing as “medical 

psychedelics”? We delve into the latest research and examine their 

potential for harm reduction. Plus we check out the growing trend of 

“microdosing” as well as the societies popping up all over the world 

that are dedicated to the inner voyage. 

I Grow Gear of the Year 
Upgrade your garden now! The High Times Cultivation Department 

reports on the latest and greatest grow gear in 2016, from high-pow¬ 

ered lighting systems and hydroponic equipment to the best soil and 

pest-control products. 

I Canadian Colossus 
What is Tweed? Only the largest producer of medical marijuana in 

Canada. Editor-in-chief Dan Skye visits this surging cannabis com¬ 

pany and reports on its massive facility in a former chocolate factory. 

I Cannabis-Plant Regeneration 
In an excerpt from his new book, JB Haze provides the inside scoop 

on reviving harvested plants in order to reap a second yield. Save 

time and money by regenerating your pot plants with this unique 

technique. 

Check out all our 
mouth-watering flavors 
and more at guenchGum.Com 

I The High Times Interview: Peaches 
She’s the flamboyant Canadian singer known for her sexually explicit 

lyrics and her penchant for pushing the limits of gender identity. HT 

contributor Amanda Duarte talks weed, women and song with the 

uber-influential musician and performance artist. 



ALL 
** * .-■« 

GROW LIGHT SYSTEMS COME WITH 

corn FREE TIMER ANI HANGERS*** 

1 SOW HPS GROW LIGHT W/ BULB 
V24,2ft 4 bulb T5 HO 

w/buibs $89.99 
400w HPS digital $139 99 

GREAT FOR 3 OR 4 PLANTS 
V44,4ft 4 bulb T5 HO 

w/bulbs $99.99 
V48,4ft 8 bulb T5 HO 
w/bulbs $149.99 

600w HPS digital $159.99 
lOOOw HPS digital $169.99 

VHH 2ft x 4ft X 6 

VHH 3ft x 3ft X 

VHH 4ft x 4ft X 7 

(While supplies last) 

VOCC4,4 inch carbon filter 
w/fan 45 CFM $109.99 

V0CC2600,4 inch carbon fitter) 
w/fan 110 CFM $129.99 
V0CC6, S inch carbon filter 

w/fan 250 CFM M6M91 

BEST LED GROW LIGHT 
ON THE MARKET!! 

Double ended lOOOw Deva Ultra Yielding double ended 
grow light system 10OOw Grow light system 

Vw/Ushio HPS bulb ONLY 

CX-4LED230W $548.99 
CX-G LED 340W $'7,48*991 

CX-9 LEO 540W {Simmy f$369m 

■ 

Caution causes very high yields! 

LOW prices, Discreet packaging & Same day shipping 
■ ' 

803-2100 or go online to order www.hydrowltolesale.com "toda 
- 



No Cannabis Induced Deaths 

Raise Significant 
Tax Revenue 

Regulated Systems 
Restrict Youth Access 

Let’s be HONEST, 
It’s Time to Tax & Regulate Marijuana 

WUMMIOMnLOK/jOII 
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Made in Grass Valley, California, 
the BLADELESS TRIMMER " is the newest 

innovation in a growing industry. « 
ft's faster, the finished product looks |] 
better and there’s virtually no clean up! IJ 
The BLADELESS TRIMMER" is the perfect V, 
addition for your business, 

from industrial-sized shops to home-growers. 

This is a 100% DRV TRIMMER anti will not 
cause hay smell that you often get from 

btHer trimmers. True perfection!! 

NO CLEANING NECESSARY 

NO OIL IN YOUR SHAKE 
EASY 10 DISASSEMBLE FOR STORAGE 

100% FINANCING AVAILABLE 

Visil us online to see Wie SLADE LESS TRIMMER in action!! 

Order today and take advantage oi special introductory pricing!! 

HICKTIME5420 at checkout to receive 
The BLADELESS TRIMMER “ Bevelutienizing tiie industry!! irnmtawM/mmmma 
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i 
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HEADSHOP Browse our full selection of products at headshop.hightimes.com 
Order direct from the website or call 1-866-Pot-Shop HIGH TIMES 

Classics from 

mastergrower 

Jorge Cervantes 

Ultimate Grow DVD 
Complete Box Set 
Three-disc DVD box set 
includes Ultimate Grow: 
Indoor Marijuana Hor¬ 
ticulture, and Ultimate 
Grow 2: Hydroponic 
Cannabis Indoors & 
Organic Marijuana Out¬ 
doors, Plus a full disc of 
bonus features! $49.95 

Marijuana 
Horticulture 
The Fifth Edition of 
Jorge Cervantes’ 
best-selling book, 
completely rewritten, 
updated and expanded! 
$29.95 

Back Issues of HIGH TIMES 
Lots of issues available! HIGH TIMES: $5.99; Best Of HIGH 
TIMES: $6.99; HIGH TIMES: Medical Marijuana: $5.99 

Marijuana 
Grow Basics 
This informative guide 
is packed with illustra¬ 
tions and photos of 
more than 150 afford¬ 
able marijuana grow 
setups. $21.95 

rimes The Official HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker’s Activity Book 
by Natasha Lewin 
Smoke, play, laugh and learn all at 
the same time! Packed with puzzles, 
games, mazes, and jokes. It’s what to 
do when you’re stoned! $16.95 

Ready Set Grow 1 & 2 DVD Set 
The ONLY DVDs you NEED to grow great WEED! $34.99 

It’s NORML To Smoke Pot: 
The 40-Year Fight For 
Marijuana Smokers’Rights 
By Keith Stroup 
The story of NORML, the 
oldest and most effective 
organization dedicated to 
the reform of marijuana laws, 
told by its founder and leader. 
If you believe in the principle 
of civil liberties, then Keith 
Stroup is a true American 
hero. $14.99 

Featured Products High Times Boohs 

Timet 
POT SMOKER'S 

HANDBOOK 

The Official HIGH TIMES 
Cannabis Cookbook 
by Elise McDonough 
Go way beyond the 
brownie and master your 
munchies with over 50 rec¬ 
ipes for stoner cuisine that 
will get you high—including 
recipes inspired by Cheech 
and Chong, Snoop Dogg 
and Willie Nelson. 
$19.95 

The Official 
HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker’s Handbook 
by David Bienenstock 
This handbook rolls up 
all of our collected wis¬ 
dom into one indispens¬ 
able ganja guide. With a 
life-changing list of 420 
things to do when you’re 
stoned, this is truly the ulti¬ 
mate guide to green living. 
$19.95 

HIGH TIMES Cultivation Editors’ Combo Pack 
Set includes Jorge Cervantes’ Ultimate Grow Box Set, Nico 
Escondido’s Grow Like a Pro, and Danny Danko’s Field 
Guide to Marijuana Strains. An $85 value for only $69.99! 

Official HIGH TIMES 
Bonghitters Jersey 
Show your pot pride by 
sporting the same shirts 
worn by the legendary 
High Times Bonghitters 
Softball team. Sizes: S-XXL. 
$19.95 

MARIJUANA 
STRAINS 

The Official HIGH TIMES 
Field Guide to 
Marijuana Strains 
By Danny Danko 
This cannabis compendium 
covers the world’s top pot 
varieties—all meticulously 
researched and lovingly 
described in terms rang¬ 
ing from odors and flavors to 
potency levels and medicinal 
properties. $14.95 

KhJ '".Hi HIGH TIMES Presents 
Nico Escondido’s 
Grow Like a Pro DVD 
Featuring over two hours of 
comprehensive cultivation 
coverage and bonus material, 
this /-/O-film features footage 
of America’s top medical grow 
facilities, indoor and outdoor- 
growing and greenhouse tech¬ 
niques. $19.95 

_ 



START YOUR OWN It's easy with the Ultimate Grow Calendar! 

Keeping you on schedule, from seeds 
to a healthy harvest 

Call 1-866-POT-SHOP 
or 

Order online at 
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i4€ If you're stoned, it's time for... High Times August 2016 

1<3 Colorado 

pon"? prink, 
and Drive.. 
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WTiaf would you like to see on the 
Pot 40? Write your ideas on this 
ballot and mail to: @ SfabSonSlabs 
High Times 
Pot 40 

250 West 57th Street, Suite 920 

New York City, NY 10107 
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TRY A FREE ISSUE 
HO twHt «tf(i 
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C2C.HiGHTIMES.COM 

For the first time get exclusive online access to every issue of 

High Times® ever published—all *0 years. That's more than 

50,000 pages loaded with ail of the 420 you can handle! 

Use the powerful search tool to quickly find and sort 

thousands of articles, reviews and do it yourself methods to 

grow like a pro. 

Updated with each new issue, High limes® Cover to Cover 

includes over 400 issues and is the definitive reference 

destination for marijuana enthusiasts, pro growers and 

everyone following the legalization updates. 

Subscribe nowand get every Cannabis Cup® rundown, Stash 

Award list and articles from special contributors including 

Charles Sukowski, William S, Burroughs, Truman Capote, 

Hunter S. Thompson and Andy Warhol. 

C2C.HIGHTIMES.COM 
UPDATED WITH EACH NEW ISSUE 

OMlpl npH' [WO to C«W H pWftirt ft Bw* 
High Tran. Mi digits rcUnfeL 



COME OUT & JOIN US 

GET TICKETS AT IANNABISCUP.COM 
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 
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NOICA -SATIVA /S80 

delation 
North America Toll Free:1-855-425-3437 

International; 00+1 +604-357-4793 TisSJoSS 

Purple Crown 

Hindu Kush OGXThai 

NEW Arrivals! Tuna Kush & Hybrids 

Diesel xTuna $ 100 

Diesel: NEW,.., S TOO 

New Gl 3 * alpha dog , . S 100 

C99xTund $100 
Zen MTuna>.«> $ 100 
Tuna,,,, $ 100 

Double Skunk X Skunk 

Cambodian Haze 

BBS 
Chemo (UBC) 

IK 
Grand Daddy Purple 

wjiwj WEiBS 

NH #21 X Oaxacan 

Gl 3 AlphaDawg 

C99XTuna 

BELOW: 
Actual Grower 
Submitted Photos Zen Hash Plan tX Tuna Bubba Kush X RockStar Kush 

hmupj*** 

Available Wholesale 

22 

King 

; BubbleGum Indica 

Col Kurtz Kush 

SATIVA-! NDICA / S100 

Diesel-NEW 

Diesel X Tuna 

* ’ Willie Nelson X Diesel 

'» 

I3»j 

Jack H +CBD 

9 h 

GENUINE Reeferman Genetics™ 

Pineapple Express +CBD 

5ATIVA-INDICA /S50 



Buy One Pack, Get Seco ̂  1773 TbTC: yPTTHf-'If PTV 

Medicinal Cannabis Seeds 
100+ Strains In Stock, Delivery Guaranteed 

Madag a sg ar x Train wreck .... $85. 

Sour Dieselx Skunk 

Kodiak .... $100. 

$90. 

NEW HIGH CED STRAINS 

Jack H.... $ 125 

Pineapple Express $135 

Kings Crown .... $ 100. 

Kings Crown xThai*., $80, 

Neville's Haze 21 * Kings Ransom .... $225, 

Kush Side AKA Resin Factory.... S SO. 

Malawi Gold x Thai..*. $ 150. 

Master Kush.... $80. 

Master Kush, x Tral nwreck... $ 80, 

S100 Master Kush.... $100 

06 Kush x Train wreck,..« $ 85. 

Orange Haze* Train wreck.... $ 85, 

Pi nkx Train wreck.... $85. 

PineapplexTrainwreck_ $ 85. 

Polecat xTrainwreck.... $ 85. 
Rocks tar x Trainwreck.... $ 85, 

Love Potion x Chemo.. .. $ 50. 
Maple x Chemo_ $50. 

Orange Haze x Chemo.... $50. 

Sour Diesel x Chemo_ $ 50. 

06 XThai.... $ 80, 
Love Potion #2 X Nevilles Haze 21 *., 

Sour Diesal X C99.,.. $ 70. 
Grange Hazex C99 „$50. 

Afghani Pakistani Hash Plant,... $ 80 

Afpak Afghan Pakistani Hash Plant x Skunk.. 

Black Tuna.... $ 100 

Bubba Rock* CM,..* $80 

8ubba st Skunk .... $ 80 

Bubblegum Indio .... $ 65 

Cambodian Haze .... $60 

Northern Lights x Skunk,.... $ call, 

OG X Neville's Haze21$225 

Pink Kush.5125 

Pineapple*, ,.* $ call 

Purple Crown.$100. 

RMG Triple Crown Collection AAA.$ 300, 

RMG cherry Bomb..... $90, 

Silverback Gorilla,,,.* $80. 

Victory autoflower Industrial Hemp..... $ 33. 

Chemo l BC cut fem.$80, 

Col K. Kush.$ 150, 

Early Appalachian....* $00 

Freezelaod Cross...... $ 50. 

GO Alphadog..... $80. 

GO: Greenhouse 13x Skunk.$80, 

HarmonyxThai..., $?0, 

HiinduKush,.., $50 

HippieCrlppler*.., $80. 

$80 Harmony x Nevilles Haze 21,.*,$ 225. 
BC Mango x nevil's Haze 21 .... $ 225, 

Chemo_$ 55. 

Rockstar .... $ 55. 

Sour Diesel.... $60. 

Double Skunk x Skunk,. *, $ 60. 
Island Sweet Skunk x Skunk_ $ 80. 

QG KushxNevilsHaze21 .*** $225. 

Love Potion next gen_ $ 70. 

Maple Kush.,.. $70. 

Moosejaw Madness .... $ 70. 
Blackberry Kush.... $ 70, 
Kings Ransom .... $ 70. 

Zen Hash Plant,.,. $ 100. 
Love Potion (Next Gen).... $ 75, 

Big Bud xCinderella 99 .... $80. 

Afpak xSkunk_$80, 

Regular Af pa k_$80. 

Bubba Rock Kush.... $80. 

Bubble Gum Indica.... $ 80- 
Poll kat - Autoflowering..,, $ 80 

Bubba xSkunk..., $80. 

Harlequin $125- 

Chariottes Web., *, $150* 

Harmony .... $60. 

Pig0G .... $100. 

Bubba Rock .... $100. 

Grand Daddy Purple $100, 

Cherry Bomb xSkunk ..... $100. 

Golden Tern pie Kush ,.,,$100. 

MowieGoldxSkunk .... $100. 

ThaixSkunk .... $100. 

Tuna Kush .... $100. 

$225,613Cbem Dog .... $100, 

RockstarxDiesel .... $100. 

Afpakx Diesel.... $300. 

PinkOG .... $100. 

Moosejaw Mad ness x Diesel ,,,, $100, 

Monster Chronic x Mk .,,, $ t QO. 

Bubba Kushx Diesel .... $100. 

Bubba Rockstar x OG .... $100,, 

Alpha Dog .... $1 DO. 

Willie NelsonxDiesel .... $100, 

Zen HPX Diesel$100- 

0.HazexDiesel .... $100. 

Purple Diesel .... $100. 

Kfr-T 

Triple Crown Specimen 

A 
■ 

!k 

% 
Original Haze 

Tuna Kush Budder 
Deadhead Kush winner 2013Kush Cup,, $100. 

Cinderella99,,*, $125, 

Black Willie .... $U5. 

I 

NH21 x Early MM .... $150. 

Harmony x Thai .... $ 1 SO. 

Malawi Gold xThai — $ 150. 

King.... $150. 

Early Purple Kush E.P.K. Extract 

King x Nevils Haze 21_ $ 225. 

oldschoolBA.com SEED WORLD ORDER FORM In North America Toll Free 

1-855-425-3437 for LOTS MORE visit our website, send us an email or grve us a call! 

Cut Older Form BELOW Dotted Line 

* $ 150. 

Mullumbimby Madness x NeviHes Haze 21... $ 225. 

Neville's Haze 21 x Oaxacan .... $ 225. 

MM x Nevilles Haze 21 ...,$225. 

Neville's Haze 23xSKMM . $ 225- 

Nevilles Haze x Early MM ,,$ 225. 

Taz-ThaixHaze21 .,,, $225 

Email: info(®oldschoolBA.com 

Outside North America 
Call! 00+1+604-257-4793 

Cut Order Farm BELOW Dotted Line 

We ah Hwjpftitonvlld wilt am. «H4 competitors offers 

Use this order form, 

For larger orders, please print clearly 
ar^d indicate the follow n£ on a sheet 

of paper: 
-nainHs) 
-sexfregor tern ] 
-quantity 
pri« 

-shipping; rate 

-order total 
Semi with &LAHH Monty Order or teshfor 
(ire tofdl djfiet/rtl to.' 

0,5 B A 
P0 BOX 21648 
Vancouver, BC 

Canada V&l JH0 

Product 
Reg/ 

Fem 

Number of 

Packs 

Total Price 

t Pnce X QTY) A. 
Stnp To; Sub-Total 

Address: Reg S&K (S11 00) 

Promo Code Discount 

CHy: Renton ■'Slate. 
Express S3070vemigwS75 

TOTAL 5 Endoeed 
ip/PoslaL County 

Iftmliritiji by 
Credit Ciirif, 

PfrtHr Phone. A 

5'Si PrOieSiirrg 

Charge U'rM iic 

Appfird. 

for Lots +MOJRE Strains at wuritf .oidsdioolBA.coni 




